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Abstract
Accountability is a well-established and widely used security concept that allows for obtaining undeniable
cryptographic proof of misbehavior, thereby incentivizing honest behavior. There already exist several general
purpose accountability frameworks for formal game-based security analyses. Unfortunately, such game-based
frameworks do not support modular security analyses, which is an important tool to handle the complexity of
modern protocols.
Universal composability (UC) models provide native support for modular analyses, including re-use and
composition of security results. So far, accountability has mainly been modeled and analyzed in UC models
for the special case of MPC protocols, with a general purpose accountability framework for UC still missing.
That is, a framework that among others supports arbitrary protocols, a wide range of accountability properties,
handling and mixing of accountable and non-accountable security properties, and modular analysis of accountable
protocols.
To close this gap, we propose AUC, the first general purpose accountability framework for UC models, which
supports all of the above, based on several new concepts. We exemplify AUC in three case studies not covered
by existing works. In particular, AUC unifies existing UC accountability approaches within a single framework.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Accountability is a prominent concept that is widely used in security. Many security properties and applications,
such as auctions [7, 29, 97], e-voting [1, 65, 67], non-repudiation [98–100], multi-party computation (MPC) [6,
8, 13, 54], public key infrastructures (PKIs) [61, 73, 76], distributed ledgers [15, 16, 38, 40, 47, 50, 59, 82, 88],
DRM [91, 93], power infrastructures [58, 75], content delivery networks [31], and distributed systems [52, 90, 94]
make use of and rely on accountability to provide security. In the formal security analysis literature, so-called
property-, policy-, or goal-based accountability is the standard and most commonly used interpretation of
accountability (e.g., [33, 42–45, 52, 57, 62, 63, 67, 68, 79]), which we therefore also consider in this work and
often just call accountability (see also Section 2.7). Property-based accountability intuitively states that, if
some intended security property of a protocol, such as correctness of the output, is violated, then we obtain a
cryptographic proof that one or more protocol participants have misbehaved. We call security properties ensured
via accountability in this way accountability(-based) properties. Parties which violated an accountability property
can be held accountable for their misbehavior, e. g., via contractual and financial penalties or by excluding them
from future protocol runs. This serves as a strong incentive for malicious parties to honestly follow the protocol
and to not break security goals.
Over the past decade, researchers have developed general tools and approaches to formally analyze accountability properties in game-based settings (e. g., [46, 62, 67]). These works cover many flavors of accountability,
such as (i) different accountability levels; a weak level might guarantee identification only of a (potentially large)
group such that at least one party in that group has misbehaved, where the strongest level, so-called individual
accountability [67], allows for identifying one or more parties such that all of them have misbehaved. (ii) Local
or public/universal accountability (w.r.t. some security goal/property) [41, 49]; a public accountability property
allows everyone, including external observers, to identify misbehaving parties in case the security property is
broken. Local accountability allows only protocol participants to identify misbehaving parties.
Preventive vs. Accountability Properties. The counterpart to accountability properties are so-called preventive
security properties (cf. [45]), which includes many special cases such as proactive security [2, 12]. In preventive
security, one proves that the expected security property cannot be broken in the first place, typically based on
certain (strong) security assumptions. In contrast, accountability-based security accepts that security properties
might be broken by misbehaving parties but instead requires that one can identify and hence deter such
parties. In exchange for this weaker security guarantee, accountability provides several advantages, including:
(i) accountability might already be achievable with simpler, more efficient components. (ii) In order to ensure
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accountability properties, one might need less security assumptions. (iii) Accountability properties might be
stronger in some aspects than preventive security notions. For example, Graf et al. [50] illustrate and leverage all
of these advantages of accountability by proposing a slight modification of the Hyperledger Fabric permissioned
blockchain that (i) uses only a very efficient crash-fault-tolerant instead of a more complex Byzantine-fault
tolerant consensus protocol, (ii) does not assume an honest (super)majority or any other set of honest parties
to achieve accountability of consistency, and (iii) can enforce consistency (in an accountable way) not only
for honest nodes but also for dishonest ones. So both concepts, preventive and accountability-based security,
come with their own merits and tradeoffs. They are orthogonal concepts in the sense that both types of security
can be used as stand-alone mechanisms to provide security for an intended property. But they can also be
combined for the same security goal, where accountability serves as a second layer of defense in case the
underlying assumptions of preventive security are broken. Such a combination is, for instance, used by the system
PeerReview [52] to strengthen the security property of consistency in Byzantine-fault tolerant (BFT) consensus
protocols (e. g., [28, 83, 95]): as long as there is an honest supermajority in the BFT protocol, consistency cannot
be broken at all. If this assumption is no longer met, then PeerReview running on top of the BFT protocol still
provides accountability w.r.t. consistency, i. e., allows for identifying parties that cause the consensus protocol
to fail.
Universal Composability. Universal composability (UC) (e. g., [17, 18, 22, 23, 53, 64]) is a very popular approach for designing, modeling, and analyzing security protocols due to its strong security guarantees and its
inherent support for modular design and analysis. Roughly speaking, in UC one first specifies an ideal protocol
(or ideal functionality) F that specifies the intended behavior/security properties of a target protocol, abstracting
away implementation details. For a concrete realization – the real protocol – P, one then proves that “P behaves
just as F” in arbitrary contexts, where the network of F is controlled by a benign attacker called simulator.
One can then build other protocols P ′ on top of F and analyze their security. A so-called composition theorem
provided by the underlying UC model then implies that P ′ remains secure even if the subroutine F is replaced
by P.
Current State. Preventive security properties and their formalization via ideal functionalities in UC models
is a well-studied problem, with the vast majority of existing UC literature focusing on preventive properties.
In contrast, accountability properties have only been studied and formalized for special cases, mostly MPC
protocols (e. g., [13, 14, 24, 34, 35, 55, 74]). These works do not and were not intended to serve as general UC
accountability frameworks. In particular, these works (i) are tailored towards MPC protocols and accountability
properties thereof, such as identifiable abort (e. g., [14, 55], cf. Appendix G, where we capture identifiable
within our formalization approach), (ii) assume certain protocol structures, such as non-interactive protocols
or protocols without internal servers, (iii) typically focus on either local or public accountability, (iv) cannot
express arbitrary relationships of properties, including preventive properties with accountability as second layer
of defense, and/or (v) consider composition out of scope or focus on composition of certain protocol types.
Hence, a general framework for accountability in UC models is still missing. Such a general framework
would
1. Enable the design and analysis of arbitrary protocols and accountability properties within a UC model,
thereby allowing such protocols to benefit from strong security statements and modularity offered by UC
models,
2. Provide a common tool set that allows for easily formalizing accountability properties and reducing the
effort for protocol designers, and thus,
3. Help avoid mistakes and oversights that can otherwise easily occur when formalizing accountability for
every use case from scratch, as well as
4. Facilitate the comparison of different types of accountability properties and guarantees as they are defined
within the same overarching and unified framework.
Obtaining such a general framework for accountability in UC models is non-trivial as it has to support and
combine a number of different features to achieve the desired generality. Among others, it has to be able
to express many different flavors of accountability, including the following flavors from formal game-based
accountability security frameworks [62, 63, 67, 79]: (i) accountability for a wide range of security properties,
(ii) different levels of accountability, (iii) both local and public accountability properties, and (iv) relationships
of different properties, including combinations of accountability and preventive properties both as independent
concurrent properties but also as layered defense for the same security goal. Such a general framework further
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must be able to express virtually arbitrary protocols. In particular, it must (v) be independent of a specific
protocol type and structure, thereby supporting, e. g., interactive protocols and protocols with purely internal
parties such as client-server protocols, and (vi) fully support the modular design, analysis, and composition of
protocols with accountability.
AUC – Accountable Universal Composability. To close this gap, we propose the Accountable Universal
Composability (AUC) framework, the first general framework for the modular UC analysis of accountability
properties. The AUC framework works within existing UC models, such as the UC [22, 23], including its
variants (e.g., SUC [24], GUC [18]), the GNUC [53], the CC [77], and the IITM [64] models. By this, AUC
inherits and can leverage features of the underlying UC model, such as the respective composition theorems
possibly including support for composition with joint, arbitrarily shared, and/or global state. This also allows
protocol designers to compose AUC protocols with existing (preventive security) protocols while remaining
within whatever model they are already familiar with.
A major component of AUC is a generic transformation that, given any ideal functionality, allows for
incorporating a wide range of accountability properties into the functionality. AUC further enables modeling and
analyzing accountability properties in the corresponding real protocols such that composition of the resulting
(accountability-based) protocols, also with preventive security protocols, is fully supported. To this end, AUC
generalizes several ideas from the literature, both in game-based and UC settings, but also adds novel concepts,
such as what we call judicial reports and supervisors. By combining these concepts, AUC achieves all the
previously mentioned goals and features of a general framework for property-based accountability.
To exemplify features, applications, and the generality of AUC, we present the first accountability analyses
of three different case studies in a UC model. These case studies are chosen to be relatively simple to better
illustrate AUC. Firstly, we show how an accountable consensus service can be scaled up, e. g., to support a larger
number of clients, by adding a scaling protocol layer on top while retaining accountability of the overall protocol.
Using composability, this result can be iterated arbitrarily often to obtain security of multiple scaling layers. The
case study introduces and illustrates general techniques that can be used for future analyses of accountability
of existing real-world protocols that follow a similar scaling approach, such as the prominent blockchain
Hyperledger Fabric [3, 50], the consensus service Hashgraph [11], and content delivery networks [39]. Secondly,
we model and analyze accountability of a public key infrastructure (PKI) based on certificate transparency logs
(CTLs). We then, thirdly, compose this result with an ISO 9798-3-based authenticated key exchange [17, 26,
56, 66], showing that the resulting protocol provides security based on an accountable PKI. To the best of our
knowledge, this analysis is the first UC analysis of that protocol without assuming pre-distributed public keys
or an idealized PKI where the adversary cannot create certificates for honest parties.
Contributions. In summary, the contributions of the paper are as follows:
• We propose AUC, the first general framework for accountability in UC models.
• AUC transfers and generalizes existing concepts from game-based approaches to the UC world, generalizes
existing UC approaches, and develops new concepts.
• AUC supports, among others, arbitrary ideal and real protocols, a wide range of accountability properties,
local and public accountability properties, concurrent consideration and combination of preventive and accountability properties, accountability of protocol internal parties, and composition of accountable protocols.
• To exemplify AUC, we present three case studies, providing the first UC analysis of accountability properties
for the considered protocols.
• As a sanity check, in Appendix G we further show that AUC can capture accountability aspects of existing
UC MPC literature as a special case, thereby generalizing and unifying this line of work.
Structure of this paper. Section 2 presents AUC, including a discussion of its core concepts. Section 3 provides
our case studies. We discuss related work in Section 4. Further details are given in the appendix.
2. AUC – ACCOUNTABLE U NIVERSAL C OMPOSABILITY
In this section, we introduce the accountable universal composability (AUC) framework. We first clarify notation
and terminology in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses several high-level ideas of AUC before we formally specify
the AUC transformation for ideal functionalities in Section 2.3, with AUC’s modeling of real protocols covered
in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we discuss several aspects of AUC’s composability abilities. In Section 2.6, we
present a deterrence analysis to analyze the behavior of rational adversaries. Section 2.7 concludes this section
with a discussion on AUC.
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2.1 Notation and Terminology
Computational Model. Formally, we define AUC within the iUC model [17], an easy to use but fully expressive
instantiation of the IITM model [64]. However, AUC and its concepts can also be used within arbitrary other
models for universal composability, e. g., [23, 53, 77]. We keep our presentation on a level such that readers
familiar with these UC models can understand and use AUC without requiring any prior knowledge of iUC.
For interested readers, we provide a brief introduction to the iUC model including an overview of its pseudo
code notation in Appendix A and in Appendix B, we provide an overview of the used pseudo code notation.
A party in iUC and hence also AUC is uniquely identified via its party ID pid , the session sid it runs in,
and the piece of code/role role it is executing. We call the triple (pid , sid , role) entity.1 In what follows, we
use the terms entity and party synonymously.
We call a party in a protocol main if it can directly receive inputs from and send outputs to the environment.
We call a party internal otherwise, i. e., if it is part of an internal subroutine. Whether a party is an internal
or a main party can be determined from its role. As in all UC models, an ideal functionality and a realization
share the same sets of main parties/roles. A realization might have additional internal parties/roles, such as an
internal server used by main clients, that are not present in the ideal protocol.
As is standard in UC models, the adversary A is allowed to corrupt parties by sending a special corrupt
command. If an entity is corrupted, the adversary generally gets full control over the (input and output interface
of the) entity. The environment can obtain the current corruption status of main parties in a protocol, which
allows for checking whether corruption of main parties is simulated correctly.
Classes of Security Properties. As mentioned in the introduction, the literature traditionally distinguishes
between preventive security properties and accountability properties. We denote the set of accountability
properties of a protocol by Secacc and divide preventive properties into two classes:
Absolute: A preventive security property is called absolute if all underlying assumptions used in the security
proof are assumed to always hold true. The analysis of the case where such assumptions might become broken
is out of scope. We denote the set of absolute security properties (of some protocol) by Secabs .
Assumption-based: We call a preventive security property assumption-based if it is shown to hold true under
certain assumptions but the security analysis also analyzes the case that these assumptions might become broken
at some point. We denote the set of assumption-based preventive security properties by Secassumption .
By this categorization, we have that absolute security properties can neither be assumption-based properties
nor accountability properties, i. e., we require Secabs ∩ (Secassumption ∪ Secacc ) = ∅. The set Secassumption ∩ Secacc ,
if non-empty, contains preventive security properties that offer accountability as a second layer of defense
whenever the underlying assumptions are broken. The set Secassumption \ Secacc contains those assumption-based
security properties which are not additionally secured via accountability.
Verdicts. AUC defines verdicts to be positive boolean formulas consisting of propositions of the form dis(Ai )
where Ai is an entity and dis(Ai ) expresses that the judge believes that Ai misbehaved/is dishonest. For example,
the verdict “dis(A1 ) ∧ (dis(A2 ) ∨ dis(A3 ))” captures the statement that party A1 and at least one of the parties
A2 and A3 have misbehaved. We can evaluate verdicts by setting dis(Ai ) = true iff Ai is actually a corrupted
entity at the point where the verdict is stated, and false otherwise. We call a verdict fair if it evaluates to
true, and hence, does not mistakenly blame honest parties. In a secure protocol, all honestly computed verdicts
are required to be fair.
This definition of verdicts allows for capturing different levels of accountability. Verdicts such as dis(A1 )
or dis(A1 ) ∧ dis(A2 ) imply that the specific party A1 (and potentially others) misbehaved. This captures the
strongest level of so-called individual accountability. In contrast, a verdict of the form dis(A1 )∨dis(A2 )∨dis(A3 )
only identifies a group of three parties where at least one has misbehaved, therefore capturing a weaker level
of accountability.
2.2 Overview of AUC’s Central Concepts
The AUC framework serves as a general blueprint for modeling and analyzing a wide range of accountability
properties both in real and ideal protocols. Before delving into AUC, let us first give a high-level overview of
its main concepts and ideas:
1 In those UC models that identify parties only via the pair (pid, sid), different roles can be modeled by adding them as a prefix to
pid, say, pid = (role, pid ′ ), where pid ′ is the actual party ID.
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Breaking accountability properties in exchange for verdicts: In an (AUC) accountable ideal functionality, the
adversary A may, at any point in time, instruct the functionality to break/disable accountability properties. In
exchange for breaking an accountability property, the ideal functionality requires A to provide a verdict that
indicates parties who are blamed for the security breach. This verdict must be fair, i. e., it may not blame
parties who were honestly following the protocol. Verdicts are received and their fairness is checked by socalled (ideal) judges. A judge is a new role added to the ideal functionality that models parties who are
responsible for determining misbehaving protocol participants. The environment and higher-level protocols,
including higher-level judges, can ask for a judge’s verdict.
In a realization of the ideal functionality, the corresponding (real) judges specify the exact judging procedures,
such as checking signatures, and the exact input data used as evidence to compute verdicts. For example, in
an e-voting protocol that is supposed to provide accountability w.r.t. counting votes (a strong form of so-called
end-to-end verifiability [33]), a real judge – run by an auditor or even a voter – might take as input all messages
from a bulletin board and then blame parties who produce output, e. g., the election result, but with invalid
accompanying zero-knowledge proofs.
Judge Types: AUC considers an a priori unbounded number of concurrent judges, which can be instantiated
by protocol designers to capture different numbers and types of judges executed by different parties modeling
various flavors of accountability. Most common are public and local judges, which capture public and local
accountability, respectively: (i) A single public judge implements public accountability, i. e., verdicts of the
(real) public judge are computed solely based on publicly available information. For example, in e-voting to
check that the tallying process went correctly, (cf. “accountability w.r.t. counting votes” above) a public judge
typically uses data, such as zero-knowledge proofs, from a public bulletin board. Since the data used is public,
everyone, including outside observers, can take the role of a public judge. It therefore typically makes sense
to model a public judge as an incorruptible entity. (ii) Several local judges, each of them belonging to and
typically representing the validation procedure executed by one protocol participant, model local accountability.
That is, verdicts of a (real) local judge are computed by a protocol participant, say Alice, and can therefore
be based not just on public information and whatever data other parties are willing to provide to Alice, but
verdicts can also be based on Alice’s own private data, possibly allowing for detecting a wider variety of
misbehavior. For example, in e-voting Alice, resp. her local judge, can tell that her ballot does not appear on
the bulletin board, even though she submitted it. Since a local judge is run by a (potentially malicious) protocol
participant who might lie about the verdict, a local judge is typically considered corrupted iff the corresponding
protocol participant is corrupted. (iii) Additionally, AUC also supports other types of judges, such as, mandated
judges. A mandated judge models a (potentially trusted) external auditor which (in the realization) computes
verdicts based on evidence that protocol participants provide. For instance, in some e-voting protocols aiming
for everlasting privacy [36] not all data needed for verifiability of the election can be published. Instead, only a
trusted auditor would obtain all necessary data, including potentially non-public data, to perform the verification
procedure.
We emphasize that in AUC protocol designers are free to define judges in whatever way suitable. In particular,
protocol designers can decide what kind of information judges use/require, whether the information is public
or private, what groups of parties they are responsible for, or whether judges are corruptible. Hence, AUC does
not dictate specific types of judges, and as mentioned, also does not bound the number of judges considered.
Judge dependent accountability properties: We take the view that a judge is responsible for one or more
security properties and one or more parties (not necessarily exclusively). That is, if a security properties is
broken from the point of view of a party, then a judge responsible for this security property and party is
supposed to output a verdict; conversely, without such a verdict the property should still hold true for this party.
For example, consider again accountability w.r.t. counting votes in e-voting. Here it makes sense to have a
public judge responsible for all parties and the correctness of the tallying process, who would output a verdict
when the tallying process was carried out incorrectly. To give another example, in Section 3.2 we consider a PKI
based on Certificate Transparency Logs (CTL). Here, a security property is that there should not be certificates
on the CTL containing a public key that does not belong to the alleged party, say Alice. This property may be
broken for Alice but not other parties, and only Alice can check this property. So here we would have a local
judge responsible for Alice carrying out the necessary checks; as long as this judge does not output a verdict,
all of Alice’s certificates on the CTL should be correct.
We formalize the above in AUC by allowing the adversary in the ideal protocol to mark an accountability
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property p as broken for a specific set of judges, and require these judges to output verdicts. From then on,
the property p is no longer enforced by the ideal functionality for those parties that are protected by that set
of judges.
Judicial reports: Judges can provide arbitrary information, such as an aggregated view of collected evidence
to higher-level protocols via the novel concept of judicial reports. Judges in such higher-level protocols can
then in turn also use this information for computing their own verdicts. This is crucial to enable modular design
and analysis of a wide range of accountability-based protocols.
Assumption-based properties: Similarly to accountability properties, AUC formalizes assumption-based properties in ideal protocols by allowing the adversary to mark the underlying assumptions as broken. If that property
is not additionally protected by accountability, then the property itself is also considered broken. In general,
the assumptions and corresponding properties might hold true for some parties but not for others. For example,
Alice might achieve liveness since all of her messages were delivered within a bounded network delay but
Bob might no longer have liveness as some of his messages were dropped. Hence, just as for judge dependent
accountability properties, the ideal functionality allows the adversary to mark assumptions as broken for a
specific set of affected parties. Those parties then lose security guarantees, unless they are still protected by
accountability.
Supervisor: A new meta party called supervisor collects information about (i) corruption of internal protocol
participants (i. e., those that exist only within subroutines of the real protocol but not in the ideal protocol) and
(ii) broken security assumptions. This information is provided by the supervisor to the environment to guarantee
that the real and ideal worlds coincide in these aspects. In other words, a simulator cannot cheat but has to
keep these aspects consistent.
2.3 AUC Transformation for Ideal Functionalities
We now explain how AUC turns an arbitrary ideal functionality into an accountable one. Let F be an
arbitrary (non-accountable) ideal functionality that enforces a set of preventive security properties Sec, e. g.,
correctness, consistency, or liveness. AUC provides a general transformation T(·) for such ideal functionalities
F that creates an accountable ideal functionality F acc where arbitrary subsets of the properties from Sec are
changed to instead be assumption-based and/or accountability properties.2 That is, F acc ensures a combination
of absolute properties Secabs , assumption-based properties Secassumption , and accountability properties Secacc . The
transformation T(·) := T2 (T1 (·)) consists of two steps T1 and T2 that progressively modify F to obtain F acc =
T(F). The first step adds the necessary infrastructure to F to be able to express accountability properties, such
as code for the new judge and supervisor roles, but does not yet alter the actual behavior and security guarantees
of F. The second step T2 (·) then changes the behavior of F to model the effects of broken security properties.
Next, we define each step.
Step 1: The transformation T1 (F) =: F ′ takes as input the original ideal functionality to create an intermediate
functionality F ′ . This step adds a fixed set of parameters, variables, and static code to F that defines the set
of accountability properties, judges, a supervisor, verdicts, as well as related operations for the adversary (cf.
Figures 1 to 3). The parameters are designed to be instantiated by a protocol designer to customize aspects
of F acc that depend on the specific real protocols at hand, e. g., the exact accountability level one wants to
analyze.
The full version of T1 (·) builds the entire range of AUC features into F ′ . This should be seen as a general
blueprint. Features not needed in the application at hand can be omitted.
Structural changes. Figure 1 specifies structural components, parameters, and state variables that are added
by T1 to F. More specifically, the roles of judge and supervisor are added to F, as well as their corruption
behavior: The supervisor is purely a modeling tool, hence incorruptible. As explained in Section 2.2, whether
judges are corruptible mainly depends on the types of judges that are modeled and is therefore not a priori
fixed by AUC. Protocol designers rather flexibly specify the corruption model for judges by instantiating the
newly added subroutine FjudgeParams (this new subroutine is also used to customize further aspects such as
2 It is straightforward to also add entirely new assumption-based and/or accountability properties to F while applying the AUC
transformation. For simplicity of presentation we will leave this option implicit.
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Additional roles: judge, supervisor
Additional protocol parameters:
{They may be polynomially checkable predicates
– Secacc ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Accountability properties
– Secassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Assumption-based security properties
– pidsjudge ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{set of judge entities/(P)IDs in the protocol (which are often directly related to some protocol participants)
– idsassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗

{set of entities/IDs where properties are ensured via assumptions

Additional subroutines: FjudgeParams
Additional Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
Do not allow corruption of (pid, sid, supervisor).
if role = judge:
send (Corrupt, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
{FjudgeParams decides whether judges can be corrupted
wait for b
return b
– DetermineCorrStatusa (pid, sid, role):
if role = judge:
{FjudgeParams may determine a judge’s corruption status
send (CorruptionStatus?, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for b; return b
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pidreceiver , sidreceiver , rolereceiver , m)
Do not allow sending messages to FjudgeParams .
{A is not allowed to invoke FjudgeParams in the name of corrupted parties.

Additional internal state:
Stores broken security properties per judge/id,
assumption
acc
– brokenProps : (Sec
∪ Sec ) × (pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption ) → {true, false}
initially false ∀entries
– verdicts : pidsjudge → {0, 1}∗
{Verdicts per p ∈ pidsjudge , initially ε
n
Stores broken security assumptions per id, initially
– brokenAssumptions : Secassumption × idsassumption → {true, false}
false ∀entries

The set of corrupted internal
– corruptedIntParties ⊂ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ \ (RolesF b ∪ {judge, supervisor}), initially ∅
parties (pid, sid, role)
a DetermineCorrStatus allows protocol designers to specify whether an entity that is currently not directly controlled by the attacker should
nevertheless consider itself to be corrupted. E.g., a local judge will typically consider itself to be corrupted already if its corresponding party is
corrupted.
b Roles
F is the set of (main) roles provided by F to the environment. For example, RolesF = {signer, verifier} for an ideal signature
functionality F := Fsig .

Fig. 1: Parameters and state added by the transformation T1 (F) to an ideal functionality F.
accountability levels; we explain this later). For example, for local judges FjudgeParams would typically disallow
corruption if the corresponding protocol participant is honest, and conversely consider the local judge to be
corrupted as soon as the protocol participant is corrupted. As mentioned, the adversary gains full control over
corrupted judges. Further, AUC adds the parameters Secacc and Secassumption to F, which are instantiated by the
protocol designer to contain exactly those accountability and assumption-based properties (⊆ Sec) she wants
to consider.
The parameter pidsjudge specifies the considered (possibly infinite) set of party IDs of (different types of)
judges. For example, the most common types of judges mentioned in Section 2.2 can be model via PIDs
pid j ∈ pidsjudge of the following form: (i) pidj = public identifies a unique public judge, (ii) pid j =
(local, pid , role) models a local judge of protocol participant (pid , sid , role ), and (iii) pid j = (mandated,
pid ) highlights a mandated judge with PID pid .
In the state variable brokenProps we track for each combination of a security property ∈ Secacc and judge
∈ pidsjudge whether the property is broken for that judge (and hence, not guaranteed anymore for the parties this
judge is responsible for). Jumping slightly ahead, the second transformation step T2 (·) will change the behavior
of the functionality depending on which properties are marked broken for which judges and their governed
parties. The map verdicts stores the current verdict of each judge.
The parameter idsassumption defines the (possibly infinite) set of IDs for which an assumption and the
corresponding assumption based property might become broken. For example, (i) id = public can be used
to model a global assumption and property that affects all parties, whereas (ii) id = (local, pid , role) can
model an assumption and corresponding property specific to a protocol participant (pid , sid , role). For each
combination of property ∈ Secassumption and ID ∈ idsassumption , we track whether underlying assumptions are
currently broken in the new variable brokenAssumptions. Once assumptions are broken, then the property itself
might also become broken for the affected ID (see below), which again is tracked in brokenProps.
Finally, we add the set corruptedIntParties which tracks corrupted internal parties in a realization in addition
to corrupted main parties that are already tracked by the functionality.
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Additional code for the judge role:
recv (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak ) from NETa to (pid, sid, judge)
s.t. toBreak ⊆ Secacc × pidsjudge ∧ verdict maps from pidsjudge → {0, 1}∗ :
(successful, leakage) ← breakAttempt(verdict, toBreak )
reply (BreakAccProp, successful, leakage)

{breakAttempt is defined below

{The environment can query the verdicts of local and public judges

recv GetVerdict from I/O to (pid j , sid, judge):
reply (GetVerdict, verdicts[pid j ])

recv (GetJudicialReport, msg) from I/O to (pid j , sid, judge):

{The environment may query for local or public judicial reports

Forward judicial report request to FjudgeParams

send (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) to (pid j , sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for (GetJudicialReport, report)
reply (GetJudicialReport, report)

Helperfunctions:
procedure breakAttempt(verdict, toBreak ) :
{Process break attempt
Check for all non-ε verdicts in verdict, i.e., ∀pid j s.t. verdict[pid j ] ̸= ε:
1. it holds true that verdict[pid j ] is a positive boolean expression built from propositions of the form dis((pid , sid , role )),
2. it holds true that eval(verdict[pid j ]) = true, b
Check that ∀(prop, pid j ) ∈ toBreak :
3. verdict[pid j ] ̸= ε,
4. brokenAssumptions[prop, pid j ] = true, if prop ∈ Secassumption ∧ pid j ∈ Secassumption .

if any of the above check fails:
FjudgeParams can impose



return(false, ε)
further conditions, e.g., on
verdicts or whether it is alsend (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak , internalState) to ( , , FjudgeParams : judgeParams)


wait for (BreakAccProp, successful, leakage)

lowed to violate breakable
security properties.
if successful:
for all ∀pid j s.t. verdict[pid j ] ̸= ε do:
verdicts[pid j ] ← verdict[pid j ]
{Record accepted local and public verdict
for all (prop, pid j ) ∈ toBreak do:
brokenProps[prop, pid j ] ← true
return(successful, leakage)
a NET denotes message from the network adversary. I/O denotes messages from the environment.
b eval evaluates the bolean expression, where dis(pid, sid, role) evaluates to true if (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet or (pid, sid, role) ∈

corruptedIntParties. CorruptionSet is a predefined variable of iUC that contains all corrupted main parties of this functionality. We set eval(ε) :=
true.

Fig. 2: Judge code added by the transformation T1 (F) to an ideal functionality F.

(
Additional code for the supervisor role:
A may break
recv (BreakAssumption, toBreak ) from NET to ( , , supervisor) s.t. toBreak ⊆ Secassumption × idsassumption :
these assumpfor all (prop, id) ∈ toBreak do:
tions
brokenAssumptions[prop, id] ← true
{Record broken assumptions
acc
if prop ∈
/ Sec ∨ id ∈
/ pidsjudge :
brokenProps[prop, id] ← true
{Record property as broken if not additionaly secured via accountability
send (BreakAssumption, toBreak , internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
{FjudgeParams provides leakage
wait for (BreakAssumption, leakage)
reply (BreakAssumption, leakage)
recv (corruptInt, (pid , sid , role )) from NET to ( , , supervisor)

A is allowed to corrupt internal protocol
parties

s.t. role ∈
/ RolesF ∪ {judge, supervisor}:
corruptedIntParties.add((pid , sid , role ))
reply (corruptInt, ack)
recv (IsAssumptionBroken?, prop, id) from I/O
to ( , , supervisor) s.t. id ∈ idsassumption :
if prop ∈ Secassumption :
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, brokenAssumptions[prop, id])
else:
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, ⊥)

n

The environment may ask whether properties are broken

recv (corruptInt?, (pid , sid , role )) from I/O to ( , , supervisor)
s.t. role ∈
/ RolesF ∪ {judge, supervisor}:
{The environment may ask for the corruption status of internal parties
if (pid , sid , role ) ∈ corruptedIntParties:
reply (corruptInt, true)
else:
reply (corruptInt, false)

Fig. 3: Supervisor code added by the transformation T1 (F) to an ideal functionality F.
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Judges. Figure 2 specifies the code AUC adds to ideal functionalities to model judges. Each judge in AUC is
an entity of the form (pid j , sid , judge) where pid j is the judge’s PID running the fixed judge role.
The adversary can try to break accountability properties ∈ Secacc by sending a BreakAccProp message to the
ideal functionality, which contains a list of properties including the judges ⊂ pidsjudge for which these properties
shall be broken as well as a list of new verdicts for (some of the) judges. After receiving the message, the ideal
functionality first checks whether this attempt meets all minimal requirements for accountability, i. e., (i) all
(non-empty) verdicts are positive boolean formulas, (ii) all verdicts are fair based on the current corruption
status of main and internal parties, (iii) if a property is marked as broken for some judge, then that judge also
outputs a verdict, and (iv) accountability properties that are also assumption-based properties may not be broken
as long as the underlying assumptions still hold true. If the attempt passes these checks, F ′ forwards the attempt
(including its full internal state) to the subroutine FjudgeParams , which decides whether the attempt actually
succeeds and whether/which information is leaked to the attacker, say, because a privacy property was broken.
By instantiating FjudgeParams a protocol designer can therefore customize the exact level of accountability and
also relationships between properties. For example, an instance of FjudgeParams might require verdicts to have
the form “dis(A)”, i.e., identify exactly one misbehaving party, thereby providing individual accountability (cf.
Section 3 for examples with different accountability levels). It might also require that, if a property connected to
a party is broken, then the same property must also be broken concurrently for others, capturing the relationship
that several/all parties are affected and thus able to compute verdicts simultaneously (cf. Appendix G).
The environment can query judges of F ′ to obtain their current verdicts and their judicial reports. For verdicts,
′
F returns the last accepted verdict. For reports, F ′ calls FjudgeParams which can compute the report based on
the entire internal state of F ′ . This allows a protocol designer to customize which information is contained in
such reports by instantiating FjudgeParams appropriately (see Section 3.1 for an example).
Supervisor. Figure 3 presents the code added for the supervisor. The adversary can send a BreakAssumption
message to mark the assumptions as broken that underlie some properties p ∈ Secassumption for some set of
IDs ⊂ idsassumption . Assumption-based properties also protected by accountability, i.e., p ∈ Secacc and id ∈
pidsjudge ∩ idsassumption , are not yet marked as broken; for these, the adversary still has to issue a BreakAccProp
message to id with a valid verdict. Otherwise, breaking the underlying assumption also breaks the property.
The adversary may further mark arbitrary internal parties as corrupted. These parties can then also be blamed
in verdicts.
As mentioned, the environment can ask the supervisor whether assumptions are marked as broken and whether
internal parties are marked as corrupted. Note that F ′ does not impose any limitations on when assumptions can
be marked as broken but only ensures – by providing this information to the environment – that this occurs if and
only if assumptions are broken in the realization. By this, the realization can specify the exact conditions and
limitations for broken assumptions without requiring any modifications to F ′ each time a different realization
is considered (cf. Sections 2.4 and 2.7).
Step 2: The second step of the transformation T2 specifies the effects of a broken property. Observe that the
exact implications in terms of behavior of F strongly depend on the individual security properties. Therefore,
T2 , unlike T1 , cannot simply be a fixed set of variables, code that need to be added to a functionality, or even a
black-box transformation of F ′ . Instead, T2 rather constitutes a more abstract guideline on how the functionality
F ′ has to be modified. Importantly, such modifications must not alter the behavior when security guarantees
hold true since we want to retain the same security guarantees of F in those cases:
Definition 1. Let F ′ := T1 (F). Let F acc := T2 (F ′ ) be a functionality obtained by introducing additional
behavior for capturing broken security properties. We say that F acc is an accountable transformation of F if
the behavior of F acc and F ′ is identical in all runs until a security property is marked as broken.
Technically, modeling the effects of a broken security property p ∈ Secacc ∪ Secassumption affecting some
ID id ∈ pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption (specifying, e.g., an affected party), generally entails introducing (one or
more) conditional clauses of the form “if (p, id ) is not marked as broken then <original behavior> else
<new behavior>”. As the name suggests, <original behavior> denotes the original unchanged behavior of
the functionality F, i.e., the code that enforces p. The code <new behavior> then defines what “breaking p”
actually means, typically by giving more power to the adversary.
For example, if F := Fsig is an ideal signature functionality and p = unforgeability (for, say, id =
public, modeling public unforgeability), then <original behavior> is a check during signature validation
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Fig. 4: Example of machines and connections in an accountable real protocol P with ideal (possibly
accountable) subroutines F1 , . . . , Fm . Blue components are added by AUC.
that, if it detects forgery of a signature, returns false irrespective of the actual result of signature validation.
Breaking this property would simply disable this forgery check, i.e., <new behavior> is empty. Thus, if a
signature is forged if unforgeability is broken, the transformed version of Fsig might actually return true.
More complex conditional statements can be used as well to capture advanced relationships of properties.
For example, consider privacy in MPC protocols. The statement “if there are at least t PIDs pid i of local
judges such that (privacy, pid i ) is marked as broken then <leak secret information>” captures a threshold
relationship of local properties: in order to break privacy, the adversary has to mark privacy as broken for at
least t parties.
Observe that all transformations T2 following the form described above always satisfy Definition 1. That
is, the resulting ideal functionalities F acc := T2 (T1 (F)) are indeed accountable transformations of F as per
Definition 1.
2.4 AUC in Real Protocols
As illustrated in Figure 4, modeling accountability in a real protocol P using AUC mainly entails adding
and specifying a supervisor and several judges that correspond to the ones in the ideal protocol. Again, not
always all of these components are needed and can be omitted if not used.
Judges. The concrete definitions of judges in real protocols formalize (i) the judging algorithms used for
computing verdicts, (ii) inputs and hence evidence needed for obtaining the verdict, (iii) which parties are
supposed to provide which information as evidence, and (iv) to whom evidence is provided, namely, the party
that is running the judge. We exemplify modeling of real judges for the most common types of public, local,
and mandated judges: Intuitively, a public judge computes verdicts solely based on publicly available/verifiable
data such as information from a public bulletin board or data that individual parties are willing to provide and
therefore publish even to external observers. Since an honest party can always locally execute the public judge,
the public judge is modeled to be incorruptible. To make formally explicit in the security analysis that also
an attacker might run the public judge, public judges should generally publish all collected information via
their network interface to the environment. For the same reason, if a public judge is allowed to interact with
other parts of the protocol, e.g., to verify a signature in an ideal signature functionality Fsig , then typically the
judge should provide a network interface for the environment to be able to perform the same interactions.3 We
provide a concrete example of a public judge in Section 3.1. Local judges, typically one per (main) protocol
party, use public information and also (private) data that protocol participants are willing to share with the
party running the local judge but might not want to fully publish. In addition, since a local judge is run by
a party herself, it also takes as input the entire internal state and possibly history of that corresponding party,
including any private information, to compute a verdict. A local judge should be considered to be corrupted iff
its corresponding protocol participant is corrupted. We provide concrete examples of local judges in Sections 3.2
and 3.3. Mandated judges reflect the judging procedure of an external mandated auditor, which takes as input
publicly available data and also (private) data that protocol participants are willing to share with the auditor.
Whether (some of the) mandated judges are corruptible depends on the setting that shall be modeled.
3 This modeling of public judges is similar in spirit to modeling random oracles. A random oracle represents a public function, which
is captured by being incorruptible but providing outputs via an additional network interface to the environment.
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When evaluating evidence, real judges often obtain or compute additional information that might be useful
for and can even be required by higher-level protocols. Such information can be shared via judicial reports (we
discuss the need for this novel concept, including example use cases, in Section 2.7).
Supervisor. A supervisor in a real protocol forwards the corruption status of internal protocol participants and
specifies when exactly the assumptions underlying an assumption-based property for some party/ID must be
considered broken.
This generally involves gathering data from other parts of the protocol. For example, consider a property
p ∈ Secassumption that relies on an honest majority assumption and thus affects everyone (i.e., id = public),
e. g., consistency in Bitcoin [48]. That is, a protocol only ensures p if more than half of the protocol participants
are honest. To determine whether the protocol still ensures p, the supervisor would check whether a majority of
the protocol participants is still honest. If the majority is lost, the supervisor would indicate that the assumptions
for p are no longer met and thus the protocol might no longer guarantee p.
As we discuss in Section 2.7, our novel concept of a supervisor is necessary to be able to capture a wide
range of assumption-based properties as well as real protocols with arbitrary internal structures, such as clientserver protocols (e. g., [14, 55]). Our case studies in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 provide concrete examples and indeed
require a supervisor.
2.5 Composable Security Analysis in AUC
A security analysis in AUC consists of a realization proof where one shows that the protocol P acc at hand
indeed realizes (in the UC sense) the accountable ideal functionality F acc . Among others, this formally proves
that P acc enjoys the desired security properties, including accountability properties. Since AUC works within
existing UC models and uses the standard realization notion, one can now, as usual, build an (accountable
or traditional) higher-level protocol Qacc using F acc as a subroutine (written (Qacc | F acc )) and prove that it
acc
is secure, i.e., realizes some F ′ . The composition theorem of the underlying UC model then immediately
acc
implies that also the composed protocol (Qacc | P acc ) using P acc instead of F acc still realizes F ′ , i.e., achieves
all desired strict, assumption-based, and/or accountability properties.
In an accountable higher-level protocol Qacc , the judges can and typically will obtain verdicts and judicial
reports from the subroutine judges in F acc resp. P acc . This information can then be used by higher-level judges to
compute their own verdicts and reports (cf. the BFT example in Section 2.7 and our case studies in Sections 3.1
and 3.3 for higher-level judges that rely on lower level judges). We note that we do not impose any restrictions
on which lower-level judges a higher-level judge may access. For example, often a higher-level local judge
of some party will only use local subroutine judges belonging to the same party. This models that the party
executes all of its judges from all protocol layers iteratively and can re-use the results of previous computations,
such as verdicts identifying misbehavior in subroutines, in the following computations. However, a higher-level
local judge can also, e.g., obtain the verdicts of lower level judges of different parties, modeling that one party
uses the (claimed) results of other parties. While these results might not necessarily be trustworthy, a higherlevel judge might, e.g., be able to aggregate and perform majority voting to obtain a fair result, or achieve a
weaker level of accountability that considers the possibility of the subroutine judge lying in their verdict.
2.6 Deterrence Analysis
In addition to the UC security analysis, protocol designers should perform a cost-benefit/deterrence analysis
of the (possibly composed) real protocol to determine whether honest parties are willing to take part in the
protocol and whether accountability indeed deters rational adversaries from misbehavior. This analysis can
be performed using any standard approach from the literature. As a simple example, based on the approach
by Asharov et al. [6] we describe one possible concrete mechanism for this purpose. For a rational acting
i
i
honest party pi , one considers the utility/profit UhP
for running the protocol, the cost UhE
for disclosing
i
private data as evidence to judges, and the loss due to (falsely) accusation UhL (by a corrupted judge). For a
i
i
rational but maliciously acting party pi , UmP
is the potential utility/profit from misbehaving, UmL
is the cost
i
for misbehaving (e.g., reputation loss or contractual penalties after being detected), and UmE is the cost for
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providing (possibly maliciously crafted) evidence to judges. Now, accountability provides a suitable security
mechanism in a practical deployment if
i
i
i
UhP
− UhE
− UhL
≥ 0 and
i
UhP

−

i
UhE

−

i
UhL

≥

i
UmP

−

(1)
i
UmE

−

i
UmL
,

(2)

i.e., honest parties benefit from and hence are willing to take part in the protocol (Eq. (1)) and malicious parties
are deterred from misbehaving as they stand to gain more when honestly following the protocol (Eq. (2)).
Often, the result of such an analysis will be obvious. For example, if CAs in a PKI are detected misbehaving,
i
i
they typically have to close business [92], i.e., UmL
will be much higher than UmP
. We also note that
utilities/costs might depend on the context/higher-level protocol that a subroutine will be deployed in. For
i
example, the potential profit UmP
for tempering with an accountable bulletin board is very large if it is used
i
as subroutine in an e-voting protocol for a major political election. But UmP
might be negligible if the bulletin
board is just one out of several redundant backups in a distributed cloud storage protocol. In such cases a
deterrence analysis cannot be performed for individual components but should rather be performed after fully
composing the entire real protocol.
2.7 Discussion
AUC is the first general purpose accountability framework for UC models. It builds on and extends existing
concepts but also introduces entirely new concepts that are required to construct such a general framework.
Here we discuss these concepts and relate them to existing literature.
Accountability properties: AUC formalizes a property-based interpretation of accountability, i. e., security
properties might be broken as long as misbehaving parties can be identified and blamed. This is a standard
interpretation that is widely established and used in the area of formal protocol security analyses [33, 42–
45, 52, 57, 62, 63, 67, 68, 79]. There are other (often informal) interpretations of accountability, also outside of the
field security (cf. [46]). A relatively close one in the domain of security requires that any object/message/action
can be connected to its originator, e. g., by requiring all parties to sign (cf., e. g., [25, 27]). This interpretation
is orthogonal to the property-based interpretation. For example, in e-voting it is important that one cannot trace
back ballots to individual voters but one can still achieve property-based accountability for such protocols,
namely correctness/verifiability of the election result (see, e. g., [69]). Conversely, even if the election servers
sign all their messages, it might not be possible to verify from those messages whether all votes were counted
correctly. That is, the protocol might not provide accountability for correctness of the election result.
Verdicts: The game-based model of Küsters et al. [67] defines verdicts as boolean formulas to be able to express
different levels of accountability. We transfer this concept to the setting of universal composability. This allows
AUC to capture a wide range of common accountability levels, from strong individual accountability to very
weak levels where, say, a verdict only says that someone misbehaved but gives no further information on who
exactly is at fault.
Judges, Relationships, and Judge Dependent Properties: Judges are an integral part of the specification of
protocols since they define the routines, including inputs, that are used by that protocol to detect misbehavior. A
formal analysis can then verify for a given detection routine whether it provides (property-based) accountability.
Hence, judges are used (at least implicitly) by all works that formally analyze (property-based) accountability
(e. g., [6, 13, 34, 37, 54, 62, 63, 67, 79, 87]).
There is a division in the existing literature concerning relationships of security properties: On the one hand,
prior general frameworks for accountability such as [62, 63, 67, 79] consider only a single (public/local) judge
running at the same time. Hence, these general frameworks cannot actually capture relationships of properties
where different parties and/or different types of judges are affected at the same time. This includes, e.g.,
all local judges obtaining the same verdict or a security property holding true until at least a threshold of t
judges (possibly a mixture of local, mandated, and/or a public one) detect misbehavior. On the other hand,
there are works that have already considered and analyzed such relationships by proposing specialized security
models that hard code a certain relationship for a specific property and setting. This includes, for example,
[6, 8, 14, 55, 85] which require for identifiable abort in MPC protocols that honest parties agree on the culprit,
i.e., their local judges compute the same verdict.
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AUC is the first general accountability framework that can capture such relations. At its core, this is enabled
by considering multiple concurrent judges and judge types as well as judge dependent properties. Appendix G
illustrates this feature.
Judicial reports: This novel concept introduced by AUC allows judges from different protocol layers to
exchange information, which is often required to perform a modular analysis.
For example, consider a publicly accountable BFT consensus algorithm used as a subroutine by a higher-level
protocol P acc . As long as the (lower-level) public judge JBFT in the BFT algorithm does not detect misbehavior,
she will typically be able to compute the consensus established among the parties from the available evidence. In
P acc , misbehaving parties might be able to break security properties by deviating from the consensus established
in the BFT subroutine. Hence, for a higher-level public judge JP acc to detect who deviated from the consensus
he must first learn the correct consensus. But JP acc cannot compute this on his own since, by UC composition,
he does not see the internals of the BFT subroutine but only gets restricted access via a limited interface. AUC
solves this issue and enables a modular analysis by extending this interface via judicial reports: JBFT , who has
full access within the BFT subroutine and who can thus compute the unique consensus if it exists, can provide
this information as part of a report to JP acc . See also our case study in Section 3.1 for a composed protocol
whose modular analysis requires judicial reports.
Supervisor: AUC is the first framework that allows for modeling and analyzing the combination of assumptionbased and accountability-based security for the same properties in a UC model. It is also the first framework
that supports modeling and analyzing accountability of real protocols with arbitrary internal parties without
assuming any specific internal structure. Both of these features are enabled by, among others, the novel concept
of a supervisor.
To formalize the guarantees of assumption-based properties the behavior of the ideal functionality has to change
depending on whether the assumption currently holds true. Note that for many assumptions an ideal functionality
cannot actually determine whether they are still met as they often depend on internals that only exist in the
realization. For example, liveness properties of blockchains typically assume that an internal network subroutine
in the real protocol has a bounded message delivery delay; such a network subroutine does not necessarily exist
in the ideal functionality. The supervisor solves this issue: firstly, the realization of the supervisor can specify
the exact conditions under which an assumption holds true while having full access to all information of the
real protocol. By allowing the environment to query whether assumptions are currently broken, the supervisor
then further ensures that the assumption will be marked as broken in the ideal functionality if and only if the
conditions specified in the real world are no longer met. Hence, e. g., an ideal blockchain functionality would
enforce liveness iff the real blockchain supervisor determines that the real network still has a bounded message
delay. Our case study in Section 3.1 underlines the need for this aspect of supervisors.
Verdicts in (possibly composed) real protocols might have to blame internal protocol parties, e. g., servers in
client-server protocols [50, 85], where clients are main parties that are available to higher-level protocols while
servers are purely internal subroutines. Since only main parties but not any of the internal parties of the real
protocol also exist in the corresponding ideal protocol, we use the supervisor to ensure that the simulator can
mark internal parties as corrupted in the ideal functionality iff they are corrupted in the real protocol (the same
property is already guaranteed for the main parties by the underlying model). This mechanism is necessary to
ensure that verdicts which are fair in the ideal functionality are also fair in the realization. Our case studies in
Sections 3.1 to 3.3 rely on this use of the supervisor.
Composition: The combination of the above concepts is what allows AUC, for the first time, to capture
UC compositions of arbitrary accountability-based protocols. This is further illustrated by our case studies in
Sections 3.1 and 3.3, which are the first modular accountability analyzes for these settings and protocols.
Since AUC works within an arbitrary UC model, AUC inherits and preserves all features of the underlying
composition theorems. In particular, if the underlying model supports composition with global state (e. g., [9,
17, 18, 71]), then it is possible to make some or all of the subroutine judges within a composed protocol globally
available to the environment and arbitrary other concurrent protocols.4 Whether it is sensible to consider globally
available or rather private subroutine judges depends, as with most other global functionalities, on the protocol
and the context that is modeled. For example, local judges within composed MPC protocols (cf. Appendix G)
4 We note that, as observed by [9, 17, 71], the same UC security proof of the subroutine already implies composition with and without
globally available subroutine judges.
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should typically be modeled as private: the subroutine is supposed to be used only within a single context,
namely the MPC protocol, and there is no reason for Alice to share the verdicts and judicial reports of her
internal subroutines with arbitrary other parties, protocols, and the environment. In contrast, one might consider
modeling judges belonging to a PKI subroutine (cf. Section 3.2) to be globally available within a composed
protocol if the same PKI is supposed to be shared by multiple different protocols.
We note that the main difference between global and private subroutine judges is whether only one or multiple
higher-level protocols can be composed with the same subroutine. Hence, when only a single specific higherlevel protocol has to be considered, then an analysis with a private subroutine is generally already sufficient.
3. C ASE S TUDIES
In this section, we exemplify the usage and features of AUC via three case studies: an accountable scaling
protocol, a simplified version of the Web PKI including CTLs, and a key exchange protocol based on an
accountable PKI. We provide for each case study a brief deterrence analysis in the appendix. Additionally
– as a sanity check – we cast existing accountability definitions from the UC MPC literature into AUC in
Appendix G.
3.1 Scaling Accountable Consensus
In this case study, we analyze a common situation from practice, namely, a scaling protocol built on top
of a consensus service (CS), cf. Figure 5. The purpose of this scaling protocol is to increase throughput and
hence support a larger number of clients. This is achieved by introducing an additional layer of intermediate
servers (called CD in Figure 5) that regularly obtain the established ordered sequence of messages/the consensus
from the underlying CS, cache the result, and then use this cache to answer incoming requests from clients.
This scaling approach is commonly used, e.g., by the prominent Hyperledger Fabric blockchain [3, 50], the
Hashgraph consensus service [11], and content delivery networks [39].
More specifically, in this case study our goal is to scale a consensus service that provides public and individual
accountability, takes inputs from clients, appends them to a globally unique ordered list/state, and gives all
clients access to this global state. In particular, if a client does not obtain a prefix of the (same) global state,
then a judge, based on public evidence, can blame a misbehaving party. We want to show that the composition
of a suitable scaling protocol on top of this service retains all properties of the underlying consensus service,
most notably public individual accountability. Note that consensus might fail due to misbehavior of parties in
CS but could also be introduced by the scaling layer.
This case study exemplifies several features and aspects of the AUC framework, including (i) accountability
and assumption-based security properties, (ii) public accountability, (iii) individual accountability, (iv) composition using judicial reports, which are required to express this case study, and (v) complex protocol structures,
namely a client-server protocol with internal, potentially malicious parties/servers. Full details, including formal
specifications of all UC machines, functionalities, and a full security proof are available in Appendix D.
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The scaling protocol. We consider a scaling protocol that has the structure depicted in Figure 5 and works
as described in what follows. While this scaling protocol is a custom one that we chose to illustrate AUC, the
general construction is similar to Hyperledger Fabric and Hashgraph. Hence, this case study can serve as a
basis for the first UC accountability analysis of these protocols in future work.
Transaction submission: When a client, say cl1,1 , submits a transaction (after receiving that transaction from
some higher-level protocol), she adds her identity, signs the resulting transaction, and then sends (via an
unprotected network) the signed transaction to her consensus distributor (CD), here CD1 . The CD is divided
into two components: a server part called SCD which interacts with higher-level clients and a client part CCD
which interacts with the CS. An SCD verifies the signature of incoming transactions from higher-level clients
and then starts acting as a client CCD towards the CS to add the signed transaction to the globally ordered
state. This involves running the code of a client, e.g. ccd1 , as specified by the underlying consensus protocol.
Depending on the consensus protocol, this client code might, e. g., also add its own signature to the signed
transaction.
Accessing the global state: A SCD, say scd1 , regularly calls the client code ccd1 to obtain a current copy
of the global state from the CS. scd1 then signs (with the key of CD1 ) and caches this global state. Whenever
a client, such as cl1,1 , queries its SCD for the global state, the SCD, here scd1 , responds by returning the most
recent signed cached copy of the global state, hence, reducing the load of the CS. cl1,1 accepts and outputs the
message to a higher-level protocol if the signature by CD1 on the whole state is valid.
Security properties. We consider two security properties for both the underlying and the scaled consensus
protocols, formalized by an ideal functionality (see below):
Public individual accountability w.r.t. consistency: Clients (both of the scaling protocol and the CS) obtain
a prefix of the same global state or can identify an individual misbehaving party. This definition follows the
game-based accountability property formalized for Hyperledger Fabric in [50] but using AUC takes it to the
composable UC setting. As mentioned, we want to show this property for the composition of the scaling protocol
and the consensus protocol.
(Assumption-based) liveness: Liveness states that transactions submitted by honest clients (of the scaling
protocol and CS) will be part of the global state after at most δ time units assuming a network with bounded
message delay (cf., e. g., [48, 50, 78, 80, 89]). To illustrate assumption-based properties, our analysis extends to
the case that, at some point in the run, the underlying assumption of a network with bounded message delay
might no longer hold true.
acc
acc
The ideal accountable consensus functionality Fcp
. To define Fcp
, we start by considering a (nonaccountable) ideal consensus service functionality Fcp that is essentially a simplified version of established ideal
ledger functionalities, e. g., [10, 51], tailored towards the special case of consensus establishment. Fcp enforces
consistency and liveness as preventive security properties. We then apply AUC to obtain an accountable version
acc
(cf., Figure 9 and 10 in Appendix D) that captures the above security properties. More specifically, we
Fcp
acc
set Secacc = {consistency} and Secassumption = {liveness}. Note that liveness ∈
/ Secacc , and hence, Fcp
will not require judges to blame anybody (e.g., the network) if liveness fails.
acc
We start by explaining Fcp and then the AUC transformation to derive Fcp
. Fcp itself consists of an
unbounded number of clients who offer a read and write interface to higher-level protocols. These clients can
write transactions to and read from a single globally ordered list/state in Fcp . Upon writing a new transaction,
Fcp models network traffic by allowing the simulator to determine when and in which order these transactions are
appended to the global state. Fcp guarantees that all incoming transactions by honest clients will be appended
to the global state after at most δ time units. More formally, Fcp models (absolute) preventive liveness by
disallowing the attacker from advancing time as long as there are pending transactions that have not been
added to the state since δ time units. Whenever Fcp receives a read request from an honest client from a
higher-level protocol, Fcp allows A to determine the prefix of the global state that will then be returned to the
client. For read requests received by corrupted/malicious clients, i. e., clients that are under full control of the
adversary, Fcp always allows A to freely determine the output of Fcp .
acc
acc
To derive Fcp
from Fcp , we implement the AUC transformation step T2 as follows. (i) Fcp
includes one
incorruptible public judge (in a protocol session), i.e., pidsjudge = {public}, and considers only assumptions
that affect all parties (in a session), i.e., idsassumption = {public}. (ii) As soon as liveness is marked broken
acc
(for id = public), Fcp
no longer enforces that messages are added to the global state within δ time units.
acc
acc
(iii) If (public) consistency is broken, Fcp
allows A to freely determine the output of Fcp
in turn for a fair
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Fig. 6: Illustration of Theorem 1. All machines are also connected to A.
acc-cp
acc-cp
verdict matching the customization in FjudgeParams
. The subroutine FjudgeParams
forces A to provide a verdict
which implies individual accountability, i. e., all parties in the verdict can rightfully be blamed for misbehavior.
acc-cp
acc
As long as there is no verdict reached yet in Fcp
, FjudgeParams
’s public judicial report returns a view on the
global state which contains at least the longest prefix that was read by an honest client so far (everything else
after this prefix can be chosen freely by A). If there has been a verdict, the report is empty.
acc
indeed models the desired security properties (individual public) accountability
By this construction, Fcp
w.r.t consistency and assumption-based liveness.

Protocol Model. We model the scaling protocol from Figure 5 via a hybrid protocol as depicted in Figure 6.
Specifically, the client machine models the code run by the clients cli,j and the internal machine scd models
acc
models an ideal accountable consensus protocol used by the scaling
code of the SCD. The ideal subroutine Fcp
protocol, i. e., it abstracts the code of the CCD and the code of the consensus service CS, all of which are
acc
(we discuss a possible realization at the end of this section). In a run of the
specified in a realization of Fcp
protocol, there can be an unbounded number of instances of client and scd, each modeling one party in one
protocol session. These parties additionally have access to an ideal signature functionality Fcert (which includes
a PKI) and an ideal network functionality Fnet with bounded message delay δ ′ . The adversary is allowed to
break the assumption of a bounded network delay in Fnet by sending a special message.
Observe that the CD consists of two components, SCD and CCD, modeled via separate machines, i. e., the
acc
, but should be considered corrupted as soon as just
server component scd and the client component in Fcp
one of those machines misbehaves. We capture this expected property by considering a party running scd to
acc
is corrupted, i. e., we use the corruption state of scd to
be corrupted also if the corresponding client in Fcp
represent the corruption status of the combined CD. This idea allows for capturing individual accountability also
in a composed protocol, where the same party takes part in multiple parts of a protocol and hence needs to be
split into multiple machines. Without this mechanism the judge would be required, by individual accountability
and fairness, to identify whether SCD or CCD has misbehaved. In addition to the above, since we identify a
party (running client or scd) with its signature key, we also consider parties to be corrupted if their signature
key is corrupted.
Two important aspects of the protocol model are the specifications of the public judge and the supervisor.
The judge collects the evidence from clients and from the lower-level judge. That is, clients provide all
sequences of messages/states that they received from SCDs (include SCD’s signature over the state) to the
acc
judge as evidence. This judge also queries the public judge of the subroutine Fcp
to get the most recent
acc
verdicts and judicial report from Fcp . If the subroutine judge returns a non-empty verdict, then the judge
outputs the same verdict since a misbehaving party was already found in the subroutine and hence consensus
might no longer hold true. Otherwise, the judge verifies that evidence provided by clients is (i) correctly signed
by a CD/SCD and (ii) the provided state is a prefix of the current judicial report, i. e., the correct consensus
as determined by the public judge in the subroutine consensus protocol. If the first check fails, the client’s
evidence is not valid and is discarded. If the second check fails, the SCD violated consistency as it signed and
forwarded a sequence of messages that differs from the established consensus. Hence, in this case the judge
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blames an individual SCD. In all other cases no misbehavior was detected and the verdict remains empty.
For judicial reports, judge simply forwards the judicial report from the consensus protocol. The public judge
follows the modeling as explained in Section 2.4 and, e. g., she reveals all gathered evidence to the network
adversary.
The supervisor determines whether the assumptions needed for liveness still hold true by querying (i) Fnet
acc
to check whether the bounded network delay is guaranteed and (ii) the supervisor of Fcp
to check whether
liveness assumptions for the subroutine are still met (via IsAssumptionBroken?). If any of these checks fail,
the supervisor returns that liveness assumptions no longer hold true. Hence, only in this case is the simulator
in the ideal world allowed to actually break liveness.
acc
UC Security Result. Our security result (cf., Figure 6) states that the scaling protocol Pcp
using an ideal
acc
accountable consensus service subroutine Fcp is still an accountable consensus service, i. e., all security
acc
guarantees are retained and hence the scaled protocol is also a realization of Fcp
:
acc
acc
Theorem 1. Let Pcp
and Fcp
be as described above. Then,
acc
acc
acc
(Pcp
| Fcp
) ≤ Fcp
.

We provide the formal proof for Theorem 1 in Appendix D.
acc
acc
Discussion. Using the iUC composition theorem, the ideal subroutine Fcp
of Pcp
can be replaced with an
arbitrary realization while retaining security results. The perhaps simplest realization consists of clients with
access to a consensus service run by a single party, analogous to what is shown in Figure 5 (if CS were
considered one party), where the consensus party signs its outputs to provide accountability. By Theorem 1,
acc
acc
one can also realize the subroutine Fcp
via another copy of Pcp
, i. e., one can iterate the above scaling
approach to add additional scaling layers. Security of such a protocol with multiple scaling layers is then
directly implied by Theorem 1 and the composition theorem. This nicely demonstrates one of the advantages
of composition for accountability properties.
These kinds of composition results are enabled by several features offered by the AUC framework, most
acc
had been
notably our novel concept of judicial reports. Indeed, if the public judge in the subroutine Fcp
unable to share his knowledge (i. e., a consistent view on the global state of the subroutine) via a judicial report
with the higher-level judge in the scaling protocol, then the judge would be unable to decide, given two
inconsistent views, whether CS or CD (CDs in the case of multiple layers) have provided inconsistent views.
Without judicial reports, it would thus be impossible to prove individual accountability modularly.
As mentioned at the begin of this section, this case study illustrates the possibilities of AUC. Most notably,
composability of accountability-based protocols enabled by judicial reports, the supervisor concept, handling
of assumption-based and accountability properties concurrently, and blaming of internal parties (CD).

3.2 An Accountable PKI for the Web Based on CTLs
In our second case study, we analyze accountability of a Web PKI based on Certificate Transparency Logs
(CTLs) [32, 72]. For the sake of presentation, we consider a slightly simplified version that does not include
certificate revocation. We show that such a PKI with CTLs indeed achieves the expected property of certificate
transparency [72], i. e., accountability w.r.t. certificate correctness. That is, if someone obtains a certified public
key for Alice from the PKI, then either this key was indeed registered by Alice or Alice can identify and blame
a misbehaving CA for issuing a wrong certificate based on the information provided by CTLs. In Section 3.3,
we analyze and prove the security of a standard key exchange (KE) protocol composed with this accountable
PKI protocol.
This case study along with the KE protocol uses several features of AUC, including some that were not
yet illustrated in Section 3.1, such as (i) local accountability, (ii) individual and group-based accountability
levels, and (iii) composition, including the case where higher-level judges use verdicts from lower level judges
belonging to different parties. Altogether, using AUC, we are able to perform the first UC analysis of a CTLbased PKI and protocols based thereupon.
In what follows, we present our case study with full formal specifications available in Appendix E.
Protocol Description. As depicted in Figure 7, the roles in a CTL-based PKI protocol are (i) clients, (ii) CAs,
and (iii) CTLs. Clients request CAs to issue a certificate for them and query CAs for certificates of other clients.
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Fig. 7: CTL-based PKI protocol
Here we consider clients that certify at most one key.5 More specifically, to certify a new key a client sends a
registration request, containing its pid and the public key via an authenticated channel to a CA. When a CA
receives a registration request, it checks that it did not issue a certificate for pid so far. If the request passes
the check, the CA generates a pre-certificate containing the original request and a signature of the CA. The CA
forwards the pre-certificate to potentially several CTLs. When a CTL receives a pre-certificate, it verifies the
CA’s signature. If the signature is valid, the CTL finalizes the certificate and also signs the certificate. CTLs
store the certificates they signed/issued and allow clients to monitor these certificates. The underlying idea is
that clients can detect identity theft by retrieving certificate lists from CTLs regularly and checking whether
there are any certificates in their name that they did not request; we call these maliciously created certificates
in what follows. Finally, a client pid can ask to obtain the certificate for another client pid ′ from a CA if such
a certificate was issued by that CA.
Security Goal. Informally, a CTL-based PKI protocol such as the one presented here is supposed to achieve
the security goal of accountability w.r.t. certificate correctness (typically called certificate transparency): honest
parties detect maliciously generated certificates for their own identity after some bounded time delay. We denote
this local accountability property in what follows by “correctCert”. As long as correctCert holds true for a
dedicated client, this means that the client actually requested the available certificate and there is no maliciously
generated certificate available in the PKI.
acc
The ideal PKI functionality FPKI
. We formalize the property just sketched starting with a non-accountable
ideal PKI functionality FPKI that is analogous to Canetti et al.’s ideal functionality GBB [27] and the ideal
acc
that captures accountability
CA FPKI from [17]. We then apply AUC to obtain an accountable version FPKI
w.r.t. certificate correctness.
Clients are the main roles of FPKI ; CTLs and CAs are internal parties of potential realizations of FPKI .
FPKI allows (honest) clients to register one certificate for their own identity at some CA. The adversary A
decides when and whether a registration is successful. If it succeeds, FPKI issues the certificate (consisting of
the party’s pid , a string, meant to be the party’s public key, and the name of the issuing CA) and adds the
certificate to its state. When parties query FPKI for a certificate of an honest pid ′ issued by a certain CA, A is
free to choose when and whether FPKI answers the request. If A instructs FPKI to respond, FPKI provides the
unique certificate for pid ′ (as stored in FPKI ’s state) or it outputs ⊥ if there is no certificate recorded at that
CA. For corrupted clients pid′ , FPKI does not provide any guarantees but lets A freely determine the response.
5 This is not an actual restriction. Higher-level protocols can certify multiple keys for a single identity pid ′ by setting, e. g., pid =
(pid ′ , keyid).
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acc
We now apply AUC to FPKI to derive FPKI
which additionally captures local accountability w.r.t. certificate
correctness. We include a local judge ((local, pid , client), sid , judge) for every client (pid , sid , client)
in FPKI , i. e., pidsjudge ⊂ {local} × {0, 1}∗ × {client}. We set Secacc = {correctCert}. This allows the
adversary to indicate that certificate correctness is broken for some client pid as long as the adversary provides
a verdict to the corresponding local judge. We require that these verdicts blame individual CAs, i. e., the affected
client pid can identify those CAs that misissued a certificate
in their name. This is enforced by instantiating
Vn
acc- PKI
FjudgeParams
to check that verdicts are of the form i=1 dis(CAi ), where CAi are parties with the (internal)
acc
ca role. If correctCert is broken for a pid , then FPKI
treats pid in the same way as corrupted parties for
the purpose of retrieving certificates, i. e., the adversary can return arbitrary certificates issued for pid .
acc
Security model. We model the CTL-based PKI as a real protocol PPKI
which implements the previously
mentioned roles and operations. We model dynamic sets of clients, CAs, and CTLs. Clients and CAs can be
acc
dynamically corrupted, whereas CTLs act as trust anchor and are hence incorruptible.6 PPKI
uses an ideal
CA
signature functionality Fsig for signatures. It further uses three ideal functionalities Finit , Fpsync - net , Fauth to
CA
capture setup assumptions: Finit
distributes public keys of CAs and CTLs, which are assumed to be known to
all parties. Fpsync - net models a network with bounded message delay, i. e., messages are delivered within δ time
units. This functionality is used by clients during certificate monitoring to guarantee that a response from the
CTL is received in a timely fashion, thereby ensuring that clients can detect maliciously created certificates after
some bounded time. Fpsync - net further provides a clock to all parties, capturing that parties are aware of the
current time. Finally, Fauth models an ideal authenticated channel which is used during certificate registration,
modeling that a CA has some means to identify a client.
We model that a client pid regularly monitors CTL certificate lists, namely after at most δ time units (any
other publicly known bound can be used as well). Hence, by the bounded message delay enforced by Fpsync - net ,
we have that pid will detect a maliciously created certificate registered at some CTL after at most 3 · δ. If the
client pid detects such a certificate, then, from its point of view, the CA is at fault for signing
Vn a certificate
that was not requested by her.7 Hence, the local judge of pid blames such CAs via the verdict i=1 dis(CAi ),
where CAi are exactly those CAs that signed maliciously generated certificates for pid . Since a maliciously
created certificate is detected by pid only after at most 3 · δ time units, any other party pid ′ that retrieves the
certificate before that point in time cannot be sure whether a certificate is genuine or whether pid did not yet
see and hence did not have the opportunity to complain about the certificate. We therefore model that clients,
during certificate retrieval from some CA, accept certificates only with an age of at least 3 · δ time units. Such
a certificate is either correct or pid ′ has already noticed and complained about the malicious certificate, as
required by accountability w.r.t. certificate correctness.
acc
Since we consider only local accountability, there is no public judge in PPKI
. We also do not use judicial
reports in this protocol. As we do not consider assumption-based security properties, we set idsassumption = ∅.
acc
is responsible only for forwarding the corruption status of the internal CAs. This ensures
The supervisor in PPKI
that a simulator in the ideal world can blame a CA in a verdict only if the CA is corrupted in the real world.

UC Security Result. We obtain the following result.
acc
acc
Theorem 2. Let PPKI
be the real PKI protocol and FPKI
be the ideal accountable PKI functionality as
described above. Then,
acc
acc
PPKI
≤ FPKI
.

We provide a formal proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix E.
3.3 A Key Exchange Based on an Accountable PKI
We now analyze a standard authenticated key exchange protocol, the so-called “ISO protocol”, an authenticated version of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange with digital signatures based on the ISO/IEC 9798-3
6 Trusting a CTL is indeed necessary as a malicious CTL can simply hide certificates during monitoring. This trust can be distributed
among several CTLs by requiring t ∈ N CTLs to validate and sign new certificates. In this case, one can obtain a security result if at most
t − 1 CTLs are malicious. Our analysis carries over to this setting.
7 Observe that only pid itself can be sure that the CA is at fault. A third party cannot determine whether the CA or pid has misbehaved
(e. g., by requesting a certificate but then blaming an honest CA). This observation becomes important in the composed protocol analyzed
in Section 3.3.
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Fig. 8: The ISO protocol for mutually authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange between two parties A and
B.
standard [56] (see Figure 8). UC security of this protocol has already been studied in various settings [17,
19, 20, 26, 27, 66] but always based on the assumption that the underlying PKI is perfect, i. e., the adversary
acc
cannot register certificates for honest parties. In contrast, we base our analysis on FPKI
which can then be
acc
realized by PPKI (Section 3.2) using the composition theorem. We thus provide the first analysis of the ISO
protocol based on a PKI that may fail, but provides accountability when it does. This not only illustrates
the features of AUC highlighted at the beginning of Section 3.2. This also shows that even protocols which
traditionally consider only preventive security, such as key exchanges, can benefit from AUC. In the main body,
we explain the main aspects of this case study; full details, including formal specifications and proofs, are
provided in Appendix F.
Ideal accountable key exchange. A signature-based authenticated key exchange can only provide security as
long as the underlying public signature key/certificate is trustworthy. We capture this intuition with AUC: We
start with a standard ideal key exchange functionality FKE [17, 20] and apply AUC to obtain an accountable
acc
acc
version FKE
. In FKE
we consider the local accountability property authenticity ∈ Secacc which determines
if a party, say Alice, can still expect to authenticate her intended session partner, say Bob, or whether the
certificate for Bob might be incorrect due to a fault in the PKI. If authenticity is marked as broken for
acc
acts just as FKE does in case one of the parties
Alice by the adversary A (in exchange for a verdict), then FKE
in the session is corrupted and hence no authentication can be guaranteed, i. e., it leaks the session key, if any,
and allows A to determine the output for parties that have not yet finished the KE. We require verdicts to be of
the form dis(pmain ) ∨ v, where pmain is a main party, i. e., initiator or responder in this key exchange session,
and v is a verdict containing only internal parties. This is a group based accountability level which captures that
Alice in the real protocol, if Bob complains about a maliciously generated certificate, cannot decide whether
Bob is lying or the PKI has actually misbehaved (cf. Footnote 7).
acc
Protocol model. Piso
is a straightforward model of the ISO protocol shown in Figure 8 derived from [17]
acc
acc
which is used for public key distribution.
consisting of the KE protocol part Ppke
and the ideal subroutine FPKI
acc
As required by AUC, Piso contains local judges and a supervisor. As in Section 3.2, the supervisor only forwards
acc
acc
the corruption status of internal parties including those that are part of FPKI
, namely FPKI
’s clients, CAs and
acc
CTLs. The main idea of the local judge of Alice is to request the verdict of Bobs local judge in FPKI
. If this
acc
judge does not complain, then, by definition of FPKI , any certificate of Bob that Alice retrieves must have
been registered by Bob. If Bobs subroutine judge complains and returns a verdict v to Alice, then Alice’s
judge returns the overall verdict dis(pBob ) ∨ v (and vice versa for Bob’s judge), capturing the aforementioned
insecurity that Alice cannot decide whether Bob is lying or whether v is actually a fair verdict identifying a
misbehaving PKI.

UC Security results. We can show the following:
acc
acc
acc
Theorem 3. Let PKE
, FPKI
, and FKE
be as described above and assume that the DDH assumption holds
true. Then,
acc
acc
acc
(PKE
|FPKI
) ≤ FKE
.

This immediately implies by UC composition that the key exchange remains secure when based on the real
acc
accountable CTL-based PKI PPKI
:
acc
acc
acc
Corollary 4. Let PKE
, PPKI
, and FKE
be as described above. Then,
acc
acc
acc
(PKE
|PPKI
) ≤ FKE
.
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Proof. Follows from Theorem 2, Theorem 3, and the composition theorem of the underlying UC model.
4. R ELATED W ORK AND C ONCLUSION
As already discussed in Section 2.7, AUC focuses on property-based accountability, it generalizes and extends
concepts from the literature and also introduces new concepts, such as judicial reports and supervisors to provide
a general accountability framework.
Property-based Accountability in UC. To the best of our knowledge, the only other works that formalize
and use the concept of property-based accountability in a UC model are those on MPC protocols, e.g., [13,
14, 24, 34, 35, 55, 74, 81]. As discussed in the introduction and in Appendix G, these works are specialized to
the case of MPC and hence do not serve as general accountability frameworks. Most of these works consider
composition of accountability properties with higher-level protocols to be out of scope. A notable exception is
the very recent work of Baum et al. [14]. However, Baum et al. focus on the composability of verifiability in
MPC protocols adhering to a specific structure. Baum et al. do not provide a general purpose accountability
framework which can be used for arbitrary protocols.
Other simulation-based approaches. There are also a number of non-UC simulation-based formalizations
of accountability properties, e.g., [5, 6, 8, 34, 37, 54, 86, 96]. Just as for the UC approaches mentioned above,
these works analyze and are tailored towards MPC protocols and thus do not serve as general accountability
frameworks. Furthermore, since they are not based on a UC model, they provide only weaker compositional
properties, if any.
The covert adversaries model [6, 8] is perhaps the most prominent line of work in this category. The covert
adversaries model formalizes accountability w.r.t. correctness (in the sense of identifiable abort) and w.r.t. privacy.
AUC, even when restricted to the special case of MPC, and covert adversaries are incomparable due to different
simulation paradigms. Both approaches can formalize accountability w.r.t. to correctness and privacy of MPC
protocols (cf. Appendix G). On the one hand, AUC offers stronger composability that, unlike covert adversaries,
also includes parallel composition. On the other hand, covert adversaries provide the additional concept of a
deterrence factor ε to also model cases where a malicious party breaking security might remain undetected
by a judge with (potentially non-negligible) probability ε. AUC models only the case that this probability is
negligible. While it would be straightforward to add the same concept to AUC, we did not do so as it does
not appear to offer any benefit within UC models. Indeed, it seems that all covert adversaries protocols that
have been analyzed for a non-negligible ε use protocol rewinding within their simulators. This technique is
not available to UC simulators since it prevents parallel composition, i.e., such protocols are not UC secure
anyway. We leave further exploration of this aspect for future work.
Game-based accountability. There are many works that formalize accountability within a game-based setting,
e.g., [42–46, 62, 63, 67, 79]. Some of these works are closely related to AUC in that they also consider highly
general frameworks for accountability, e.g., [42, 45, 62, 67]. The main difference between AUC and these works
is that AUC is the first general accountability framework for UC models, thereby providing particularly strong
security statements while also offering the benefit of modular protocol analysis and composition. We, however,
note that there are aspects in existing game-based accountability frameworks that AUC does not handle yet,
such as causality [62]. It is an interesting challenge for future work to investigate whether and how these aspects
can also be captured in a general accountability framework for UC.
Altogether, AUC lifts some of the work on game-based accountability frameworks to the UC setting, generalizes
and unifies existing work on UC accountability, and also introduces several new concepts to make it a general
purpose framework for accountability in UC.
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A PPENDIX
A. A Brief Introduction to the iUC Framework
This section provides a brief introduction to the iUC framework, which underlies all results in this paper.
The iUC framework [17] is a highly expressive and user-friendly model for universal composability. It allows
for the modular analysis of different types of protocols in various security settings.
The iUC framework uses interactive Turing machines as its underlying computational model. Such interactive
Turing machines can be connected to each other to be able to exchange messages. A set of machines Q = {M 1 ,
. . ., M k } is called a system. In a run of Q, there can be one or more instances (copies) of each machine in Q.
One instance can send messages to another instance. At any point in a run, only a single instance is active,
namely, the one to receive the last message; all other instances wait for input. The active instance becomes
inactive once it has sent a message; then the instance that receives the message becomes active instead and can
perform arbitrary computations. The first machine to run is the so-called master. The master is also triggered
if the last active machine did not output a message. In iUC, the environment (see next) takes the role of the
master. In the iUC framework a special user-specified CheckID algorithm is used to determine which instance
of a protocol machine receives a message and whether a new instance is to be created (see below).
To define the universal composability security experiment (cf. [17]), one distinguishes between three types
of systems: protocols, environments, and adversaries. As is standard in universal composability models, all
of these types of systems have to meet a polynomial runtime notion. Intuitively, the security experiment in
any universal composability model compares a protocol P with another protocol F, where F is typically an
ideal specification of some task, called ideal protocol or ideal functionality. The idea is that if one cannot
distinguish P from F, then P must be “as good as” F. More specifically, the protocol P is considered secure
(written P ≤ F) if for all adversaries A controlling the network of P there exists an (ideal) adversary S, called
simulator, controlling the network of F such that {A, P} and {S, F} are indistinguishable for all environments
E. Indistinguishability means that the probability of the environment outputting 1 in runs of the system {E,
A, P} is negligibly close to the probability of outputting 1 in runs of the system {E, S, F} (written {E, A,
P} ≡ {E, S, F}). The environment can also subsume the role of the network attacker A, which yields an
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equivalent definition in the iUC framework. We usually show this equivalent but simpler statement in our
proofs, i.e., that there exists a simulator S such that {E, P} ≡ {E, S, F} for all environments.
A protocol P in the iUC framework is specified via a system of machines {M1 , . . ., Ml }; the framework
offers a convenient template for the specification of such systems. Each machine Mi implements one or more
roles of the protocol, where a role describes a piece of code that performs a specific task. For example, a (real)
protocol Psig for digital signatures might contain a signer role for signing messages and a verifier role
for verifying signatures. In a run of a protocol, there can be several instances of every machine, interacting
with each other (and the environment) via I/O interfaces and interacting with the adversary (and possibly the
environment subsuming a network attacker) via network interfaces. An instance of a machine Mi manages one
or more so-called entities. An entity is identified by a tuple (pid , sid , role ) and describes a specific party with
party ID (PID) pid running in a session with session ID (SID) sid and executing some code defined by the
role role where this role has to be (one of) the role(s) of Mi according to the specification of Mi . Entities
can send messages to and receive messages from other entities and the adversary using the I/O and network
interfaces of their respective machine instances. More specifically, the I/O interfaces of both machines need to
be connected to each other (because one machine specifies the other as a subroutine) to enable communication
between entities of those machines.
Roles of a protocol can be either public or private. The I/O interfaces of private roles are only accessible
by other (entities belonging to) roles of the same protocol, whereas I/O interfaces of public roles can also be
accessed by other (potentially unknown) protocols/the environment. Hence, a private role models some internal
subroutine that is protected from access outside of the protocol, whereas a public role models some publicly
accessible operation that can be used by other protocols. One uses the syntax “(pubrole1 , . . . , pubrolen |
privrole1 , . . . , privrolen )” to uniquely determine public and private roles of a protocol. Two protocols P
and Q can be combined to form a new more complex protocol as long as their I/O interfaces connect only
via their public roles. In the context of the new combined protocol, previously private roles remain private
while previously public roles may either remain public or be considered private, as determined by the protocol
designer. The set of all possible combinations of P and Q, which differ only in the set of public roles, is
denoted by Comb(Q, P).
An entity in a protocol might become corrupted by the adversary, in which case it acts as a pure message
forwarder between the adversary and any connected higher-level protocols as well as subroutines. In addition,
an entity might also consider itself (implicitly) corrupted while still following its own protocol because, e.g.,
a subroutine has been corrupted. Corruption of entities in the iUC framework is highly customizable; one can,
for example, prevent corruption of certain entities during a protected setup phase.
The iUC framework supports the modular analysis of protocols via a so-called composition theorem:
Corollary 5 (Concurrent composition in iUC; informal). Let P and F be two protocols such that P ≤ F. Let
Q be another protocol such that Q and F can be connected. Let R ∈ Comb(Q, P) and let I ∈ Comb(Q, F)
such that R and I agree on their public roles. Then R ≤ I.
By this theorem, one can first analyze and prove the security of a subroutine P independently of how it is
used later on in the context of a more complex protocol. Once we have shown that P ≤ F (for some other,
typically ideal protocol F), we can then analyze the security of a higher-level protocol Q based on F. Note
that this is simpler than analyzing Q based on P directly as ideal protocols provide absolute security guarantees
while typically also being less complex, reducing the potential for errors in proofs. Once we have shown that the
combined protocol, say, (Q | F) realizes some other protocol, say, F ′ , the composition theorem and transitivity
of the ≤ relation then directly implies that this also holds true if we run Q with an implementation P of
F. That is, (Q | P) is also a secure realization of F ′ . Please note that the composition theorem does not
impose any restrictions on how the protocols P, F, and Q look like internally. For example, they might have
disjoint sessions, but they could also freely share some state between sessions, or they might be a mixture of
both. They can also freely share some of their subroutines with the environment, modeling so-called globally
available state. This is unlike most other models for universal composability, such as the UC model, which
impose several conditions on the structure of protocols for their composition theorem.
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B. Notation in Pseudo Code
ITMs in our paper are specified in pseudo code. Most of our pseudo code notation follows the notation
introduced by Camenisch et al. [17]. To ease readability of our figures, we provide a brief overview over the
used notation here.
The description in the main part of the ITMs consists of blocks of the form recv ⟨msg⟩ from ⟨sender⟩ to
⟨receiver⟩ s.t. ⟨condition⟩:⟨code⟩ where ⟨msg⟩ is an input pattern, ⟨sender⟩ is the receiving interface (I/O or
NET), ⟨receiver⟩ is the dedicated receiver of the message and ⟨condition⟩ is a condition on the input. ⟨code⟩
is the (pseudo) code of this block. The block is executed if an incoming message matches the pattern and the
condition is satisfied. More specifically, ⟨msg⟩ defines the format of the message m that invokes this code block.
Messages contain local variables, state variables, strings, and maybe special characters. To compare a message
m to a message pattern msg, the values of all global and local variables (if defined) are inserted into the pattern.
The resulting pattern p is then compared to m, where uninitialized local variables match with arbitrary parts
of the message. If the message matches the pattern p and meets ⟨condition⟩ of that block, then uninitialized
local variables are initialized with the part of the message that they matched to and ⟨code⟩ is executed in the
context of ⟨receiver⟩; no other blocks are executed in this case. If m does not match p or ⟨condition⟩ is not
met, then m is compared with the next block. Usually a recv from block ends with a send to clause of
form send ⟨msg⟩ to ⟨sender⟩ where msg is a message that is send via output interface sender.
If an ITM invokes another ITM, e. g., as a subroutine, ITMs may expect an immediate response. In this case,
in a recv from block, a send to statement is directly followed by a wait for statement. We write wait for
⟨msg⟩ from ⟨sender⟩ s.t. ⟨condition⟩ to denote that the ITM stays in its current state and discards all incoming
messages until it receives a message m matching the pattern msg and fulfilling the wait for condition. Then
the ITM continues the run where it left of, including all values of local variables.
To clarify the presentation and distinguish different types of variables, constants, strings, etc. we follow the
naming conventions of Camenisch et al. [17]:
1. (Internal) state variables are denoted by sans-serif fonts.
2. Local (i.e., ephemeral) variables are denoted in italic font.
3. Keywords are written in bold font (e. g., for operations such as sending or receiving).
4. Commands, procedure, function names, strings and constants are written in teletype.
To increase readability, we use the following notation:
• For a set of tuples K, K.add( ) adds the tuple to K.
• For a string S, S.add( ) concatenates the given string to S.
• For a verdicts v1 and v2 , we define v1 .add(v2 ) := v1 ∧ v2 .
• K.remove( ) removes always the first appearance of the given element/string from the list/tuple/set/string
K.
We use the following additional nomenclature from [17]:
• (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) denotes the currently active entity and (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) denotes the entity which
called the currently active ITM.
• The macro corr(pid , sid , role ) is simply a shortcut to invoke the ITM of (pid , sid , role ) and query it for
its corruption status.
• The macro init(pid , sid , role ) triggers the initialization of (pid , sid , role ) and returns the activation to the
calling ITM.
C. Reusing Existing Security Results with AUC
In this section, we briefly discuss how existing security results can be reused when transforming an ideal
functionality with AUC. Therefore, we consider an ideal functionality F which ensures some security properties
Sec and its accountable transformation F acc (cf. Definition 1) which may replace some of F’s security properties
with the corresponding assumption-based and/or accountability properties, i. e., Secabs ∪ Secassumption ∪ Secacc =
Sec. According to Definition 1, F and F acc behave identical as long as no security property is marked as broken.
Thus, an existing security proof remains valid until this case occurs. Thus, one often can reuse the existing
security proof as is (up to the point where some property breaks). As AUC is a non-back-box transformation,
one needs to enhance proofs in order to capture the behavior when transforming F to F acc .
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We further note that accountability/assumption-based and preventive security properties can be heavily
intertwined. Therefore one may also need to adjust the existing simulator to correctly handle broken properties
of F acc .
We essentially illustrate this approach in our case study in Section 3.3.
D. Scaling Accountable Consensus (Full Details)
In this section, we provide full details regarding the scalable accountable consensus case study presented
acc
in Section 3.1. In particular, we provide (i) a full specification of Fcp
, (ii) a full specification of the scaling
protocol, and (iii) provide a formal proof for Theorem 1.
acc
D.1 The Accountable Consensus Functionality Fcp
: In this section, we present a full specification of the
acc-cp
acc
ideal accountable consensus service Fcp in Figure 9 and 10 including its subroutine FjudgeParams
in Figure 11.
For technical details and notation specific to the iUC framework, see the brief summary of the iUC framework
in Section A.
acc
acc
Fcp
models one instance of a consensus protocol per sid . Fcp
’s duty is to allow clients to write to a stream of
acc
acc
expects messages
messages (also called the state of Fcp ) and read from this stream. For write operations, Fcp
of the form (Submit, msg) where msg denotes some arbitrary bit string. Submitted transactions/messages do
acc
not enter the state of Fcp
immediately. Firstly, they get an unambiguous temporary ID and are then stored
in a buffer buffer for later processing - this is necessary to capture network artifacts. Besides the submitted
acc
message, the buffer also contains the round, resp. point in time (provided by Fcp
internal clock, see below),
when the message was added to the buffer. This will later be used to enforce liveness. The submitted message
as well as its temporary ID are leaked to A. Note that the Submit interface is accessible via I/O and NET. The
adversary A is allowed to read the buffer via the getBuffer command. Further, A is allowed to permutate
the content of the buffer, i.e., A may interchange the order/IDs in the buffer. To add the first element from
acc
acc
’s state, A can use the Update command. When an entry from buffer is moved to state, Fcp
buffer to Fcp
acc
assigns an incremental counter as ID to the message and removes the message from the buffer. That is, Fcp
establishes a total order over the transactions in state.
acc
acc
When a party (pid , sid , role ) wants to read Fcp
’s current state, it sends Read via I/O to Fcp
. Analogously
acc
to submit requests, Fcp buffers the request in bufferread including an unambiguous ID id and the current time.
A is then expected to trigger the delivery of the response to the request via (Deliver, id ). If the accountability
acc
’s responses to the read request. To do
property consistency is already broken, A can freely determine Fcp
acc
so, Fcp queries A for the response and forwards the output to the requestor. If consistency still holds true,
acc
requests A for the prefix of the state it should provide to the requestor. More specifically, A provides
Fcp
acc
a pointer N to the prefix of the state and a potential receiver (pid r , sidcur , role ) to Fcp
. If there exists an
acc
entry in bufferread matching id , Fcp ignores the receiver provided by A and sends the prefix of the state to
the requesting party stored in buffermsg (for id ) and deletes the read request from bufferread . If there is no
acc
corresponding message to id in bufferread , Fcp
pushes the prefix of the state to (pid r , sidcur , role r ).
acc
As already mentioned, Fcp also includes an (internal) clock which allows measuring time to capture liveness
acc
properties. Parties and A can query the current time of Fcp
via the GetCurRound command. Further, A is
acc
allowed to increase the round, resp. current time, in Fcp by one via UpdateRound. In case that liveness
acc
still holds true, Fcp
checks that there does not exist an entry (id , msg, r) in buffer such that it holds true
acc
acc
. If liveness
round − r > δ where round is the current round in Fcp
and δ is the liveness parameter of Fcp
is already broken, there are no restrictions on time updates.
acc
In Fcp
, we use the standard corruption behavior for dynamic corruption without secure erasures of iUC.
acc
In particular, Fcp
only acts as message forwarder for corrupted parties. Further, we model a dynamic set of
acc
participants in Fcp
.
acc
Fcp
also relies on the concepts of AUC in order to capture and handle accountability properties. We expect
acc
Fcp
to be used with the parameters Secacc = {consistency} and Secassumption = {liveness}. For the security
acc-cp
properties, FjudgeParams enforces that A has to trade in a (public) verdict for pid j = public, i. e., we expect
the parameter pidsjudge to be {public}, which ensures individual accountability if he breaks consistency. To
acc-cp
capture that liveness may break for all participating parties, we expect idsassumption to be {public}. FjudgeParams
acc-cp
does not provide additional leakage to A if he breaks liveness. As judicial report FjudgeParams outputs a
acc
prefix of Fcp
’s state including an extension provided by A. In particular, the prefix needs to contain at least
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acc
Description of the ideal and accountable consensus service Fcp
= (client, judge, supervisor):

Participating roles: {client, judge, supervisor}
Corruption model: dynamic corruption without secure erasures
Protocol parameters:
– δ∈N
{The expected liveness guarantee for in time units
– Secacc ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Accountability properties
assumption
∗
– Sec
⊂ {0, 1}
{Assumption-based security properties
∗
– pidsjudge ⊂ {0, 1}
{set of judge entities/(P)IDs in the protocol (which are often directly related to some protocol participants)
– idsassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{set of entities/IDs where properties are ensured via assumptions
acc
Description of Mcp
:

Implemented role(s): {client}
acc-cp
Subroutines: FjudgeParams : judgeParams
Internal state:
– state ⊂ N × {0, 1}∗ , state = ∅
– buffer ⊂ N × {0, 1}∗ × N, buffer = ε
– bufferread ⊂ N2 × ({0, 1}∗ )3 , bufferread = ∅

{The set of totally ordered transactions/messages
{The buffer ob submitted transactions including submission round
{Buffer for handling Read requests, entries of form (id, round, (pid , sid , role ))

The counter for odered transactions, to order tx
– counter, counterB , counterR ∈ N, counter = 0, counterB = 0, counterR = 0
in buffer, and read requests in bufferread

acc
The time in Fcp
– round ∈ N, round = 0
– maxHonestOutput ∈ N, maxHonestOutput = 0
{The longest prefix of the state queried by an honest party

The set of corrupted internal
– corruptedIntParties ∈ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ \ (RolesF a ∪ {judge, supervisor}), initially ∅
parties (pid, sid, role)
– brokenAssumptions : Secassumption ×idsassumption → {true, false} {Stores broken security assumptions per
( id, initially false ∀entries
Stores broken security prop– brokenProps : (Secassumption ∪ Secacc ) × (pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption ) → {true, false}
erties per judge/id, initially
false ∀entries
∗
– verdicts : pidsjudge → {0, 1}
{Verdicts per p ∈ pidsjudge , initially ε
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid. For messages to (pid, sid, judge) accept only if pid = public.
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
Do not allow corruption of (pid, sid, supervisor).
if role = judge:
(
FjudgeParams
decides
send (Corrupt, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
whether judges can be
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
corrupted
wait for b; return b
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid, sid, role):
if role = judge:
{FjudgeParams may determine a judge’s corruption status
send (CorruptionStatus?, (pid, sid, judge), internalState) to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for b; return b
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pidreceiver , sidreceiver , rolereceiver , m)
Do not allow sending messages to FjudgeParams .
{A is not allowed to invoke FjudgeParams in the name of corrupted parties.
Main:
recv (Submit, msg):
{Transaction submission
counterB ← counterB + 1; buffer.add([counterB , msg, round])
send (Submit, counterB , msg) to NET
{Leak submitted data to A
recv Read from I/O:
{Read request
counterR ← counterR + 1; bufferread .add(counterR , round, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )) {Record read request including current time
send (Read, counterR , round, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )) to NET
{Leak information to A
without a read request
recv (Deliver, id) from NET:
{A triggers delivery of response to read request
 or injects a response
acc
Check whether Fcp
still provides consistency
if brokenProps[consistency, public] = true:
send responsively Read to NET
{If consistency is “broken” A is allowed to determine the output of F acs
wait for (Read, state, (pid , sid , role ))
if ∃(id, round, (pid , sid , role )) ∈ buffermsg :
{Check that ID exists
maxHonestOutput ← |state|
{Record longest output of the state so far
bufferread .remove([id, round, (pid , sid , role )]); send (Read, state) to (pid , sid , role )
else:
{If consistency holds, output the current state
send responsively Read to NET (⋆)
 {Allow A to determine the prefix of state as response
A decides on the prefix of the state. If there is no read
wait for (Read, N, (pid r , sidcur , role r ))
request for id, A also determines the recipient.
if |state| < N :
Go to (⋆)
if ∃(id, round, (pid , sid , role )) ∈ buffermsg :
{Check that ID exists
bufferread .remove([id, round, (pid , sid , role )]); Let state be the prefix of state up to and including entry N .
send (Read, state) to (pid , sid , role )
{Send state to requestor
else:
send (Read, state) to (pid r , sidcur , role r )
{Send state the entity determined by A

acc
A is allowed to access the full state of Fcp
.
recv Read from NET:
reply (Read, state)
{A is allowed to query the current buffer

recv getBuffer from NET:
reply (getBuffer, buffer)

recv (Permute, π) from NET:
{A is allowed to change the order in the buffer
require: π is a permutation of the IDs in buffer.
for all (ctr , msg) ∈ buffer do: buffer.remove([ctr , msg]); buffer.add([π(ctr ), msg])
reply ack
a Roles

F

= {client} here.

acc
Fig. 9: The ideal and accountable consensus service Fcp
including accountability (Part 1).
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acc
Description of Mcp
(continued):

Main:
recv Update from NET:
{A may trigger when buffer is included in state
Let (i, msg) ∈ buffer the first entry in buffer; counter ← counter + 1; state.add([counter, msg]); buffer.remove([i, msg])
{Remove entry from buffer
reply ack
{A triggers round update

recv UpdateRound from NET:

if (∃( , , r, ) ∈ buffer,
s.t. round − r > δ ∨ ∃( , r, ) ∈ bufferread ,
s.t. round − r > δ)∧brokenProps[liveness, public] = false:
reply (UpdateRound, false, ϵ)
{Reject round update if there are old messages in queue but liveness still holds
else:
round ← round + 1
reply (UpdateRound, true, ϵ)
{Allow access to the “global clock”

recv GetCurRound:
reply (GetCurRound, round)

Include static code from the AUC transformation T1 (·) here, i.e., include additional code from Figure 2 and 3 here.
acc
Fig. 10: The ideal and accountable consensus service Fcp
including accountability (Part 2).

acc-cp

Description of FjudgeParams = (judgeParams):
Participating roles: {judgeParams}
Corruption model: incorruptible

acc-aCS
Description of MjudgeParams
:

Implemented role(s): {judgeParams}
Internal state:
– ptr ∈ N, ptr = 0
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:

{Pointer which stores the length of the prefix of the state reported as judicial report

recv (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
if verdict[public] ensures individual accountability)∧
all other entries in verdict map to ε∧
toBreak = {(consistency, public}:
reply (BreakAccProp, true, ε)
else:
reply (BreakAssumption, false, ε)
recv (BreakAssumption, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
reply (BreakAssumption, ε)

{Handle violation of accountability w.r.t. consistency

{Do not generate leakage when breaking assumptions

{Generate judicial report

Forward request to A an wait for a pointer to the
send responsively (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) to NET (⋆)
state including an extension of this state
wait for (GetJudicialReport, ptr , ext)
if ptr < maxHonestOutput ∨ ptr > |state|∨
ext ̸⊂ N × {0, 1}∗ ∨
(
ext¬ start with index ptr + 1∨
Require valid input from A, prefix must at
further elements ¬ consecutive enumerated:
least contain honest output and extension
go to (⋆)
needs to be valid
ptr ← ptr
Let state ptr the prefix of the state from the beginning including the ptr ’ component unite with ext.
reply (GetJudicialReport, state ptr )
{Return state as report
 acc-cp
FjudgeParams declines corruption requests for the public judge
recv (Corrupt, (public, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
reply false
{The public judge is incorruptible
n acc-cp
recv (CorruptionStatus?(public, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O: FjudgeParams asks for the public judge’s corruption
status
reply false
{The public judge is incorruptible
recv (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) from I/O:

acc-cp
acc
Fig. 11: The judge parameter functionality FjudgeParams
for Fcp
.
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interface
to E

interface
to E

interface
to E

client
interface
to E

supervisor

Fcert

cp

judge

≤

acc
Fcp

Fnet

Fig. 12: Possible realization relation of the consensus service. The system E denotes the environment,
modeling, as usual in UC setting, arbitrary higher level protocols. All machines are additionally connected to
the adversary.

the prefix of the state that was already outputted to honest parties. As we model a public judge here, the judge
acc-cp
is incorruptible. Thus, FjudgeParams
, answers false to Corrupt and CorruptionStatus? queries.
acc
In what follows, we will assume that we already have a realization for Fcp
which we scale via the scaling
protocol. Figure 12 gives an overview over a centralized consensus service CS (including relevant subroutines) in
acc
and includes (public) accountability w.r.t. consistency
the client-server model which can be used to realize Fcp
and assumption-based liveness. Importantly, the consensus service CS has to sign answers to read request from its
clients in this case. Thus, the (public) judge can gather undeniable evidence whether CS misbehaved according
based on CS signatures and can ensure accountability w.r.t. consistency. As already explained in Section 3.1,
acc
communication via Fnet allows including breakable liveness guarantees. Of course, Fcp
can also be realized
by a distributed system. For example, the accountable version of Apache Kafka [4] as presented in [50] is a
acc
.
good candidate to realize Fcp
D.2 The Scaling Protocol: In this section, we provide some additional details regarding the consensus scaling
acc
acc
protocol Pcp
we use in our example introduced in Section 3.1. We provide formal definitions for Pcp
in
Figures 13 to 18.
acc
Remark: To simplify presentation in Section 3.1, we introduced Pcp
as (client, supervisor, judge |
acc
scd, Fnet , Fcp , Fcert ). Formally, the scaling protocol is defined as:
acc
CD
CD
CD
acc
Pcp
= (Pclient
: client, Psv
: supervisor, Pjudge
: judge | PCD : scd, Fnet : net, Fcp
: client, Fcert ).
CD
CD
Client Pclient
. Clients of the scaling protocol Pclient
(cf. Figure 13) are the connection point between higherCD
level protocols/the environment and the scaling protocol. An instance of Pclient
models one party accessing the
CD
scaling protocol. The environment may queue messages/transactions via Pclient
for consensus and read (from)
CD
the established totally ordered sequence of transactions. If an instance (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) of Pclient
receives
a Submit command, it firstly queries A which CD it should use to submit the transaction. Then, it assigns a
unique ID to the message and signs (id , tx , pidcur ) via Fcert and sends the submit request (id , tx , pidcur , σ)
(where σ is the signature from above) via Fnet to the determined CD.
CD
If the environment triggers a read request at an instance (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) of Pclient
, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )
CD
first queries A which CD to use to process the request. Then, it forwards the request via Fnet to the CD. Pclient
CD
also receives the response to the query via Fnet . To pull the response from the CD from Fnet , A triggers Pclient
CD
with the Pull command. Pclient then queries Fnet for new messages and verifies that the state in the delivered
CD
CD
message is validly signed. In this case, Pclient
forwards the message to the judge Pjudge
, waits for its reactivation,
and then forwards the response to the environment.

The consensus distributors PCD . Though the CD are the core of the scaling protocol, they are internal/private
parties which use an internal/private consensus service to achieve consistency/consensus. Internal/private means
that the interfaces of PCD are not accessible to higher-level protocols. An instance of PCD (cf. Figure 14)
CD
models one dedicated consensus distributor. Communication to/from the environment is always via Pclient
.
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CD
Messages from Pclient
to PCD are sent via Fnet and vice versa. If A triggers PCD via the Pull message,
PCD pulls for a new message at Fnet . (i) If the pulled message contains a Submit command, PCD verifies
the signature of the client submitting the transaction. If the signature verifies, it queues the submit request at
acc
acc
Fcp
for consensus. In particular, PCD forwards the request to its client component of Fcp
. (ii) If the pulled
message is a Read request, PCD creates a signature over state and replies with the state including the created
signature via Fnet to the requestor.
If A wants PCD to update its state, it sends Update to PCD . Thereupon, PCD sends a Read request to
acc
acc
Fcp
. Fcp
replies with a Read message including a state update. PCD verifies that the state update has a valid
format and that it is an extension of its current state. If both checks succeed, PCD overwrites its current state
with the provided update.
CD
CD
CD
The public judge Pjudge
. The public judge Pjudge
(cf. Figure 15) collects information (i) from clients Pclient
acc
CD
and (ii) from the lower-level consensus service Fcp . In contrast to clients which push evidence data to Pjudge ,
acc
the judge pulls data from the lower-level public judge of Fcp
on every activation during preprocessing. More
CD
acc
specifically, as long as verdicts = ε, Pjudge queries Fcp ’s judge for the most recent verdicts and a judicial
report and overwrites its current (empty) verdicts and judicialReport with the received data. The judge only
processes evidence in the case that there is no verdict so far.
CD
CD
If Pjudge
receives evidence from Pclient
which contains some CD’s state (we assume that CD is identified with
CD
(pid , sid , role )) including its pid and a signature over the data. Pjudge
checks that the signature verifies (which
implicitly includes a check that pid is indeed a CD). If the signature does not verify, the reported evidence is
CD
ignored. Otherwise, Pjudge
checks that the reported state is a prefix of the most recent judicialReport. If this
CD
check fails, this means that (pid , sid , role ) violated consistency. Thus, Pjudge
will blame (pid , sid , role ) for
its misbehavior.
CD
On request GetVerdict, Pjudge
outputs the verdict stored in verdicts. If the environment invokes the
CD
acc
’s judge which is stored
GetJudicialReport interface, Pjudge
outputs the judicial report it gathered from Fcp
in judicialReport.
CD
CD
As Pjudge
models a public judge, it also provides the GetEvidence interface to A. Pjudge
provides all
collected evidence (W), the current judicial report, and its full transcript to A if A invokes this interface. This
CD
CD
CD
models that all data used by Pjudge
is indeed public (as Pjudge
makes it public). Pjudge
’s VerResult interface
acc
further allows A to verify signatures of the parties of Pcp .
CD
CD
(cf. Figure 16) is responsible for determining whether the
. The supervisor Psv
The public supervisor Psv
assumption-based security property liveness still holds true and to make the corruption status of internal
CD
via
parties/parties from lower-level protocols accessible to the environment. If the environment queries Psv
CD
the (IsAssumptionBroken?, liveness, public), Psv asks Fnet via getDeliveryStatus whether liveness
acc
acc
still holds true and also queries Fcp
’s public supervisor and asks whether liveness still holds true for Fcp
.
CD
If both checks succeed, Psv responses that liveness still holds true for the scaling protocol. Otherwise, it
reports the property as broken.
CD
If the environment queries for the corruption status of internal parties of the protocol via corruptInt?, Psv
acc
checks whether the matching instance of PCD is corrupted or whether the party at Fcp , resp. the internal party
acc
is corrupted and outputs the corruption status accordingly.
at Fcp

The network functionality Fnet . The ideal network functionality Fnet (cf. Figure 18) with breakable liveness
mainly provides a Send and a Pull interface to parties. There should be one instance of Fnet per sid modeling
one separated network for a protocol. In order to measure whether liveness is broken, Fnet includes an in-build
clock (see below). When an entity sends a message via Fnet to another entity, Fnet firstly buffers the message
including a unique ID, sender, receiver, and the round Fnet received the message in buffermsg . Additionally,
the message (including all metadata) is leaked to A.
In order to change the sequence of messages in buffermsg , A is allowed to permute the messages in buffermsg
acc
via Permute analogously to the Permute command in Fcp
.
If a party (pid , sid , role ) wants to access its messages, it can query Fnet via Pull. In this case, Fnet looks
for the message with the smallest ID addressed to (pid , sid , role ), deletes this message from buffermsg , and
forwards the message to (pid , sid , role ).
To increase the current time stored in round, A can use the UpdateRound command. In the case that liveness
still holds true, i.e., inTime = true, Fnet checks whether the round received of all messages in buffermsg is
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less than δ time units in the past (where δ is the liveness parameter of Fnet ). If the check succeeds, Fnet
increases round by one. Otherwise, the round update is rejected. If liveness does not hold true anymore, Fnet
accepts all UpdateRound requests of A.
Via BreakLiveness, A can break the liveness guarantees of Fnet . The other subroutines can query for the
time of Fnet via GetCurRound and they can also query via getDeliveryStatus whether liveness holds true
or not. (Note that Fnet is private in the considered protocol, thus not accessible to the environment).
The ideal signature functionality Fcert with in-built CA. In the scaling protocol model, we use Fcert (cf.
Figure 17)– an adapted version of the standard ideal signature functionality Fsig (cf. Figure 31) as presented
in [17] (which we use later on as well). The major difference between Fcert and Fsig is that Fcert includes an
“in-build” CA. This simplifies the handling of signatures in this model.
acc
This concludes the description of Pcp
. For a description of the corruption behavior, we point to Section 3.1.
D.3 UC Security Analysis: We now present the full proof of Theorem 1 in detail. To ease notation, we use
acc
Fcp
for the ideal consensus service subroutine on the real side/hybrid setting and call the instance of the ideal
acc ′
consensus service we want to realize Fcp
.
Theorem 6. Let δ ∈ N be the upper time boundary for message delivery and Σ = (gen(1η ), sig, ver) be an EUFacc-cp
acc
acc ′
CMA secure signature scheme. Let Pcp
be as defined above. Let Fcp
as described above with FjudgeParams
as subroutine with parameters Secacc = {consistency}, Secassumption = {liveness}, pidsjudge = {public},
and idsassumption = {public}. Then:
acc-cp
acc
acc ′
Pcp
≤ (Fcp
| FjudgeParams
)
acc
Proof. We firstly define a responsive simulator S such that the real world running the protocol R := Pcp
=
CD
acc
CD
CD
(Pclient : client, Psv : supervisor, Pjudge : judge | PCD : scd, Fnet : net, Fcp : client, Fcert ) is
acc-cp
acc
indistinguishable from the ideal world running {S, I}, with the protocol I := (Fcp
| FjudgeParams ), for every
ppt environment E.
The simulator S is defined as follows: as common, S is a single machine. It is connected to I and the
environment E via their network interfaces. In a run, there is only a single instance of the machine S that accepts
and processes all incoming messages. The simulator S internally simulates the realization R, including its
behavior on the network interface connected to the environment, and uses this simulation to compute responses
to incoming messages. For ease of presentation, we will refer to this internal simulation by R′ . More precisely,
the simulation runs as follows:

Network communication from/to the environment
• Messages that S receives on the network connected to the environment (and which are hence meant for R)
are forwarded to the internal simulation R′ .
′
• Any messages sent by R on its network interface (that are hence meant for the environment) are forwarded
to the environment E.
Corruption handling
′
• The simulator S keeps the corruption status of entities in R and I synchronized. That is, whenever an entity
acc
CD
acc
, or an internal entity of Fcp
in R′ starts to consider itself corrupted, the simulator
of Pclient
, PCD , Fcp
acc ′
first corrupts the corresponding (internal) entity of Fcp
in I before continuing its simulation. Note that
acc
corruption of internal entities, i.e., of PCD , or (non-internal) parties of Fcp
is mapped to a corruption of
acc ′
an internal party in Fcp in I.
acc ′
• Incoming Messages from corrupted (non-internal) entities of Fcp
in I are forwarded on the network to
CD
the environment in the name of the corresponding entity Pclient in R′ . Conversely, whenever a corrupted
CD
entity of Pclient
wants to output a message to a higher-level protocol, S instructs the corresponding entity
acc ′
of Fcp to output the same message to the higher-level protocol.
9
• For indirectly corrupted parties: Note that these parties are (directly) corrupted in I. For these instances,
I forwards the inputs from S. An indirectly corrupted party in R′ produces an output on an I/O tape then
S instructs I to forward this message to the intended receiver.
9 Indirectly corrupted parties are not directly corrupted parties, i. e., A did not send Corrupt to the party so far, but (in our case)
DetermineCorrStatus outputs true. That is, the party considers itself to be corrupted, e. g., due to a corrupted subrouting. For
CD
example, an instance of Pclient
considers itself corrupted if its accompanied signer session at Fcert is corrupted.
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Transaction submission
acc ′
Whenever an honest entity entity = (pid , sid , role ) of Fcp
receives a request (Submit, msg) to submit a
′
acc
new transaction msg, Fcp
buffers the message for later adding it to the state and leaks the full message
acc ′
including the ID of the message in Fcp
’s buffer to S. S uses the leaked message to simulate the input of
CD
′
msg to Pclient in R .
In the case that a corrupted party submits a message (which can be extracted from Fnet ), S submits the
acc ′
transaction via the Submit command to Fcp
.
Read requests
acc ′
Whenever an honest entity (pid , sid , role ) receives a request Read to read from the global state, Fcp
buffers
this read request and leaks the request to S and waits for a trigger to process the read request. Upon receiving
CD
this request, S uses the leaked message to simulate the input of this message to Pclient
in R′ and stores (i) the
acc ′
ID provided by Fcp for further processing and (ii) which entity triggered the read request.
CD
If A triggers a simulated entity (pid , sid , role ) of Pclient
to output the response to a read request via Pull,
′
S simulates the input of Pull in R . If (pid , sid , role ) wants to output a state via a (Read, state) message
on its I/O connection in R′ , S extract the connected request ID id matching the request (see above) and
acc ′
acc ′ 10
sends (Deliver, id ) to Fcp
. If brokenProps[consistency, public] = true in Fcp
, S simply forwards
′
acc ′
(Read, state, (pid r , sidcur , role r )) from R including the stored receiver as response to Fcp
Read request.
acc ′ 11
Otherwise, S compares state with state from Fcp
and extracts the pointer N , such that state up to the N th
acc ′
entry matches state. S then forwards (Read, N, (pid r , sidcur , role r )) to Fcp
where (pid r , sidcur , role r ) is the
recorded requestor of read request.
State updates
acc
acc
If there occurs a state update in R′ in the simulation of Fcp
, i.e., the variable state of Fcp
is updated, S
acc ′
triggers a state update at Fcp . Therefore, it firstly retrieves the buffer of submitted messages/transactions which
acc ′
are not part of the state so far via getBuffer and the state′ from Fcp
via Read. It checks, which entries
′
acc ′
of state from the simulation are missing in state in Fcp . It then derives a permutation over the received
buffer such that the entries missing in state′ have the same order as in state starting with the lowest ID in the
acc ′
acc ′
buffer. Then, S sends this permutation via Permute to Fcp
. Fcp
activates S again with an ack message.
acc ′
Thereupon, S sends Update to Fcp and is activated again via ack. S repeats sending the Update message
until state and state′ are equal.
Public judge and supervisor
CD
′
CD
• If during the simulation of Pjudge in R , Pjudge renders a verdict, i.e., verdicts ̸= ε, S extracts the verdict
acc ′
and forwards it to Fcp . More specifically, S sends (BreakAccProp, verdict, {(consistency, public)})
acc
: judge) where verdict is a map from pidsjudge → {0, 1}∗ where only the entry
to (public, sidcur , Fcp
CD
verdict[public] = verdicts (contains the verdict from Pjudge
) and all other entries are mapped to ε.
acc ′
• If Fcp
is queried for a judicial report, it allows S to determine some details of the judicial report which is
acc ′
acc ′
derived from Fcp
s state. If S receives (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) from Fcp
, it extracts
acc
the judicial report report (as currently produced) from Fcp . It extracts the necessary pointer ptr to map
acc
acc ′
report to state from Fcp
and then sends (GetJudicialReport, ptr , ε) back to Fcp
.
CD
• If S receives GetEvidence or VerResult via NET, it forwards this input to its simulated version of Pjudge
and sends the output of the simulated machine back via NET. For the transcript provided as response to
CD
GetEvidence, S maps data such as if the simulated version of Pjudge
would be directly connected to NET,
etc.
acc
′
acc ′
• As soon as liveness breaks (i) in Fnet or (ii) in Fcp in R , S breaks liveness at Fcp . In the case of (i), as
soon as inTime = false in Fnet , S sends (BreakAssumption, {(liveness, public)}) to (public, sidcur ,
acc
acc
Fcp
: supervisor). In Case (ii), if the brokenProps[liveness, public] = true at Fcp
, S sends the
acc ′
same message as above to Fcp .
Further details
′
acc ′
acc ′
• S keeps the clocks/rounds of R and Fcp
synchronous. That is, S sends UpdateRound to Fcp
whenever
a round update in the simulated Fnet is performed and before continuing the simulation.
This concludes the description of the simulator. It is easy to see that (i) {S, I} is environmentally bounded 12
acc ′ .
that S explicitly breaks this property. Thus, S knows the value of brokenProps[consistency, public] in Fcp
is possible, as S determines the state via Update commands.
12 This is the polynomial runtime notion employed by the iUC framework.
10 Note
11 This
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and (ii) S is a responsive simulator for I, i.e., restricting messages from I are answered immediately as long
as {S, I} runs with a responsive environment. We now argue that R and {S, I} are indeed indistinguishable
for any (responsive) environment E ∈ Env(R).
acc ′
Let E ∈ Env(R) be an arbitrary but fixed environment. First, observe that Fcp
provides S with full
information about all submit and read requests performed by higher-level protocols. Hence, the simulated
protocol R′ within S obtains the same inputs and thus performs identical to the real world R. Therefore, the
network behavior simulated by S towards the environment is indistinguishable from the network behavior of
R. Note that state changes triggered via network interface are synchronized between R′ and I. Together with
the state synchronization during I/O interaction (see below), the simulator can keep the states of R′ and I in
synchronization. Moreover, we can also conclude that the corruption status of (internal) entities in the real and
ideal world is synchronized. Since the simulator has full control over corrupted entities, which are handled via
the internal simulation R′ , this implies that the I/O behavior of corrupted entities of R/I towards higher-level
protocols/the environment is also identical in the real and ideal world. Note that purely internal (private) parties
have no interface to the environment. Thus, the only way to potentially distinguish the real and ideal world is
the I/O behavior of honest entities of R/I towards higher-level protocols.
We will now go over all possible interactions with honest entities on the I/O interface and argue, by induction,
that all of those interactions result in identical behavior towards the environment, i.e., are also indistinguishable.
At the start of a run, there were no interactions on the I/O interface with honest parties yet. In the following,
assume that all I/O interactions so far have resulted in the same behavior visible towards the environment in
both the real and ideal world.
Submission requests: Submission requests do not directly result into an output to the environment. But, they
acc ′
acc ′
might affect the output of Fcp
at a later point in time as they have direct impact of the state of Fcp
, resp.
R. Thus, we now show that submit requests behave “identical”, i.e., we have to argue that these changes are
acc ′
“synchronized” between I and R′ . In particular, the buffered set of transactions in Fcp
is a subset of the
′
buffered set of transactions in R (which are buffered (i) as Submit message in Fnet and (ii) in the buffer of
acc
).
Fcp
acc ′
acc ′
Observe that, upon receiving a submission request, Fcp
behaves similar to R: in Fcp
, the submitted
′
transaction is directly stored into the buffer. In R , the submit message is forwarded via Fnet to PCD . So, the
acc ′
“buffers” of Fcp
and R′ stay synchronized when defining the buffer of R′ as the set of Submit messages in
acc
Fnet ’s buffer union the buffer of Fcp
. Note that as soon as submit request of corrupted parties are visible to
acc ′
S (as specified above), S also submits these transactions to Fcp
. Thus, S is indeed able to keep the buffers
in I and R synchronized.
acc ′
acc ′
State updates: As buffers in R′ and Fcp
are synchronized, we can conclude that the states of Fcp
and R′
acc ′
acc
stay synchronized during updates as this boils down to mirror the state from Fcp to Fcp (as S does). (i) The
acc ′
acc
is a subset of the buffer of Fcp
. (ii) Submitted transaction which are not in the intersection of
buffer of Fcp
′
acc
acc
the states of Fcp
and Fcp
are currently in the buffer of Fnet . (iii) By construction, both provide the same
acc ′
acc
security guarantees. Thus, Fcp
provides at most less guarantees than Fcp
(in case that properties are broken
′
′
acc
acc
at Fcp ). Thus, Fcp will accept every state update of S and both, I and R′ stay synchronized. Note that
acc ′
Fcp
also provides S the possibility to forward answers to read requests which have not been requested. As
this is possible in real and ideal world, both worlds stay indistinguishable.
acc ′
Read requests: Observe that, upon receiving a read request, Fcp
stores the read request in a buffer and leaks
the full request to the simulator including an ID and the receiver of the response. Note that the procedure is
analogously to a submission requests. A read request does not directly result into an output to the environment.
With the same argumentation as above follows that S is able to keep the “read buffers” of I and R′ synchronized.

Deliver response to read request: If S is triggered to output a response to a read request (via Pull), there
are two cases to consider: (i) brokenProps[consistency, public] = true or (ii) brokenProps[consistency,
acc ′
public] = false. In the first case, Fcp
will simply forward the input from S to the requestor. As the output
is extracted from R′ we can conclude that R and I are indistinguishable. In the second case, S can extract
acc
the response from R′ . Honest clients in R′ receive a validly signed prefix of the state of Fcp
(which is in
acc ′
acc ′
synchronization with Fcp s state). Thus, Fcp will accept the Deliver command of S and the outputs in
both worlds is identical. Thus, both worlds are indistinguishable.
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Verdicts: Firstly, note that S sends a BreakAccProp message to break public consistency when consistency in
R′ breaks, resp. when there is a new verdict available in R′ s public judge.13 Secondly, note that this request
acc-cp
matches the rules in FjudgeParams : the verdict S provides ensures individual accountability and S solely tries
acc ′
to break public consistency. Thus, Fcp
accepts the verdict S provides. Further note that we assume the used
signature scheme to be EUF-CMA secure. Thus, the probability that an honest party receives and accepts a
state update that includes a forged signature (and forwards this to a judge) is negligible. Further, as verifier
is incorruptible, Thus, we can conclude that S can always keep the verdicts and whether consistency is broken
synchronized in I and R′ and the output on a GetVerdict request is equal in R and I. Thus, both worlds
are/stay indistinguishable.
acc
acc ′
Judicial Reports: Observe that the states of Fcp
in R′ and Fcp
are synchronized (see above). As the judicial
report is derived as a prefix of the state, S always provides a pointer to the full state of both R′ and I to
acc ′
determine the judicial report of Fcp
. Thus, delivered judicial reports are equal in both worlds and R and I
stay indistinguishable.

GetEvidence and VerResult: We note that the environment cannot use the GetEvidence or the VerResult
CD
CD
interface of Pjudge
to distinguish between real and ideal world. The activation order of the simulated Pjudge
CD
matches the real world order and also messages to Pjudge match in both worlds perfectly. As S maps the
transcript such that it matches the real world execution the transcript (and provided state) is indistinguishable
in both worlds. Similarly, S fully simulates all interaction with Fcert (in the same order in both worlds). Thus,
requests in both worlds will lead to the same output.
Supervisor: The same holds true for BreakAssumption requests to the supervisor. The message of S matches
the rules and thus will be accepted. This allows S to keep both worlds synchronized regarding the assumptionbased security property liveness. Thus, both worlds will answer requests to the supervisor identically, i. e., both
worlds remain indistinguishable.
acc ′
every time Fnet ’s clock in R′ is increased,
Time requests: As the simulator updates the internal clock of Fcp
acc ′
both worlds always output the same value for the current time. Note that, even if Fcp
enforces liveness,
any round update requests of S will indeed be accepted: as S keeps the liveness guarantees of I and R′
acc ′
synchronized, S will not ask for a time update that violates the liveness check in Fcp
as long as liveness still
holds true.
CD
(via GetEvidence)
We also note that the (additional) public evidence A, resp. E, may gather at the Pjudge
′
does not enable E to distinguish between both worlds. As R gets the same input as I/R, the output of
CD
GetEvidence in R′ is the same as in the real world R. We emphasize that the judicial report of Pjudge
already includes most of the information E receives via GetEvidence. The transcript is the same in I and R
CD
as the order of activations of and the inputs to Pjudge
, resp. its simulated version, are identically. Additionally,
GetEvidence provides signatures to E. However, as signatures do not contain private information and are
ideally generated in both worlds, it is not possible to distinguish between R and I based on the additional
signature data.
Altogether, R and {S, I} behave identical in terms of behavior visible to the environment E and thus are
indistinguishable.

D.4 Deterrence Analysis: Common consensus services, e. g., Hashgraph [11], charge fees for their service.
Clients also benefit from a consensus service as they do not have to establish a consensus service on their
i
acc
own. Thus, we conclude UhP
> 0 for all parties involved in the consensus service. As Pcp
provides public
accountability and verdicts are fair (by definition), we can conclude that the public judge will not falsely
accuse an honest party. Further, all data used in the judging procedure is public. Thus, we can assume that
i
i
UhE
= UhL
= 0. To deter parties from misbehavior, penalties for violating consistency need to be sufficiently
i
high. Thus, we assume that UmL
≫ 0. In particular, penalties need to negate potential profit due to malicious
i
i
i
i
behavior, i. e., it needs to hold true UmP
− UmL
< UhP
. The exact value of UmP
and hence the minimally
required fees depend on the context that uses the consensus protocol. As the judging procedure would identify
i
faked evidence, we assume UmE
= 0. Thus, Equation 1 and 2 hold true.
13 We

CD
remark that Pjudge
does not update her verdict.
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CD
Description of the client Pclient
= (client) of the consensus distributors:

Participating roles: {client}
Corruption model: Dynamic corruption without secure erasures
Description of Mclient :
Implemented role(s): {client}
CD
Subroutines: Fcert : verifier, Fcert : signer, Fnet : net, Pjudge
: judge
Internal state:

CD
– owner ∈ ({0, 1}∗ )3
The entity (pid , sid , role ) that has access to this instance of Pclient
– serial ∈ N, serial = 0
{The serial for “agreed” transactions
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ).
Corruption behavior:
DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ):
if corrupted = true:
{Checks whether a party itself is corrupted.
return true
corrRes ← corr(pidcur , sidcur , signer)
{Request corruption status at Fcert
return corrRes
{Return whether Fcert instance is corrupted
Initialization:

CD
owner ← (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall )
Record that only (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) has access to this instance of Pclient
Main:
recv (Submit, tx ) from I/O s.t. (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) = owner:
{Transaction submission with specified CD
send responsively (Submit, tx ) to (NET)
{A desides which CD (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) will use
wait for (Submit, tx , pid CD )
serial ← serial + 1
σ ′ ← sign([serial, tx , pidcur ])
send (Send, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), (pid CD , sidcur , scd), (Submit, serial, tx , pidcur , σ)) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fnet : net)
{Send transaction via Fnet to PCD
recv Read from I/O s.t. (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) = owner:
{Read request from IO
send responsively Read to (NET)
{A desides which CD (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) will use
wait for (Read, pid CD )
n
Forward request via
send (Send, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), (pid CD , sidcur , scd), (Read, pidcur )) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fnet : net)
Fnet
recv Pull from NET:
{A triggers pulling at Fnet
send Pull to (pidcur , sidcur , Fnet : net)
wait for (Pull, msg)
if msg = (Read, state, pid CD , σ):
b ← verifySig(pid CD , state, σ)
if b ∧ state ⊂ state:
state ← state
CD
send (Evidence, pid CD , state, σ) to (pidcur , sidcur , Pjudge
: judge)
wait for ack
send (Read, state) to owner
{Output response of read request to owner
Procedures and Functions:
function sign(msg) :
send (sign, msg) to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fcert : signer)
wait for (sign, σ)
return σ
function verifySig(pid, msg, σ) :
send (VerResult, msg, σ) to (pidcur , (pid, sidcur ), Fcert : verifier)
wait for (VerResult, result)
return result
CD
Fig. 13: The consensus distributors client Pclient
.
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{Sign message at Fcert

{Verify signature at Fcert

Description of the consensus distributors PCD = (scd):
Participating roles: {scd}
Corruption model: Dynamic corruption without secure erasures
Description of Mscd :
Implemented role(s): {scd}
acc
CD
Subroutines: Fcp
: client, Fcert : verifier, Fcert : signer, Fnet : net, Pjudge
: judge
Internal state:
– state ⊂ N × {0, 1}∗ , state = ∅
{The set of totally ordered transactions/messages
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Corruption behavior:
DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ):
if corrupted = true:
{Checks whether a party itself is corrupted.
return true
corruption status at Fcert
corrRes 1 ← corr(pidcur , sidcur , Fcert : signer)
{Request

acc
acc
Request corruption status at Fcp
corrRes 2 ← corr(pidcur , sidcur , Fcp
: client)

acc
Return whether Fcert or Fcp
instance is corrupted
return corrRes1 ∨ corrRes2
Main:
recv Pull from NET:
{A triggers pidcur to query Fnet
send Pull to (pidcur , sidcur , Fnet : net)
wait for (Pull, msg)
if msg = (Submit, serial, tx , pid, σ):
{Received message is a Submit
b ← verifySig(pid, (serial, tx , pid), σ)
{Check valid signature
if b:
{If signature is valid, submit data to consensus service
acc
send (Submit, (serial, tx , pid, σ)) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fcp
: client)
{Forward tx to consensus service
else if msg = (Read, pid):
{In case of a Read request
σ ← sign(state)
{Sign current state
send (Send, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), (pid, sidcur , client), (Read, state, pidcur , σ) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fnet : net)
{Reply with full state including signature
recv Update from NET:
{Request update at consensus service
acc
send Read to (pidcur , sidcur , Fcp
: client)
{Forward request to consensus service
acc
recv (Read, state) from (pidcur , sidcur , Fcp
: client):
require: state is a set with entries of form (ctr , msg),
∗
where ctr ∈ N, msg ∈ {0, 1} .
if state ⊂ state:
state ← state
Procedures and Functions:
function sign(msg) :
send (sign, msg) to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fcert : signer)
wait for (sign, σ)
return σ
function verifySig(pid, msg, σ) :
send (VerResult, msg, σ) to (pidcur , (pid, sidcur ), Fcert : verifier)
wait for (VerResult, result)
return result

{State update from consensus service

{Sign message at Fcert

{Verify signature at Fcert

Fig. 14: The consensus distributor ITM PCD which scales consensus.
E. Accountable Key Exchange based on an accountable PKI (Full Details)
In this section, we provide full details regarding the accountable PKI case study as presented in Section 3.2.
This section is structured as follows: we firstly present the details regarding the accountable PKI as introduced
acc
.
in Section 3. In particular, we provide a detailed introduction to the ideal accountable PKI functionality FPKI
acc
Afterwards, we explain the protocol PPKI and provide a formal specification of the model. We conclude this
part with a security analysis of the accountable PKI.
acc
E.1 An Accountable Ideal PKI Functionality FPKI
: We now present the full specification of the ideal
acc
acc
accountable PKI functionality FPKI including the formal specification of FPKI
in Figure 19 including its
acc- PKI
acc
subroutine FjudgeParams in Figure 20. FPKI extends Canetti et al.’s GBB as presented in [27].
acc
One session of FPKI
models one instance of a PKI including several different CAs and CTLs. From a
acc
high-level perspective, FPKI
offers the possibility to register certificates for identities at a dedicated CA and to
retrieve certificates of identities from CAs. We model that parties use a local PKI client which is responsible
for the communication with the PKI, i. e., the client is connected via I/O to the environment modeling higherlevel protocols which access/use the PKI. To interact with the PKI, honest parties, resp. clients identified by
(pid , sid , client), can register a certificate for their own identity. To register a certificate, clients send a message
of the form (Register, pk , pid CA ) (where pid CA is the PID of the CA that should attest the entities identity
acc
acc
and pk be a string, typically the public key of the client) to FPKI
. FPKI
does not immediately process the
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CD
Description of Pjudge
= (judge):

Participating roles: {judge}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of Mjudge :
Implemented role(s): {judge}
acc
Subroutines: Fcert : verifier, Fcp
: judge
Internal state:
– counter ∈ N, counter = 0
{Evidence counter
of form (ctr , pid, state)
– W ⊂ N × ({0, 1}∗ )2
{Reported evidence (enumerated) per party, entries

acc
The judicial report from Fcp
– judicialReport ∈ {0, 1}∗ , judicialReport = ε
– verdicts ∈ {0, 1}∗ , verdicts = ε
{Recorded verdict
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid addressed to (public, sid, judge).
MessagePreprocessing:
if verdicts = ε:
acc
send GetVerdict to (public, sidcur , Fcp
: judge)
{Query for verdicts regarding consensus service
wait for (GetVerdict, verdict)
verdicts ← verdict
if verdicts = ε:
{Update judicial report
acc
send GetJudicialReport to (public, sidcur , Fcp
: judge)
wait for (GetJudicialReport, judicialReport)
judicialReport ← judicialReport
Main:
{Evidence from clients

recv (Evidence, pid CD , state, σ) from I/O:
b ← verifySig(pid CD , state, σ)
if b:
if state ̸⊂ judicialReport:
verdicts.add(dis(pid CD , sidcur , PCD : scd))
reply ack

{Honest CD will always forward state wich is a subset of a judicial report

recv GetVerdict from I/O:
reply (GetVerdict, verdicts)
recv (GetJudicialReport, msg) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, judicialReport)

report (from lower-level) to requestor
{Return judicial

A may query the public judge for the
evidence it gathered including all details
n
CD
A verify signatures via Pjudge
’s interface to Fcert

recv GetEvidence from NET:
reply (GetEvidence, W, judicialReport, transcripta )
recv VerResult(pid, msg, σ) from NET:
result ← verifySig(pid, msg, σ
reply (VerResult, result)
Procedures and Functions:
function verifySig(pid, msg, σ) :
send (VerResult, msg, σ) to (pidcur , (pid, sidcur ), Fcert : verifier)
wait for (VerResult, result)
return result

{Verify signature at Fcert

a transcript is a special variable in iUC, which, informally speaking, contains a transcript of all messages sent and received by the current machine
instance.

CD
acc
Fig. 15: The judging functionality Pjudge
for Pcp
(the consensus scaling protocol).

request, it stores the register message including the pid of the party which requests the certificate in a buffer
acc
bufferS for later processing. This allows to model asynchronous network. Also, FPKI
leaks the full request to
A. If an honest party (pid r , sid , client) wants to access a certificate of a party pid , the process is similar:
the party sends (Retrieve, pid , pid CA ) to access the certificate of identity pid at CA pid CA . Retrieve requests
acc
are also stored in a buffer bufferR including the requestor (pid r , sid , client) for processing later on. FPKI
also leaks the full request to A.
acc
As A has full control over the network, A needs to inform FPKI
when it should accept a certificate and add
acc
it to its state. Therefore, FPKI allows A: (i) to drop entries from bufferS and (ii) to add buffered certificates
acc
acc
to FPKI
’s state. In Case (i), A sends a (DropS , pid , pk , pid CA ) message to FPKI
. If the entry (pid , pk , pid CA )
acc
acc
exists in bufferS , FPKI removes the entry from bufferS and replies (DropS , ack) to A. Otherwise, FPKI
declines
acc
the request and responds (DropS , nack) to A. In Case (ii), A sends the command (Update, buffer ) to FPKI
,
acc
where buffer is expected to be a subset of bufferS . If buffer ⊂ bufferS , FPKI adds the elements from buffer
acc
to the state and removes them from the bufferS . FPKI
then replies to A that it accepted the update.
acc
acc
Similarly, FPKI handles retrieve requests. FPKI allows the adversary A (i) to drop entries from bufferR and
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CD
Description of Psv
= (supervisor):

Participating roles: {supervisor}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of Msupervisor :
Implemented role(s): {supervisor}
acc
Subroutines: Fcp
: supervisor, Fnet : net
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (IsAssumptionBroken?, prop, id):
if id = public ∧ prop = liveness:
{The model includes public liveness as assumption-based security property
send getDeliveryStatus to (pidcur , sidcur , Fnet : net)
{Query Fnet whether liveness still holds
wait for (getDeliveryStatus, inTime)
n
acc
Query Fcp
’s supervisor
acc
send (IsAssumptionBroken?, liveness, public) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fcp : supervisor)
whether liveness still holds
wait for (IsAssumptionBroken?, b)
if inTime ∧ ¬b:
{Liveness holds true
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, false)
else:
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, true)
else:
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, false)
recv (corruptInt?, (pid , sid , role )) from I/O s.t. role ∈
/ {client, judge, supervisor}:
corrRes ← false; b ← false
{Check corruption
 depending on protocol layeracc
Handle internal parties of Pcp
if role = scd:
corrRes ← corr((pid , sid , role ))
{Check whether party is corrupted if directly accessible
protocol levels
else:
{Handle
 internal parties from loweracc
acc
send (corruptInt, (pid , sid , role )) to (public, sidcur , Fcp
: supervisor) Check if internal party at Fcp is corrupted
wait for (corruptInt, b)
if corrRes ∨ b:
reply (corruptInt, true)
else:
reply (corruptInt, false)
recv (BreakAssumption, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
reply (BreakAssumption, ε)

{Leakage request
{Provide empty leakage

CD
for PCS .
Fig. 16: The supervisor Psv

(ii) to trigger the response to a retrieve request. Case (i) is analogously to Case (i) from the paragraph above.
acc
. If the entry (pid , pid CA , pid r , role r ) exists
Here, A sends a (DropR , pid , pid CA , pid r , role r ) message to FPKI
acc
acc
in bufferR , FPKI removes the entry from bufferR and replies (DropR , ack) to A. Otherwise, FPKI
declines
the request and responds (DropR , nack) to A. In Case (ii), A sends (Deliver, pid , pid CA , pid r , role r , pk A )
acc
. There are now two cases to consider: (i) correctCert is broken for (pid , sid , client) or the party
to FPKI
is corrupted and (ii) correctCert is not broken for (pid , sid , client) and the party is not corrupted. In the
acc
removes the entry from bufferR and sends the requested output (extracted from its local state)
latter case, FPKI
via (Retrieve, pid , pid CA , state[pid , pid CA ]) to (pid r , sid , role r ) (and ignores further data provided by A).
acc
acc
Otherwise, FPKI
allows A to determine pid ’s certificate. That is, FPKI
forwards the public key pk A provided
by A via (Retrieve, pid , pid CA , pk A ) to (pid r , sid , role r ).
acc
to be used with the parameters Secacc = {correctCert}
To cover accountability properties, we expect FPKI
assumption
and Sec
= ∅. For correctCert, we require verdicts which state that one or several CAs misacc
behaved. FPKI
includes local judges – one local judge ((local, pid , client), sid , judge) per client identity (pid , sid , client), i. e., pidsjudge is expected to be {local} × {0, 1}∗ × {client}. As judicial report
acc- PKI
acc- PKI
FjudgeParams
outputs an empty report. Further, the functionality FjudgeParams
specifies that verdicts need to be
Vn
i
i
acc
of form i=1 dis(pid CA , sidcur , ca), n ∈ N, where (pid CA , sidcur , ca) are CA identities in PPKI
. As the model
acc- PKI
does not include assumption-based security properties, we expect idsassumption = ∅ and specify that FjudgeParams
always outputs ε as response to a BreakAssumption request. Note that (i) local judges act as pure message
forwarder for A if the associated party is corrupted and (ii) A may corrupt a local judge only if its accompanied
party, resp. client is already corrupted.
E.2 An Accountable PKI based on CTLs: In what follows, we provide the full specification of our PKI
acc
protocol, resp. its model PPKI
, as presented in Section 3. We also provide a formal description of all components
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Description of the protocol Fcert = (signer, verifier):
Participating roles: {signer, verifier}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Protocol parameters:
– p ∈ Z[x].

{See text below
{Polynomial that bounds the runtime of the algorithms provided by the adversary.

– η∈N

{The security parameter.

– sig

{Signing algorithm, outputs a signature σ on input (msg, sk). The generated signature has a length of η bits

– ver

{Signature verifying algorithm, outputs verification result on input (msg, σ, pk)

– gen

{Key generation algorithm, outputs (pk, sk) on input 1η
Description of Msigner,verifier :

Implemented role(s): {signer, verifier}
Internal state:
– (pk, sk) ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})2 = (⊥, ⊥).
– pidowner ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} = ⊥.
– msglist ⊂ {0, 1}∗ = ∅.
– corrupted ∈ {true, false} = false.
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Check that sid = (pid ′ , sid ′ ):
If this check fails, output reject.
Otherwise, accept all entities with the same SID.
Corruption behavior:
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ): Return corrupted.
Initialization:
$
(pk, sk) ← Gen(1η )
Parse sidcur as (pid, sid).
pidowner ← pid.
Main:
recv (Sign, msg) from I/O to (pidowner, , signer):
σ ← sig(p) (msg, sk).
add msg to msglist.
reply (Signature, σ).

{Key pair.
{Party ID of the key owner.
{Set of recorded messages.
{Is signature key corrupted?

(
A single instance manages all parties and roles in a
single session. A session models one signature key pair
belonging to party pid ′ .

{Generate public/secret key pair

{Record msg for verification and return signature.

recv (Verify, msg, σ) from I/O to ( , , verifier):
b ← ver(p) (msg, σ, pk).
if b = true ∧ msg ∈
/ msglist ∧ corrupted = false:
reply (VerResult, false).
else:
reply (VerResult, b).

{Verify signature.
{Prevent forgery.
{Return verification result.
{Allow network attacker to corrupt signature keys.

recv corruptSigKey from NET:
corrupted ← true.
reply (corruptSigKey, ok).

Fig. 17: The ideal signature functionality Fcert .
of the protocol in Figure 22 to 31. Figure 21 provides an overview over the different components of the PKI
protocol.
acc
CA
CA
acc
as presented in Section 3.1 is PPKI
= (Pclient
: client, Psv
:
Remark: The full formal definition of PPKI
CA
CA
supervisor, Pjudge : judge | P : ca, PCTL : ctl, Fpsync - net : psync-net, Fsig , Fauth : auth).
We remark that one PKI consisting of clients, several CAs, and several CTLs is modeled as one instance (sid )
acc
.
of PPKI
CA
CA
CA clients Pclient
. The CA client Pclient
(cf. Figure 22 and 23) handles the connection between the PKI and the
CA
environment. Pclient ’s main purpose is to request at most one certificate at the PKI and to query for certificates
CA
of other parties. Additionally, Pclient
also monitors the PKI, resp. its CTLs and surveils whether there exists
solely certificates for its identity requested by itself.
CA
If the environment instructs an instance of Pclient
, namely the instance for (pid , sid , client), to register a
string pk as its public key at a certain CA (pid CA , sidcur , ca), it sends (Register, pk , pid CA ) via an authenticated
CA
CA
channel Fauth to Pclient
. An honest instance of Pclient
registers at most one certificate. If the environment calls
CA
the register command once again, Pclient does not process the request.
CA
If the environment wants to retrieve a certificate of pid issued by pid CA , it instructs its instance of Pclient
CA
to do so via (Retrieve, pid , pid CA ). Pclient stores the request in requests and forwards the request via NET,
i. e., unprotected, to (pid CA , sid , ca) (with the same session ID). Note that there is neither a guarantee that
CA
the request arrives at the CA nor that it arrives unchanged. When Pclient
receives the answer to the retrieve
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Description of the protocol Fnet = (net):
Participating roles: {net}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Protocol parameters:
– δ∈N

{The expected liveness guarantee for Fnet

Description of Mnet :
Implemented role(s): {net}
Internal state:
– buffermsg ⊂ N2 × ({0, 1}∗ )7 , buffermsg = ∅ {Buffer for messages consisting of tuples (ctr , round, sender , receiver , content)
– counter ∈ N, counter = 0

{Counter for messages

– round ∈ N, round = 0

{Current round/time unit

– inTime ∈ {true, false}, inTime = true

{Indicator whether messages where within δ time units

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (Send, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), (pid, sidcur , role), msg) from I/O: {(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) sends a message to (pid, sidcur , role)
counter ← counter + 1
buffermsg .add([counter, round, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), (pid, sidcur , role), msg])
{Record message
send (Send, counter, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), (pid, sidcur , role), msg) to NET
{Forward leakage and identifier to A
recv Pull from I/O:
{Parties can pull messages
Let (counter , (pid, sidcur , role), (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), msg) ∈ buffermsg , such that there exists no smaller counter
with recipient (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ).
if (counter , (pid, sidcur , role), (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), msg) as above exists:
buffermsg .remove([counter , (pid, sidcur , role), (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), msg])
{Remove message from delivery queue
reply (Pull, msg)
{Deliver message to receiver
else:
reply (Pull, ⊥)
recv (Permute, π) from NET:
{A is allowed to change the order in the buffermsg
require: π is a permutation of the IDs in buffermsg .
for all (ctr , msg) ∈ buffermsg where msg represents all other content of buffermsg besides ctr do:
buffermsg .remove([ctr , msg])
buffermsg .add([π(ctr ), msg])
{A triggers round update

recv UpdateRound from NET:
if ∃( , round, , ) ∈ buffermsg , s.t. round − round > δ ∧ inTime = true:
reply (UpdateRound, false, ϵ)
else:
round ← round + 1
reply (UpdateRound, true, ϵ)
reply (UpdateRound, true, ϵ)

{A and E are allowed to query the current round.

recv (GetCurRound):
reply (GetCurRound, round)

{A breaks liveness

recv BreakLiveness from NET:
inTime ← false
recv getDeliveryStatus from I/O:
reply (getDeliveryStatus, inTime)

{E may query whether messages where delivered “in time”

Fig. 18: The simplified network model Fnet with breakable δ-liveness.
CA
request via the message (Retrieve, (ctr , (serial , pid , pk , pid CA ), pid CTL , τ, σ)) on the NET interface, Pclient
CA
firstly request the current time τ ′ at Fpsync - net . Then, Pclient
updates its information regarding the CA
CA
pid CA and queries Finit
(see below) for the public key of pid CA and the CTLs that the CAs uses includCA
ing their public keys (this is done via the message (GetCaCtls, pid CA )). When Pclient
receives the answer
(GetCaCtls, pk CA , (pid 1 , . . . , pid n ), (pk 1 , . . . , pk n )), it stores the CA’s public key pk CA in pkCA [pid CA ]. Further,
CA
it stores the CTLs connected to the CA in CTLs[pid CA ] and their public keys in pkCTL [pid CTL ]. After Pclient
CA
CA
gathered the trusted information from Finit
, it checks whether (i) Pclient
indeed requested the certificate for
pid at pid CA , (ii) the provided certificate is older than 3 · δ time units, (iii) pid CTL is a CTL for pid CA , (iv) the
certificate is validly signed by the CTL pid CTL , and (v) the certificate is also validly signed by the CA pid CA . If
CA
the checks succeed, Pclient
removes the request from its request queue and sends the certificate to the requestor.
CA
The adversary is responsible for starting the certificate monitoring process of Pclient
.14 When A triggers the
CA
CA
monitoring process by sending Monitor, Pclient updates the set of CTLs at Finit (by using the GetCTLs). Let
CA
CA
CTL be the set of all CTLs provided by Finit
. Pclient
then queries all CTLs via (Monitor, pidcur , CTL) via
CA
Fpsync - net . Note that Pclient and Fpsync - net are connected via a (direct and thus secure) I/O interface. When
14 We

note that security guarantees are incorporated into Fpsync - net which we will discuss later on.
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acc
Description of the ideal and accountable PKI FPKI
= (client, judge, supervisor):

Participating roles: {client, judge, supervisor}
Corruption model: dynamic without secure erasures
Protocol parameters:
– Secacc ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Accountability properties
– Secassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Assumption-based security properties
∗
– pidsjudge ⊂ {0, 1}
{set of judge entities/(P)IDs in the protocol (which are often directly related to some protocol participants)
– idsassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{set of entities/IDs where properties are ensured via assumptions
acc- PKI
Description of Mclient
:

Implemented role(s): {client, judge, supervisor}
Subroutines: FjudgeParams : judgeParams
Internal state:
– state : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ →, state = ∅
{The registered certificates, resp. identities (as mapping), initially ⊥ for all entries
– bufferS ⊂ ({0, 1}∗ )3 , bufferS = ε,bufferR ⊂ ({0, 1}∗ )4 , bufferR = ∅ {Requested certificates/buffer of form (pid, pid CA , pid r , role r )

The set of corrupted internal
– corruptedIntParties ∈ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ \ (RolesF a ∪ {judge, supervisor}), initially ∅
parties (pid, sid, role)
assumption
– brokenAssumptions : Sec
×idsassumption → {true, false} {Stores broken security assumptions per id, initially false ∀entries

Stores broken security properties per judge/id,
– brokenProps : (Secassumption ∪ Secacc ) × (pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption ) → {true, false}
initially false ∀entries
∗
– verdicts : pidsjudge → {0, 1}
{Verdicts per p ∈ pidsjudge , initially ε
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
Do not allow corruption of (pid, sid, supervisor).
if role = judge:
send (Corrupt, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
{FjudgeParams decides whether judges can be corrupted
wait for b; return b
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid, sid, role):
if role = judge:
{FjudgeParams may determine a judge’s corruption status
send (CorruptionStatus?, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for b; return b
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pidreceiver , sidreceiver , rolereceiver , m)
Do not allow sending messages to FjudgeParams .
{A is not allowed to invoke FjudgeParams in the name of corrupted parties.
MessagePreprocessing:
if message is addressed to ((local, pid, role), sid, judge) and (pid , sid , role ) is corrupted:
Forward message to A
{Forward request to corrupted local judges to A
if Receive (Fwd, msg, (pid ′ , sid ′ , role ′ )) to ((local, pid, role), sid, judge) via NET and (pid, sid, role) is corrupted:
send msg to (pid, sid, role)
{A corrupted local judge acts as message forwarder for A
Main:
recv (Register, pk , pid CA ) from I/O:
{Register certificate.
bufferS .add([pidcur , pk , pid CA ])
{Record registration attempt
send (Register, pk , pidcur , pid CA ) to NET
{Leak request to A
{Query for certificate

recv (Retrieve, pid, pid CA ) from I/O:
bufferR .add([pid, pid CA , pidcall , rolecall ])
send (Retrieve, pid, pid CA , pidcall , rolecall ) to NET

{Leak request to A

recv (DropS , pid, pk , pid CA ) from NET:
if (pid, pk , pid CA ) ∈ bufferS : bufferS .remove([pid, pk , pid CA ])
reply (DropS , ack)
else:
reply (DropS , nack)

{A is allowed to drop the register requests

(
A may trigger when retrieve requests are answered.
If correctCert is broken, A may inject malicious
recv (Deliver, pid, pid CA , pid r , role r , pk A ) from NET:
certificates.
require: (pid, pid CA , pid r , role r ) ∈ bufferR
if brokenProps[correctCert, (pid, sidcur , client)] = false ∧ (pid, sidcur , client) ∈
/ CorruptionSet:
bufferR .remove([pid, pid CA , pid r , role r ])
send (Retrieve, pid, pid CA , state[pid, pid CA ]) to (pid r , sidcur , role r )
else:

bufferR .remove([pid, pid CA , pid r , role r ])
A determines the certificate if correctCert is broken
send (Retrieve, pid, pid CA , pk A ) to (pid r , sidcur , role r )
for pid or pid is corrupted
recv (DropR , pid, pid CA , pid r , role r ) from NET:
{A is allowed to drop the read requests
if (pid, pid CA , pid r , role r ) ∈ bufferR :
bufferR .remove([pid, pid CA , pid r , role r ])
reply (DropR , ack)
else:
reply (DropR , nack)
recv (Update, buffer ) from NET s.t. buffer ⊂ bufferS :
for all (pid, pk , pid CA ) ∈ buffer do:
if state[pid, pid CA ] = ⊥:
state[pid, pid CA ] ← pk
bufferS .remove[buffer ]
reply (Update, ack)

{A may trigger when bufferS is included in state

{Update buffer

Include static code from the AUC transformation T1 (·) here, i.e., include additional code from Figure 2 and 3 here.
a Roles

F

= {client} here.
acc
Fig. 19: An ideal and accountable PKI FPKI
derived from GBB [27].
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acc- PKI
Description of FjudgeParams
= (judgeParams):

Participating roles: {judgeParams}
Corruption model: incorruptible

acc- PKI
Description of MjudgeParams
:

Implemented role(s): {judgeParams}
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak
from I/O:
V, internalState)
i
i
∗
if All entries in verdict are of form n
i=1 dis(pid CA , sidcur , ca), n ∈ N and all pid CA ∈ {0, 1} :
if toBreak ⊂ {correctCert} × ({0, 1}∗ )3 :
reply (Cheat, true, ε)
else:
reply (Cheat, false, ε)
else:
reply (Cheat, false, ε)

{No restrictions on verdict

{Do not generate leakage when breaking assumptions

recv (BreakAssumption, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
reply (BreakAssumption, ε)
recv (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, ε)



recv (Corrupt, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if id = (local, pid, client) ∧ (pid, sid, client) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else:
reply false

{Generate judicial report
{Return an empty report
allows to corrupt a local judge iff the
accompanied client is corrupted
acc- PKI
FjudgeParams


acc- PKI
FjudgeParams
interprets a local judge as corrupted iff
recv (CorruptionStatus?, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
the accompanied client is corrupted
if (id, sid, judge) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else if id = (local, pid, client) ∧ (pid, sid, client) ∈ CorruptionSet :
reply true
else:
reply false
acc
acc- PKI
.
for FPKI
Fig. 20: FjudgeParams
interface
to E

interface
to E

interface
to E

client
interface
to E

supervisor

ca

judge

Fsig

Fauth

≤

acc
FPKI

psync-net

ctl

Fig. 21: Realization relation of a CA/CTL example stated in Theorem 2. The system E denotes the
environment, modeling, as usual in UC setting, arbitrary higher level protocols. All machines are additionally
connected to the network adversary who is responsible for delivering network messages.
Fpsync - net returns an answer of a CTL (containing all certificates issued for the requested pid recorded at that
CA
CA
CTL), Pclient
pulls updates public keys and data of CAs and CTLs at Finit
(see above). Afterwards, it verifies
whether the received certificates are validly signed (by a CA and a CTL). If one of the certificates does not
CA
CA
CA
match the public key pk stored in Pclient
, Pclient
reports the falsely issued certificate to its local judge Pjudge
.
CA
. In this case, A has full control
Corruption: The adversary can dynamically corrupt every instance of Pclient
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CA
over the input and output interface of the instance of Pclient
and can act on its behalf. Further note that an
CA
instance of Pclient
considers itself corrupted if its session at Fsig is corrupted or if the used authenticated
channel session at Fauth is corrupted.
Further note that:
CA
• Every new instance of Pclient registers itself automatically at Fpsync - net when activated for the first time.
CA
• A is responsible to trigger an instance of Pclient to register itself for the usage of authenticated channels
(via Fauth ).

Remark: Note that we do not model that clients provide “self-signed certificates” as part of their certificate
requests to a CA, i. e., they do sign their public key in combination with their identity (and potentially some
metadata) and forward this certificate to the CA. We omit self-signed certificates in our model due to simplicity.
CA
To incorporate this into our model, one can extend Pclient
with a parameter (which is intended to include the
CA
signature scheme) for creating a self-signed certificate. Before requesting a certificate, Pclient
then needs to
invoke this parameter with the input data and has to enrich the certificate request with the output produced by
the parameter. To cover this case, one also needs to adapt P CA . It needs to be enhanced with a new parameter
to check the validity of the client’s self-signed certificate. P CA only process certificate request if the parameter
(on input of the certificate request) accepts the certificate request.
Certification authorities P CA . The main purpose of CAs, resp. P CA (cf. Figure 24), is to issue and to distribute
certificates. There exists one instance of P CA per CA. The issuance of certificates is divided into two steps:
(i) a CA generates a so-called pre-certificate and forwards the pre-certificate to a CTL. (ii) The CTL attests
the correct generation of the (pre-)certificate and provides a finalized certificate to the CA. More specifically,
CA
CA
P CA works as follows: On the first activation of an instance of P CA , it queries the Finit
for initialization. Finit
initializes P CA ’s instance at Fsig , i. e., P CA ’s signing and public key, and provides its public key pk to P CA .
CA
Finit
also informs P CA which CTLs it will/has to use (including their public keys).
As clients send their certificate requests via an authenticated channel Fauth , A is responsible for triggering
P CA to pull certificate requests from Fauth . When P CA receives such request (of form (Register, pid , pk )), it
creates a pre-certificate: it adds an ID/serial number (an incremental counter) and its own identity to (pid , pk ),
and signs (id , (pid , pk ), pidcur ). It then forwards the so-called pre-certificate (id , (pid , pk ), σCA ) for finalization
acc
via NET to its connected CTLs. Note that PPKI
does not enforce liveness properties here, i. e., we do not
enforce that these requests are actually delivered to a CTL.
As A has full control over the network, we model that A triggers P CA ’s update process. If P CA receives a
(Read, pid CTL , state, σCTL ) message via NET from one of its CTLs (as stored in CTLs), P CA checks whether
(i) the message is validly signed by a CTL pid CTL from CTLs, (ii) the provided state is an extension of the state
previously delivered by pid CTL (which is stored in certs[pid CTL ]), and (iii) all certificates in state are validly
signed by pid CTL . If these checks succeed, P CA stores state (i. e., the certificates provided by pid CTL ) as update
in certs[pid CTL ].
When clients want to retrieve a certificate from PCS , they send (Retrieve, pid , pid CA ) to the instance of
P CA , namely (pid CA , sid , ca). Note that these requests are delivered via A/NET and can thus be tampered.
When receiving such a request, P CA checks in its storage certs whether it issued a pre-certificate for pid . If it
issued a pre-certificate, P CA looks for the finalized certificate in the certificates provided by the CTLs. If P CA
can find a finalized certificate in certsCTL (for any CTL), it forwards the first certificate matching the search
criteria (via NET) to the requesting party.
CA
Corruption: Analogously to Pclient
, A can dynamically corrupt every instance of P CA . In case of a corruption,
A gains full control over the input and output interface of the instance of P CA and can act on its behalf.
Further note that an instance of P CA considers itself corrupted if its session at Fsig is corrupted or if the used
authenticated channel session at Fauth is corrupted.
Moreover, A is responsible for triggering an instance of P CA to register itself for the usage of authenticated
channels (via Fauth ).

Certificate Transaction Logs PCTL . CTLs validate and finalize (pre-)certificates. Further, they allow clients to
check whether there exist falsely/maliciously issued certificates for their identities. We provide the specification
of PCTL in Figure 25. One instance of PCTL models one CTL. Similarly to P CA , PCTL queries the initialization
CA
CA
initializes PCTL instance at Fsig and provides its
functionality Finit
for initialization on its first activation. Finit
CA
public key pk to PCTL . Finit
also informs PCTL for which CAs it will finalize pre-certificates.
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If an instance of PCTL identified by (pid CTL , sid , ctl) receives a Submit request to finalize a pre-certificate
(via NET), PCTL checks whether the pre-certificate is of form (id , (pid r , pk r ), pid CA , σCA ). If the current instance
of PCTL finalizes pre-certificates of pid CA , i. e., pid CA is stored in CAs, and the signature σCA verifies, PCTL starts
the certificate finalization process. Therefore, it firstly queries Fpsync - net for the current time τ . Then, PCTL
adds an own ID (incremental counter), its own identity, and the current timestamp τ to the pre-certificate and
then signs (id CTL , (id , (pid r , pk r ), pid CA , σCA ), pid CTL , τ ). Afterwards, it stores the finalized certificate ((id CTL ,
(id , (pid r , pk r ), pid CA , σCA ), pid CTL ), σCTL , τ ) in its state.
If a party queries for PCTL ’s state via Read, PCTL signs its state and replies to the request with (Read, pidcur ,
state, σCTL ).
To allow clients to monitor issued certificates, PCTL provides the Monitor interface/command. If PCTL receives
(Monitor, ctr , pid ) from a client pid (via Fpsync - net ), it extracts all certificates issued for pid from its state
and sends the certificates (including the used message identifier ctr ) back to Fpsync - net .
Corruption: CTLs are trusted anchors in our model and thus, PCTL is incorruptible. Further note that signature
keys of CTLs, i. e., their signer instances at Fsig , as well as their signature verifying function, i. e., their
CA
verifier instances at Fsig , cannot be corrupted. This is handled/ensured via Finit
and our slightly adapted
variant of Fsig .
Remark: Note that one can enhance our model to a setting where only a threshold of CTLs per CA needs to
be honest. For the sake of presentation, we decided to present the simpler variant with incorruptible CTLs.
CA
CA
The initialization functionality Finit
. The initialization functionality Finit
(cf. Figure 26) models a trusted
CA
acc
setup/distribution of CAs/CTLs identities and their public keys. There is one instance of Finit
per PPKI
.
CA
CA
In particular, Finit includes (i) initialization of CAs, resp. P , (ii) initialization of CTLs, resp. PCTL , and
CA
acc
to query for CA,
(iii) initialization of judges Pjudge
, It further provides a interface for all participants in PPKI
resp. CTL, data including their public keys and is used to ensure that clients and their accompanied local judges
are initialized simultaneously.
CA
If an instance of P CA asks for initialization, Finit
queries A for the CTLs P CA should use. If one of the
CA
CA
provided CTLs is not already registered, Finit initializes its session at Fsig . Note that Finit
enforces that all used
CA
signature keys for CTLs are not corrupted. When storing which CTLs “work” for a dedicated CA, Finit
checks
CA
that every CTLs session at Fsig /signature key is not corrupted. Otherwise, Finit declines the initialization of
CA
P CA and queries A for a new set of CTLs for P CA . If the registration of the CTLs succeeds, Finit
also initializes
CA
CA
P signature key at Fsig if necessary. All data is stored in Finit state: each CA’s pid , resp. CTL, is added
to pidCA , resp. pidCTL . The map pkCA , resp. pkCTL , stores the public key of each registered CA, resp. CTL. The
CA
CA
map CTLs, Finit
stores for each CA which CTLs are assigned to it. Finally, Finit
sends (i) the CA’s public
key, (ii) the CTLs the CA uses, and (iii) the CTLs’ public keys back to the instance of P CA which asked for
initialization.
CA
Similarly, Finit
initializes an instance of PCTL . This mainly includes to provide the CTL (i) its public key,
(ii) the CAs for which it finalizes pre-certificates, and (iii) the relevant CAs public keys (to the dedicated
CA
instance of PCTL ). The handling is similar to the initialization of a CA. If the CTL/CA is not registered at Finit
CA
CA
so far, Finit creates a signature key for it at Fsig . Note that Finit ensures that signature keys of CTLs are not
CA
corrupted – if a newly registered CTL’s Fsig session is corrupted, Finit
aborts the registration for this CTL.
CA
CA
CA
When a judge (Pjudge ) queries Finit for initialization, Finit simply forwards all its information regarding the
PKI session to the judge. This includes, (i) the identities (PIDs) of the registered CAs, resp. CTLs, (ii) their
public keys, and (iii) the information which CA and CTLs work together.
CA
Besides initializing parties, parties can also query Finit
with (i) GetCaCtls, (ii) GetCAs, and (iii) GetCTLs.
CA
If a party queries for (GetCaCtls, pid CA ), Finit replies with the public key of the CA pid CA , the (PIDs of the)
CA
CTLs of the CA, and the CTLs’ public keys. In Case (ii), Finit
provides all registered (PIDs of) CAs and their
CA
public keys to the requestor. In (iii), Finit provides all registered (PIDs of) CTLs and their public keys to the
requestor.
CA
Further, we use the initialization functionality Finit
to ensures that clients and their judges are initialized “at
the same time”. This simplifies the proof later on, as we do not have to take care of several edge cases in cases
of non-initialized parties.15
15 Note that an ITM in iUC which is initialized via a corruption status request always responds that the ITM is not corrupted so far. We
want to avoid this edge case in our modeling.
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The certificate monitoring enforcing Fpsync - net . The network functionality Fpsync - net (cf. Figure 27) ensures
that honest parties can check in “near-time” whether there are malicious certificates issued for their identities.
Especially for this purpose, Fpsync - net models partially synchronous network between clients and CTLs. There
is one instance of Fpsync - net per PKI session.
CA
On every activation, Fpsync - net updates the list of available CTLs at Finit
(via GetCTLs) and checks whether
all registered honest clients (stored in pidhclient ) are still honest (via querying all clients in pidhclient for their
corruption status). If previously honest clients have been corrupted, Fpsync - net removes them from pidhclient
(and also from monitoring in monReg and requestQueue, see below).
When honest parties start a monitoring process, i. e., they query every registered CTL for the certificates
published for their identity, they send a Monitor message to Fpsync - net including their identity/pid and (the
PIDs of) the CTLs which they want to monitor. Fpsync - net stores this request in requestQueue. More specifically,
it stores one entry per CTL in requestQueue including (i) an unambiguous identifier for each entry and (ii) the
time τ (according to Fpsync - net ’s internal clock) when Fpsync - net received the monitoring request. Additionally,
CA
Fpsync - net stores in monReg that Pclient
started a monitoring process at time τ . Fpsync - net then leaks the
complete requestQueue to A.
CA
Similar to the initialization of the monitoring process at Pclient
, A is expected to trigger further processing of
the monitoring at Fpsync - net , i. e., (i) forwarding a monitoring request to a CTL and (ii) deliver the response
of a CTL back to the monitoring party. If the adversary triggers Fpsync - net via (Deliver, ctr ), Fpsync - net
firstly checks whether a request for the ctr exists in requestQueue and which of the two cases above needs to
be handled. If the request was not handled by the dedicated CTL so far, Fpsync - net adds in requestQueue a
(current) timestamp to entry ctr and forwards the monitor request (including the identifier ctr ) to the CTL. In
Case (ii), the Deliver message of A triggers the delivery of the (stored) response of the CTL (see below) to
the monitoring party. Before Fpsync - net delivers the response, it updates the entry with ID ctr in requestQueue
and adds a (current) timestamp as delivery time.
When a CTL (immediately) responds to the request from Case (i) above, it sends (Monitor, ctr , resp)
to Fpsync - net . Fpsync - net records the response in the dedicated entry for ctr in requestQueue. Note that
(i) CTLs are modeled to be incorruptible and (ii) CTLs and Fpsync - net have a direct I/O connection for
handling monitoring request, i. e., responses from CTLs to Fpsync - net will be delivered “immediately” and
cannot be manipulated by A. Thus, A is not activated when a CTL generates a response to a monitoring
request and sends it to Fpsync - net . Therefore, we do not store an additional timestamp to determine when the
CTL replies to a response. This timestamp is always equal to the timestamp stored in Case (i) from above.
The adversary is allowed to update the internal clock of Fpsync - net via the UpdateRound command. Fpsync - net
accepts a time update (and increases the time by one) iff (i) there is no monitoring process initially triggered
more than δ time units ago but without response from a CTL, (ii) there is no response from a monitoring
process waiting for delivery for more then δ time units (both properties can be derived from requestQueue),
and (iii) every honest party started a monitoring process at least δ time units ago (stored in monReg). Fpsync - net
also allows parties to read from its in-build clock (via GetCurRound).
The network functionality Fpsync - net is incorruptible.
CA
CA
The local judge Pjudge
. The (local) judge Pjudge
(cf. Figure 28) handles when a client finds a maliciously
issued certificate for its identity.
CA
On every activation, Pjudge
updates/pulls the list of CAs, resp. CTLs, which are currently available in the
CA
PKI, including their public keys (via InitMejudge from Finit
).
In case that a client finds a certificate during monitoring issued for her identify which she did not request, the
CA
client forwards the certificate to her local judge. Pjudge
verifies that the certificate is valid, i. e., CA and CTL
signature verify. As this indicates that the issuing CA misbehaved (at least from the current clients perspective,
CA
as clients requests certificates via an authenticated channel at CA), Pjudge
adds dis(pid CA , sidcur , P CA : ca)
CA
(where (pid CA , sidcur , P : ca) denotes the CA that attested the reported maliciously generated certificate) to
CA
her (local) verdict. Note that external observers or the environment cannot trust the verdict of Pjudge
. From a
higher-level perspective, one cannot be sure which of the two parties, the CA or the client, indeed misbehaved
in this case. A malicious client (in turn a malicious judge) could have requested the certificate at an honest CA
but then blames the CA that she did not request the certificate. Vice versa, CAs can simply generate certificates
CA
for any client. Pjudge
also marks correctCert broken for its associated client.
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CA
Pjudge
implements the GetVerdict interface which simply outputs the stored local verdict and a interface to
CA
access a judicial report. On receiving GetJudicialReport, Pjudge
does not provide information and outputs
ε.
Corrupting a local judge as long its accompanied client party is still honest is not allowed. This models
that a clients validation routine still works honestly/correctly as long as the accompanied client is honest/works
CA
correctly. Note that Pjudge
is a pure message forwarder to/from A in case that the associated client is corrupted.
CA
The public supervisor Psv
. As we do not model assumption-based security properties in this case study, the
CA
purpose of the supervisor Psv
(cf. Figure 29) is to provide the environment access to the corruption status of
internal protocol participants (here: CAs). Thus, on request (corruptInt?, (pid , sid , role )) where role needs
CA
to be ca, Psv
queries (pid , sid , role ) for its corruption status and forwards the result to the requestor.
CA
Note that we include a “dummy” interface for IsAssumptionBroken?. On every request, Pjudge
simply
replies “false”.

The ideal authenticated channel functionality Fauth . The authenticated channel functionality Fauth (cf.
Figure 30) is derived from Canetti’s message authentication functionality [22] in combination with the secure
channel functionality Fsec-channel from [70]. In our case study, we use Fauth to authenticate clients to CAs. Thus,
CAs can be sure that a client indeed registers a certificate for its identity.
acc
One instance of Fauth is meant to handle all authenticated channels in an instance/session of PPKI
. The
whole session of Fauth can be corrupted (as long as there are no channels initialized yet). Parties “register”
at Fauth via Establish. The adversary may trigger the finalization the party’s registration. Parties can send
messages to specified receivers via Fauth . Fauth buffers the messages and A may trigger the delivery of the
message. Note that A has full control over the messages send to/delivered from Fauth when Fauth is corrupted.
Furthermore, A may drop messages which are queued for delivery in Fauth .
The ideal signature functionality Fsig . The ideal signature functionality Fsig (cf. Figure 31) is mainly the
same as presented in [17] and matches common approaches for ideal signature functionalities.
CA
acc
that CTL signatures are incorruptible, Fsig is additionally connected to Finit
As we need to ensure in PPKI
to determine whether a party is a CTL. Fsig declines corruption of CTLs.
In contrast to [17], we do not allow A to corrupt verifier instances of Fsig as one typically expects that
signature verification is a local process and not externalized and thus honest as long the considered party is
honest. Indeed, we need to ensure for the model that at least verifier instance of (local) judges need to be
honest as long as the accompanied judge is honest. Otherwise, the security proof would fail.
E.3 UC Security Analysis: We now present the formal variant of Theorem 2 and its security proof in detail.
acc
Theorem 7. Let PPKI
be as defined above and let δ ∈ N be the upper time boundary for message delivery in
acc
PPKI , resp. Fpsync - net , and Σ = (gen(1η ), sig, ver) be an EUF-CMA secure signature scheme.
acc- PKI
acc
be as described above with FjudgeParams
as subroutine with parameters Secacc = {correctCert},
Let FPKI
assumption
∗
Sec
= ∅, pidsjudge = {local} × {0, 1} × {client}, and idsassumption = ∅. Then:
acc
acc
acc- PKI
(PPKI
) ≤ (FPKI
| FjudgeParams
)

We remark that the following proof repeats many general points/techniques from the proof of Theorem 6, e.g.,
regarding the simulator, in verbatim. This is mainly due to the fact that both protocols – the scaling protocol
and the PKI protocol – rely on some kind of global state. In the scaling protocol, the global state is a sequence
of totally ordered transactions. In the PKI protocol, the global state consists of a set of certificates.
Proof.
acc
CA
Firstly, we define a responsive simulator S such that the real world running the protocol R := PPKI
= (Pclient
:
CA
CA
CA
client, Psv : supervisor, Pjudge : judge | P : ca, PCTL : ctl, Fsig , Fpsync - net : psync-net, Fauth : auth)
acc
acc- PKI
is indistinguishable from the ideal world running {S, I}, with the protocol I := (FPKI
| FjudgeParams
), for
every ppt environment E.
The simulator S is defined as follows: as common, S is a single machine. It is connected to I and the
environment E via their network interfaces. In a run, there is only a single instance of the machine S that accepts
and processes all incoming messages. The simulator S internally simulates the realization R, including its
behavior on the network interface connected to the environment, and uses this simulation to compute responses
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CA
Description of a CA client Pclient
= (client):

Participating roles: {client}
Corruption model: Dynamic corruption without secure erasures
Protocol parameters:
– δ∈N

{Network delay

Description of Mclient :
Implemented role(s): {client}
CA
CA
Subroutines: Fauth : auth, Fsig : signer, Fsig : verifier, Pjudge
: judge, Fpsync - net : psync-net, Finit
: init
Internal state:
∗
– pk ∈ {0, 1} , pk = ⊥
{Public key of the client
– certCA ∈ {0, 1}∗ , certCA = ⊥

{The CA which should create pidcur ’s certificate

– requests ⊂ {0, 1}∗ × ({0, 1}∗ )3 , requests = ∅
– pkCA : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗
– CTLs : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗
– pkCTL : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Corruption behavior:
DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ):
if corrupted = true:
return true
corrRes 1 ← corr(pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), signer)
send CorruptionStatus? to ( , sidcur , Fauth : auth)
wait for (CorruptionStatus?, corrRes 2 )
return (corrRes 1 ∨ corrRes 2 )
EntityInitialization:
send Establish to (pidcur , sidcur , Fpsync - net : psync-net); wait for
if ITM was not activated via init macro, resp. a InitEntity message:
CA
send initPartner to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for initPartner
Main:

{The recorded requests of pidcur including requesting party.
{The pubkeys of the CAs, initially ⊥
{The CTLs of each CA, initially ⊥
{Pubkeys of CTLs, initially ⊥

{Checks whether party itself is corrupted.
{Request corruption status at Fsig
{Query Fauth for its corruption status.
{Return whether Fsig or Fauth instances are corrupted

recv (Register, pk , pid CA ) from I/O:
if pk = ε:
pk ← pk , certCA ← pid CA
send (Send, (pid CA , sidcur , ca), (Register, pidcur , pk)) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fauth : auth)
recv (Retrieve, pid, pid CA ) from I/O:
requests.add([pid, pid CA ], (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ))
send (Retrieve, pid, pid CA ) to NET

{Register party at Fpsync - net

{Client should register certificate
{Store public key.

{Query for certificate
{Retrieve requests are dispatched via A, i.e., there are no delivery gura

recv (Retrieve, (ctr , (serial, pid, pk , pid CA , σCA ), pid CTL , τ, σCTL )) from NET:

CA
CA
send (GetCaCtls, pid CA ) to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
Query trusted CA/CTL information at Finit
wait for (GetCaCtls, pk CA , (pid 1 , . . . , pid n ), (pk 1 , . . . , pk n ))
pk[pid CA ] ← pk CA
{Store trusted CA public key
CTLs[pid CA ] ← (pid 1 , . . . , pid n )
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do:
{Store CTL information
pkCTL [pid i ] ← pk i
send GetCurRound to (pidcur , sidcur , psync-net)
{Get current time
wait for (GetCurRound, τ ′ )
if ∃([pid, pid CA ], (pid c , sid c , role c )) ∈ requests ∧ pid CTL is in CTLs[pid CA ] ∧ τ ′ > 3 · δ + τ :
n
Handle answer only if there is a matching request and pid CTL is registered as CTL for pid CA and certificate is sufficient old
to be considered valid
b1 ← verifySig([ctr , (serial, pid, pk , pid CA , σCA ), pid CTL , τ ], σCTL , pkCTL [pid CTL ], pid CTL )
{Check CTL signature
b2 ← verifySig([serial, pid, pk , pid CA ], σCA , pkCA [pid CA ], pid CA )
{Check CA signature
if b1 ∧ b2 :
requests.remove[([pid, pid CA ], [pid c , sid c , role c ])]
{Remove request
send (Retrieve, pid, pid CA , pk ) to (pid c , sid c , role c )
{A triggers the registration at Fauth

recv Establish from NET:
send (Establish, ε) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fauth : auth)
CA
Fig. 22: The CA client Pclient
(Part 1).
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Description of Mclient (continued):
Main:
recv Monitor from NET:
CA
send GetCTLs to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for (GetCTLs, CTL, pid CTL )
send (Monitor, pidcur , CTL) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fpsync - net : psync-net)

{A triggers
 certificate monitoring
CA
Request CTLs at Finit
{Send request to Fpsync - net
{Check
 monitored certificates
CA
Request CAs at Finit

recv (Monitor, ctr , msg) from NET:
CA
send GetCAs to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for (GetCAs, CA, pk CA )


CA
CA
send GetCTLs to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
Request CTLs at Finit
wait for (GetCTLs, CTL, pk CTL )
if msg = {(ctr ′ , [serial, pidcur , pk , pid ′CA , σCA ], pid ′CTL , τ, σCTL ), . . .}:
{Verify signatures
for all (ctr ′ , [serial, pidcur , pk , pid ′CA , σCA ], pid CTL ,′ , τ, σCTL ) from above set do:
′
′
′
′
b ← verifySig([(ctr , [serial, pidcur , pk , pid CA , σCA ], pid CTL , τ ], σCTL , pk CTL [pid CTL ], pid CTL )
{Check CTL signature
if pid ′CA ∈ CA:
′
′
′
c ← verifySig([serial, pidcur , pk , pid CA ], σCA , pk CA [pid CA ], pid CA )
{Check CA signature
else:
c ← false
if b ∧ c:
{Certificate is validly signed
if pk ̸= pk:
′
′
′
CA
send (EvidenceM , (ctr , [serial, pid, pk , pid CA , σCA ], pid CTL , τ, σCTL )) to ((local, pid, client), sidcur , Pjudge
:
judge)

CA
Forward evidence to Pjudge
// In the model: stop processing after finding the first maliciously generated certificate //
Procedures and Functions:
function verifySig(msg, σ, pk , pid) :
{Verify signature at Fsig
send (VerResult, msg, σ, pk ) to ((pidcur , ctl), (pid, sidcur ), Fsig : verifier); wait for (VerResult, result)
return result
CA
(Part 2).
Fig. 23: The CA client Pclient

to incoming messages. For ease of presentation, we will refer to this internal simulation by R′ . More precisely,
the simulation runs as follows:
Network communication from/to the environment
• Messages that S receives on the network interface (connected to the environment) and which are hence
meant for R are forwarded to the internal simulation R′ .
′
• Any messages sent by R on its network interface (that are hence meant for the environment) are forwarded
to the environment E.
Corruption handling
′
• The simulator S keeps the corruption status of entities in R and I synchronized. That is, whenever an
CA
CA
′
entity of Pclient or P in R starts to consider itself corrupted, the simulator corrupts the corresponding
acc
in I before continuing its simulation. Note that corruption of internal entities, i. e.,
(internal) entity of FPKI
acc
in I.
of P CA , is mapped to a corruption of an internal party in FPKI
acc
• Incoming messages from corrupted (non-internal) entities of FPKI in I are forwarded on the network
CA
interface to the environment in the name of the corresponding entity/instance of Pclient
in R′ . Conversely,
CA
whenever a corrupted entity of Pclient
wants to output a message to a higher-level protocol, S instructs the
acc
corresponding entity of FPKI
to output the same message to the higher-level protocol.
Certificate registration
acc
Whenever an honest entity entity = (pid , sid , client) of FPKI
receives a request (Register, pk , pid CA ) to
acc
register a certificate, resp. a public key, for its own identity pid , FPKI
buffers the request in bufferS and leaks
the full message buffer to S. The simulator S uses the leaked message to simulate the registration of pk for
pid at pid CA in R′ , i.e, it simulates the input of (Register, pk , pid CA ) to the (pid , sid , client)’s instance of
CA
Pclient
in R′ .
acc
We remark that S does not need to handle the registration of certificates from corrupted parties. FPKI
does
not provide guarantees for these certificates and allows A to freely determine the output in case that a party
requests the certificate of a corrupted party.
Retrieve requests
Whenever the environment instructs an honest entity (pid , sid , client) via (Retrieve, pid req , pid CA ) to request
acc
a certificate of pid req from pid CA , FPKI
buffers this request (in bufferR ) and leaks the full request to S. Upon
acc
CA
receiving the leakage from FPKI , S forwards this message to Pclient
in R′ and simulates its behavior.
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Description of a CA P CA = (ca):
Participating roles: {ca}
Corruption model: Dynamic corruption without secure erasures
Description of Mca :
Implemented role(s): {ca}
CA
CA
Subroutines: Finit
: init, Fsig : signer, Fsig : verifier, Pjudge
: judge
Internal state:
– pkCA ∈ {0, 1}∗ , pkCA = ε

{The public key of CA (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )

– CTLs ⊂ {0, 1}∗ , CTLs = ∅

{The CA’s CTL’s pids

– pkCTL : CTLs → {0, 1}∗

{CTLs’ pubkeys, initially ⊥

– serial ∈ N, serial = 0

{The serial number of certificates issued by entity is a counter

– certs ⊆ N × ({0, 1}∗ )4 , certs = ∅

{CAs issued certificates of form (serial, subject, pk , issuer , σ)

– certsCTL : CTLs → {0, 1}∗
{The state of each CTL after reading initially ⊥
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
′
Accept all messages for (pid , sid , role ) where sid = (pid, sid ) and role = ca.
Do not accept an entity (pid , sid , role ) if pid can be parsed to (pid ′ , client)
{Avoid local judges like PIDs
Corruption behavior:
DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ):
if corrupted = true:
{Checks whether party itself is corrupted.
return true
corrRes 1 ← corr(pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), signer)
{Request corruption status at Fsig
send CorruptionStatus? to (pidcur , sidcur , Fauth : auth)
{Query Fauth for its corruption status.
wait for (CorruptionStatus?, corrRes 2 )
corrRes 3 ← false
{Check that all used verifier instances are not corrupted
for all queries to (pidcur , (pid ′ , sid ′ ), verifier) at Fsig from transcript do:
corrRes 3 = corrRes 3 ∨ corr(pidcur , (pid ′ , sid ′ ), verifier)
return (corrRes 1 ∨ corrRes 2 ∨ corrRes 3 )
{Return whether Fsig or Fauth instances are corrupted
Initialization:

CA
CA
send InitMeCA to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
Request CA setup at Finit
wait for (InitMeCA , pk CA , (pid 1 , . . . , pid n ), (pk 1 , . . . , pk n ), pk ctl )
pkCA ← pk CA
{Store (trusted) public keys and used CTLs
CTLs ← {pid 1 , . . . , pid n }
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do:
pkCTL [pid i ] ← pk i
Main:
{pid registers public key/certificate via Fauth
{One certificate per party

recv (Received, (pid, sidcur , role), (Register, pid, pk )) from I/O:
if b ∧ ∄( , pid, , , ) ∈ certs:
serial ← serial + 1
cert ′ ← (serial, pid, pk , pidcur )
σ ′ ← sign(cert ′ )
certs.add([cert ′ , σ ′ ])
send (Submit, cert ′ , σ ′ , CTLs) to NET
recv (Read, pid CTL , state, σ) from NET s.t. pid CTL ∈ CTLs:
b ← verifySig(state, σ, pkCTL [pid CTL ], pid CTL )
if b ∧ certsCTL [pid] ⊂ state:
check ← true
for all (ctr , cert, pid, σ) ∈ state do:
if pid ̸= pid CTL :
break
b ← verifySig([ctr , cert], σ, pkCTL [pid], pid)
if ¬b:
check ← check ∨ b
if check :
certsCTL [pid] ← state

{Simplified version of a certificate for pid w/o signature
{Generate signature for certificate
{Record certificate
{Publish certificate at CTLs



P CA

{Current state of CTL pid
{Verify signature
only accepts valid states which extend the current state
{A CTL only has its “own” certificates

{CTL list is valid

recv (Retrieve, pid, pidcur ) from NET:
{Client queries for certificate
if ∃(serial, pid, pk , pidcur , σ) ∈ certs:
if ∃ certsCTL [pid CTL ] of a CTL pid CTL , s.t. (ctr , (serial, pid, pk , pidcur , σ), pid CTL , τ, σCTL ) ∈ certsCTL [pid CTL ]:
{Let pid CTL be the first hit during search
reply (Retrieve, ((ctr , (serial, pid, pk , pidcur , σ), pid CTL , τ, σCTL )))
{A triggers the registration at Fauth

recv Establish from NET:
send (Establish, ε) to (pidcur , sidcur , Fauth : auth)
Procedures and Functions:
function verifySig(msg, σ, pk , pid) :
send (VerResult, msg, σ, pk ) to ((pidcur , ctl), (pid, sidcur ), Fsig : verifier)
wait for (VerResult, result)
return result
function sign(msg) :
send (sign, msg) to ((pidcur , ctl), (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
wait for (sign, σ)
return σ

Fig. 24: The model of a CA P CA .
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{Verify signature at Fsig

{Sign message at Fsig

Description of the CTL PCTL = (ctl):
Participating roles: {ctl}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Description of Mctl :
Implemented role(s): {ctl}
CA
Subroutines: Fsig : verifier, Fsig : signer, Finit
: init
Internal state:
– state ⊂ N × {0, 1}∗ × {pidcur } × N × {0, 1}∗ , state = ∅
– CAs ⊂ {0, 1}∗ , CAs = ∅
– pkCTL ∈ {0, 1}∗

{The set of certificates of form (ctr , cert, pidcur , τ, σCTL )
{The set of CAs, the CTL will finalize pre-certificates for
{The public key of the CTL

– pkCA : CAs → {0, 1}∗

{The (trusted) public keys of the CA

– counter ∈ N, counter = 0
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Initialization:
CA
send InitMeCTL to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for (InitMeCTL , pk CTL , (pid 1 , . . . , pid n ), (pk 1 , . . . , pk n ))
pkCTL ← pk CTL
CAs ← {pid 1 , . . . , pid n }
for all i ∈ {1 . . . , n} do:
pkCA [pid i ] ← pk i

{Serial


CA
Request initialization at Finit
{Store (trusted) CAs and their public keys

Main:
recv (Submit, cert) from NET:
require: cert = (serial, pid r , pk r , pid CA , σCA ), s.t. pid CA ∈ CAs
b ← verifySig((serial, pid r , pk r , pid CA , ), σCA , pk[pid CA ], pid CA )
if b:
send GetCurRound to (pidcur , sidcur , Fpsync - net : psync-net)
wait for (GetCurRound, τ )
counter ← counter + 1
σCTL ← sign([counter, cert, pidcur , τ ])
state.add([counter, cert, pidcur , τ, σCTL ])

{Certificate submission
{Check valid signature
{If signature is valid, record data in state
{Query current time at Fpsync - net
{Mark certificate as valid
{Read request
{Sign full state
{Reply with full state including signatures

recv Read:
σ ← sign(state)
reply (Read, pidcur , state, σ)
recv (Monitor, pid, ctr ) from I/O:
resp ← ε
for all (ctr ′ , [serial, pid, pk , pid CA , σCA ], pidcur , τ, σCTL ) in state do:
resp.add(ctr ′ , [serial, pid, pk , pid CA , σCA ], pidcur , τ, σCTL )
reply (Monitor, ctr , resp)
Procedures and Functions:
function verifySig(msg, σ, pk , pid) :
send (VerResult, msg, σ, pk ) to ((pidcur , rolecur ), (pid, sidcur ), Fsig : verifier)
wait for (VerResult, result)
return result
function sign(msg) :
send (sign, msg) to ((pidcur , rolecur ), (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
wait for (sign, σ)
return σ

{Monitor maliciously published certificates
{Collect certificates for pid
{Return certificate for pid to requestor
{Verify signature at Fsig

{Sign message at Fsig

Fig. 25: The simplified CTL PCTL .
If A triggers a (simulated) entity (pid , sid , client) to respond on a retrieval request by sending (Retrieve,
cert) to the entity, S simulates the input the message in R′ . If (pid , sid , client) (in R′ ) wants to output
cert, resp. parts of cert within a message of form (Retrieve, pid , pid CA , pk ) to (pid c , sid c , role c ) at the end
acc
acc
of its activation, S sends (Deliver, pid , pid CA , pid c , role c , pk ) to FPKI
. This triggers FPKI
to deliver the
retrieval response. Note, that in case of brokenProps[(correctCert, (pid , sidcur , client))] = true, the output
acc
is forwarded without further checks. If correctCert still holds true, FPKI
will only forward the output, if a
matching request in bufferR exists.
State updates
When a CTL finalizes an uncorrupted party’s certificate (for which correctCert still holds true) in R′ , S
acc
acc
triggers an update at FPKI
to include the finalized certificate in FPKI
. Therefore, it firstly extracts the newly
generated certificate from the CTL’s state. In particular, S extracts the identity pid for which the certificate is
issued, the used public key pk as well as the used CA pid CA . S then sends (Update, {(pid , pk , pid CA )}) to
acc
FPKI
.
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CA
Description of the initialization machine Finit
= (init):

Participating roles: {init}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Description of Minit :
Implemented role(s): {init}
Subroutines: Fsig : signer
Internal state:
– pidCA ⊂ {0, 1}∗ , pidCA = ∅
– pkCA : pidCA → {0, 1}∗
– pidCTL ⊂ {0, 1}∗ , pidCTL = ∅
– pkCTL : pidCTL → {0, 1}∗
– CTLs : pidCA → (pidCTL ∪ {⊥})∗
– caller ∈ ({0, 1}∗ )3 ∪ {⊥} = ⊥

{The pids of the CAs
{The public keys of CAs, initially ⊥ for all entries
{The pids of the CTLs
{The public keys of CTLs, initially ⊥ for all entries
{A CAs trusted CTLs, intitally ⊥
{Stores the callers during client/judge initialization.

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Main:
recv InitMeCA from I/O:
{CA request initialization
send responsively (InitMeCA ) to NET (⋆)
{Query A for initialization details of pidcur
wait for (InitMeCA , pid 1 , . . . , pid n )
if n < 1:
go to (⋆)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do:
corrRes ← corr(pid i , (pid i , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
{Check whether CTL key is still uncorrupted
if corrRes:
go to (⋆)
if pkCTL [pid i ] = ⊥:
send InitSign to (pid i , (pid i , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
{Generate CTL’s signing keys
wait for (InitSign, success, pk i )
pkCTL [pid i ] ← pk i
{Store public key
if pkCA [pidcur ] ̸= ⊥:
{Establish session at Fsig if it is not recorded
send InitSign to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
{Generate CA’s signing keys
wait for (InitSign, success, pk CA )
pkCA [pidcur ] ← pk CA
{Store generated public key
CTLs[pid CA ] ← (pid 1 , . . . , pid n )
{Store CA’s CTLs
reply (InitMeCA , pkCA [pidcur ], (pid1 , . . . , pid n ), (pkCTL [pid 1 ], . . . , pkCTL [pid n ]))
{Output CA’s and CTLs’ pubkeys to CA
recv InitMeCTL from I/O:
{CTL request initialization
if corr(pidcall , (pidcall , sidcall ), Fsig : signer):
reply (InitMeCTL , ⊥)
{CTL key is corrupted, thus this entity cannot act as (trusted) CTL
send responsively InitMeCTL to NET (⋆)
{Query A for initialization details of pidcur
wait for (InitMeCTL , pid 1 , . . . , pid n )
if n < 1:
go to (⋆)
if pkCTL [pidcur ] ̸= ⊥:
{Establish session at Fsig if it is not recorded
send InitSign to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
{Generate CTL’s signing keys
wait for (InitSign, success, pk CTL )
pkCTL [pidcur ] ← pk CTL
{Store generated public key
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do:
if pkCA [pid i ] = ⊥:
send InitSign to (pid i , (pid i , sidcur ), Fsig : signer)
{Generate CA’s signing keys
wait for (InitSign, success, pk i )
pkCA [pid i ] ← pk i
{Store public key
reply (InitMeCTL , pkCTL [pidcur ], (pid1 , . . . , pid n ), (pkCA [pid 1 ], . . . , pkCA [pid n ]))
{Output CA’s and CTL’s pubkey to CA
 CA
Pjudge requests initialization
recv InitMejudge from I/O:
{Output current state to Fjudge

reply (InitMejudgeCA , pidCA , pkCA , pidCTL , pkCTL , CTLs)
recv (GetCaCtls, pid CA ) from I/O:
require: pid CA ∈ pidCA ∧ pk[pid CA ] ̸= ⊥
Let pid 1 , . . . , pid n be the pids from CTLs[pid CA ]
reply (GetCaCtls, pkCA [pid CA ], (pid 1 , . . . , pid n ), (pkCTL [pid 1 ], . . . , pkCTL [pid n ]))

{Clients can query for CA/CTL pk ’s

recv GetCAs from I/O:
reply (GetCaCtls, pidCA , pkCA )

{Clients can query for CAs and their pk ’s

recv GetCTLs from I/O:
reply (GetCTLs, pidCTL , pkCTL )

{Clients can query for CTLs and their pk ’s
{Request to initialize accompanied local judge or client

recv initPartner from (pid , sid , role ):
caller ← (pid , sid , role )
if role = client:
init((local, pid, client), sid, judge)
else if role = judge:
Parse pid as (local, pid ′ , client)
init(pid ′ , sid, client)

{Trigger initialization of the entities local judge
{Trigger initialization of the accompanied client
{Finish initialization of accompanied local judge or client

recv InitEntityDone from (pid , sid , role ):
caller ← caller; caller ← ⊥
send initPartner to caller

CA
Fig. 26: The initialization ITM Finit
.
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Description of the certificate monitoring enforcing network functionality Fpsync - net = (psync-net):
Participating roles: {psync-net}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Protocol parameters:
– δ∈N

{The upper bound for liveness
Description of

m
Mpsync-net
:

Implemented role(s): {psync-net}
CA
Subroutines: Pclient
: client, PCTL : ctl
Internal state:
– τ ∈ N, τ = 0

{Current time in the Fpsync - net

– counter ∈ N, counter = 0
– requestQueue ⊂ N × N × ({0, 1}∗ )4 × N2 , requestQueue = ∅
– monReg : {0, 1}∗ → N

{Request counter
The set of messages to be delivered via Fpsync - net of
form (ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , tout )
{Last recorded check request of party pid. Initially all set to 0.


– pidCTL ⊂ {0, 1}∗ , pidCTL = ∅

{The available CTLs

∗
– pidh
client ⊂ {0, 1}

{The set of honest clients

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
MessagePreprocessing:
CA
send GetCTLs to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for (GetCTLs, CTL, pid CTL )
pidCTL ← CTL
for all pid ∈ pidh
client do:
CA
send CorruptionStatus? to (pid, sidcur , Pclient
: client)
wait for (CorruptionStatus?, b)
if b:
pidh
client .remove(pid)
Remove entries for pid from requestQueue and monReg.


CA
Request CTLs at Finit
{Update available CTLs

{Remove corrupted party

Main:
recv UpdateRound from NET:
{Triggering a clock update increases the time
if ∃(ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp ′ , tdel , tout ) ∈ requestQueue, s.t. tdel = ⊥ ∧ round − trec > δ:
reply (UpdateRound, nack)
{Requests need to delivered in δ time units to a CTL
else if ∃(ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp ′ , tdel , tout ) ∈ requestQueue, s.t. tdel ̸= ⊥∧trec ̸= ⊥∧tout = ⊥∧round−tdel > δ:
reply (UpdateRound, nack)
{Requests need to delivered in δ time units to a CTL
else if ∃pid in monReg s.t.round − monReg[pid] > δ:
reply (UpdateRound, nack)
else:
τ ←τ +1
recv GetCurRound:
reply (GetCurRound, τ )

{A needs to allow honest parties to frequently trigger monitoring
{Clock update successful
{Handling reads from the clock

recv (Monitor, pid, {pid 1 , . . . , pid l }) from I/O s.t. pidcall = pid, rolecall = client, {pid 1 , . . .∧pid l } ⊂ pidCTL : {Monitor CTLs
for all pid ′ ∈ {pid 1 , . . . , pid l } do:
{Record monitor requests
counter ← counter + 1
′
requestQueue.add([counter, round, pid, pid , (Monitor, counter, pid), ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥])
{Record requests to CTLs
monReg[pidcur ] ← round
{Record last request of party
send (Monitor, requestQueue) to NET
{Leak full information to A

CA
recv (Deliver, ctr ) from NET:
A triggers delivery of message with id ctr to FCTL or Pclient
if ∃(ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , tout ) ∈ requestQueue, s.t. tdel = ⊥:
requestQueue.remove([ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , tout ])
requestQueue.add([ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, round, tout ])
send (msg, ctr ) to (pid r , sidcur , FCTL : ctl)
else if ∃(ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , tout ) ∈ requestQueue, s.t. tdel ̸= ⊥ ∧ tout = ⊥:
requestQueue.remove([ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , tout ])
requestQueue.add([ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , round])
CA
send (resp) to (pid s , sidcur , Pclient
: client)
recv (Monitor, ctr , resp) from I/O:
if ∃(ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp ′ , tdel , tout ) ∈ requestQueue, s.t. tout = ⊥:
requestQueue.remove([ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp ′ , tdel , tout ])
requestQueue.add([ctr , trec , pid s , pid r , msg, resp, tdel , tout ])
send Monitor, requestQueue to NET

{Record delivery to CTL
{Deliver request to CTL
{Record delivery to client
{Deliver answer to client

{Response from CTL on monitor request
{Record reponse of CTL
{Leak full information to A
{Client registers at Fpsync - net

recv Establish from I/O:
pidclient .add(pidcall )
monReg[pidcur ] ← round

{Record registration round as starting point in monReg

Fig. 27: The certificate monitoring enforcing network functionality Fpsync - net for modeling a partially
synchronous network.
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CA
Description of Pjudge
= (judge):

Participating roles: {judge}
Corruption model: Dynamic corruption without secure erasures

Description of Mjudge :
Implemented role(s): {judge}
CA
Subroutines: Fsig : verifier, Finit
: init
Internal state:
∗
– pidCA ⊂ {0, 1}

{The pids of the CAs

– pkCA : pidCA → {0, 1}∗

{The public keys of CAs, initially ⊥ for all entries

– pidCTL ⊂ {0, 1}∗

{The pids of the CTLs

– pkCTL : pidCTL → {0, 1}∗
{The public keys of CTLs, initially ⊥ for all entries
– CTLs : pidCA → (pidCTL ∪ {⊥})∗
{A CAs trusted CTLs, intitally ⊥
∗
– verdicts ∈ {0, 1} , verdicts = ε
{Recorded verdict
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
′
Accept all messages with the same sid addressed to (pid, sid, judge) where pid can be parsed as (local, pid , client).
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ) :
Parse pidcur as (pid ′ , role ′ )
corrRes ← corr(pid ′ , sidcur , role ′ )
return corrRes
{Corruption is allowed if accompanied client is corrupted.
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ) :
{Consider local judge corrupted if associated client is corrupted.
Parse pid as (pid ′ , role ′ )
corr ← corr(pid ′ , sid, role ′ )
if corr :
return true
else:
return false
EntityInitialization:
if ITM was not activated via init macro, resp. a InitEntity message:
CA
send initPartner to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for initPartner
MessagePreprocessing:
CA
send InitMejudge to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
{Update CA/CTL identities and pubkeys
wait for (InitMejudge , pid CA , pk CA , pid CTL , pk CTL , CTLs)
pidCA ← pid CA ; pkCA ← pk CA ; pidCTL ← pid CTL ; pkCTL ← pk CTL ; CTLs ← CTLs
Main:

recv (EvidenceM , (ctr ′ , [serial, pid, pk , pid ′CA , σCA ], pid ′CTL , τ, σCTL )) from I/O
Client complains that someone registered
s.t. pidcall = pidcur , sidcall = sidcur , rolecall = client:
a certificate for her identity
b ← verifySig([(ctr ′ , [serial, pidcur , pk , pid ′CA , σCA ], pid CTL , τ ], σCTL , pid CTL [pid ′CTL ], pid ′CTL )
{Check CTL signature
if pid ′CA ∈ pidCA :
c ← verifySig([serial, pidcur , pk , pid ′CA ], σCA , pid CA [pid ′CA ], pid ′CA )
{Check CA signature
else:
c ← false
if b ∧ c:
{Certificate is valid
verdicts.add(dis(pid CA , sidcur , P CA : ca))
{The local judge blames the CA for misbehavior
{Both I/O and NET may send this message.

recv GetVerdict:
reply (GetVerdict, verdicts)
recv (GetJudicialReport, msg) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, ε)
Procedures and Functions:
function verifySig(msg, σ, pk , pid) :
send (VerResult, msg, σ, pk ) to ((pidcur , ctl), (pid, sidcur ), Fsig : verifier)
wait for (VerResult, result)
return result

CA
Fig. 28: The judging functionality Pjudge
for a CA (Part 1).
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{Verify signature at Fsig

CA
Description of Psv
= (supervisor):

Participating roles: {supervisor}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Protocol parameters:
– Secassumption = ∅

{The set of security properties that may break

CA
Description of Msupervisor
:

Implemented role(s): {supervisor}
Subroutines: P CA : ca, PCTL : ctl
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (IsAssumptionBroken?, msg):
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, false)
recv (corruptInt?, (pid , sid , role )) s.t. role ∈
/ {client, judge, supervisor}:
if role ̸= ca:
reply (corruptInt, false)
else:
corrRes ← corr(pid, sidcur , ca)
reply (corruptInt, corrRes)



Request corruption status at P CA

CA
Fig. 29: The supervisor Psv
for CA.

Local judges
CA
When an uncorrupted instance ((pid , role), sid , judge) of Pjudge
in R′ renders a verdict, i. e., verdicts ̸= ε, or
acc
its verdicts changes, S extracts the verdicts and forwards it to FPKI . More specifically, S sends (BreakAccProp,
acc
: judge) where verdict is a map
verdict, {(correctCert, (pid , sid , role))}) to ((local, pid , role), sid , FPKI
∗
CA
from idsassumption → {0, 1} where the entry verdict[id ] = verdicts (contains the verdict from Pjudge
). All
other entries in verdict are mapped to ε.
If a judge’s associated client is corrupted, the local judge is also considered corrupted and serves as pure
message forwarder to/from A. Thus – as stated above – S forwards the messages from/to A to/from I in this
case.
This concludes the description of the simulator. It is easy to see that (i) {S, I} is environmentally bounded,
and (ii) S is a responsive simulator for I, i. e., restricting messages from I are answered immediately as long
as {S, I} runs with a responsive environment. We now argue that R and {S, I} are indeed indistinguishable
for any (responsive) environment E ∈ Env(R).
In the following part of the proof, let E ∈ Env(R) be an arbitrary but fixed environment. First, observe
acc
provides S with full information about (i) all creations requests for certificate of uncorrupted clients
that FPKI
(for which also correctCert holds true) and (ii) retrieve requests performed by higher-level protocols/the
environment. Hence, S’s simulated protocol R′ obtains the same inputs as R (resp. I) and thus performs
acc
.
identical to R. We remark that further I/O input, e. g., requests to judges, do not influence the state of FPKI
Thus, we can conclude that the network behavior simulated by S towards the environment is indistinguishable
from the network behavior of R. Moreover, we can also conclude that the corruption status of (internal) entities
in the real and ideal world is synchronized. Since the simulator has full control over corrupted entities, which
are handled via the internal simulation R′ , this implies that the I/O behavior of corrupted entities of R/I
towards the environment is also identical in the real and ideal world. Note that purely internal (private) parties
have no interface to the environment. The only way to potentially distinguish the real and ideal world is the
I/O behavior of honest entities of R/I towards higher-level protocols.
We will now go over all possible interactions with honest entities on the I/O interface and argue, by induction,
that all of those interactions result in identical behavior towards the environment, i. e., are also indistinguishable.
At the start of a run, there were no interactions on the I/O interface with honest parties yet. Thus, R and I
are indistinguishable. In the following, we assume that all I/O interactions so far have resulted in the same
behavior visible towards the environment in both the real and ideal world.
In what follows, we call the state which includes the certificates of uncorrupted parties for which correctCert
still holds true relevant state. The relevant state can be extracted from the union of all state variables of all PCTL
acc
instances in a session of PPKI
in R, resp. R′ , by removing certificates from (i) corrupted parties and (ii) from
acc
honest parties whose local judges already store a verdict̸= ε. In I, the relevant state can be derived from FPKI
’s
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Description of the ideal authenticated channel functionality Fauth = (auth):
Participating roles: {auth}
Corruption model: custom
Description of Mauth :
Implemented role(s): {auth}
Internal state:
– queue : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗

{Queue of messages from entity e1 to entity e2 , initially ⊥ for all entries

– status : ({0, 1}∗ )3 → {inactive, active, established}

{The status of (pid , sid , role ), initially inactive for all entries
{The corription status of the Fauth

– corrStatus ∈ {0, 1}
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Main:

{A (tries to) corrupts current instance of Fauth
{This models static corruption

recv corrupt from NET:
if ∀ entries in status are not equal to established:
corrStatus ← true
reply (corrupt, ack)
else:
reply (corrupt, nack)

{Allows environment to check correct simulation of corrupted parties.

recv CorruptionStatus? from I/O:
if corrStatus = true:
reply (CorruptionStatus?, true)
else:
reply (CorruptionStatus?, false)

recv (Establish, m) from I/O s.t. sidcall = sidcur , status [(pidcall , sidcall , rolecall )] = inactive:
status[(pidcall , sidcall , rolecall )] ← active
send (Establish, m, (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall )) to NET

{Establish session

recv (Establish, (pid, sidcur , role)) from NET s.t. status [(pid, sidcur , role)] = active:
status[(pid, sidcur , role)] ← established
send (Establish, m, (pid, sidcur , role)) to (pid, sidcur , role)

{Establish session

(
Send message
recv (Send, (pid, sidcur , role), msg) from I/O s.t. status [(pidcall , sidcall , rolecall )] = established∧pid ̸= pidcall : via authentiif corrStatus = false:
cated channel
queue[(pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ), (pid, sidcur , role)].add(msg)
{Add msg to the queue of pid
send (Send, (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ), (pid, sidcur , role), msg) to NET
{Leak communication to NET
recv (Deliver, (pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 ), msg) from I/O
s.t. status [(pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )] = established ∧ pid 1 ̸= pid 2 :
{Deliver message via authenticated channel
if corrStatus = false:
if queue[, (pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )] = ⊥:
{There are no queued messages
reply (Deliver, ⊥)
{Return error
else:
′
remove the first message from queue[(pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 ), let msg be this message
send (Received, (pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), msg ′ ) to (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )
else:
send (Received, (pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), msg) to (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )

{Deliver first message from queue
{Deliver message from adversary if corrupted

recv (Drop, (pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )) from NET:
if queue[(pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )] ̸= ⊥:
remove the first message from queue[(pid 1 , sidcur , role 1 ), (pid 2 , sidcur , role 2 )].
reply (Drop, ack)

{Drop message

Fig. 30: The ideal authenticated channel functionality Fauth (cf. [70].
state variable by excluding (i) certificates of corrupted parties and (ii) certificates where correctCert does
not hold true for the certificate owner.
Certificate creation/registration requests: Certificate creation/registration requests do not directly result in
acc
an output to the environment. But, they might affect the output of FPKI
later on as they have direct impact
′
on the relevant state of I/R , resp. R. Thus, we now show that registration requests behave “identical”, i. e.,
we have to argue that these changes in relevant state are “synchronized” between I and R′ . In particular, the
buffered set of relevant certificates registrations, i. e., certificate requested by uncorrupted parties for which
acc
correctCert still holds true, in FPKI
is equal to the buffered set of certificate registration from the same class
of clients in R′ . We define buffered registration request in R′ as the following requests/messages: (i) certificate
CA
requests stored in uncorrupted instances of Pclient
(in pk and certCA) for which correctCert still holds true
(ii) minus the set of finalized certificates from the different instances of PCTL . In what follows, we will call
these certificates the buffered relevant certificates for registration at R′ .
acc
acc
Observe that, upon receiving a certificate registration, FPKI
behaves similar to R′ : in FPKI
, the submitted
CA
certificate registration is directly stored in bufferS . In R′ , the submit message is stored in Pclient
and forwarded
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Description of the protocol Fsig = (signer, verifier):
Participating roles: {signer, verifier}
CA
Subroutines: Finit
: init
Corruption model: dynamic with secure erasures
Protocol parameters:
– p ∈ Z[x].


Polynomial that bounds the runtime of the algorithms provided by the
adversary.
Description of Msigner,verifier :

Implemented role(s): {signer, verifier}
Internal state:
– (sig, ver, pk, sk) ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})4 = (⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥).
{Algorithms and key pair.
– pidowner ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} = ⊥.
{Party ID of the key owner.
∗
– msglist ⊂ {0, 1} = ∅.
{Set of recorded messages.
– KeysGenerated ∈ {ready, ⊥} = ⊥.
{Has signer initialized his key?
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Check that sid = (pid ′ , sid ′ ):

If this check fails, output reject.
A single instance manages all parties
Otherwise, accept all entities with the same SID.
and roles in a single session.

Corruption behavior:
The highlighted part differs between a standard version
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
of Fsig and the version considered here

Parse pidcur to (pid ′ , role ′ )
Query for the list of CTLs of session sid, decline
CA
send GetCTLs to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
corruption requests for CTL keys
wait for (GetCaCtls, pid CTL , pk CTL )
if pid ′ ∈ pid CTL ∧ role ′ = ctl:
return false
{Not allowed to corrupt CLT keys.
else if role = verifier:
{Corruption of verifier instances not allowed
return false
else:
return true
– LeakedData(pid , sid , role ): If (pid , sid , role ) determines its initial corruption status, use the default behavior of LeakedData.
Otherwise, if role = signer and pid = pidowner, return KeysGenerated. In all other cases return ⊥.
Initialization:
send responsively InitMe to NET;
wait for (Init, (sig, ver , pk , sk )).
(sig, ver, pk, sk) ← (sig, ver , pk , sk ).
Parse sidcur as (pid, sid).
pidowner ← pid.
Main:

recv InitSign from I/O to (pidowner, , signer):
Successful initialization. Note that signer can submit
KeysGenerated ← ready.
InitSign multiple times, always with the same effect.
reply (InitSign, success, pk).
recv (Sign, msg) from I/O to (pidowner, , signer) s.t. KeysGenerated = ready:
σ ← sig(p) (msg, sk).
b ← ver(p) (msg, σ, pk).
{Sign and check that verification succeeds.
if σ = ⊥ ∨ b ̸= true:
reply (Signature, ⊥).
{Signing or verification test failed.
else:
add msg to msglist.
reply (Signature, σ).
{Record msg for verification and return signature.
recv (Verify, msg, σ, pk ) from I/O to ( , , verifier):
b ← ver(p) (msg, σ, pk ).
if pk = pk ∧ b = true ∧ msg ∈
/ msglist ∧ (pidowner, sidcur , signer) ̸∈ CorruptionSet:
reply (VerResult, false).
else:
reply (VerResult, b).

Fig. 31: The ideal signature functionality Fsig .
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{Verify signature.
{Prevent forgery.
{Return verification result.

acc
via Fauth to P CA . So, the buffered relevant certificates R′ also are in a buffer of FPKI
, i. e., the buffered relevant
acc
certificates are synchronized between R′ and FPKI
(that is, the sets are equal in both worlds). Note that S does
acc
not have to take care of certificates of corrupted parties as A/S fully determines the output of FPKI
for these
parties anyways. Thus, S is indeed able to keep the buffered relevant certificates in I and R′ synchronized.

State updates: Again, state updates do not lead to a direct output to the environment. However, state updates
may influence the output to the environment later on. Thus, we argue here that the relevant state (see above) is
synchronized between I and R′ (thus, it will allow for the same output in I and R). As the buffered relevant
acc
certificates in R′ and I are synchronized (see above), we can conclude that the relevant states of FPKI
and
′
R stay synchronized during state updates. This boils down to mirroring the relevant state (see above for the
definition) from the CTLs to I (as S does). Thus, all relevant certificates which S would add to the state in
acc
acc
acc
FPKI
are also buffered in FPKI
. Therefore, FPKI
will accept every state update of S and thus the relevant
′
state stay synchronized in I and R .
acc
Retrieve requests: Observe that, upon a retrieve request, FPKI
stores the read request in bufferR and leaks
the full request to the simulator including an ID and the receiver of the response. Note that the procedure is
analogously to a certificate registration. A retrieve request does not directly result in an output to the environment.
With the same argumentation as above follows that S is able to keep the “retrieve buffers”, i. e.the set of requested
CA
acc
certificates stored in honest instances of Pclient
, resp. FPKI
, for honest participants of I and R′ synchronized.
Deliver responses to retrieve requests: If S is triggered to output a response to a retrieve request, i. e., S
receives Retrieve via NET including the necessary data to output, S firstly simulates received input in R′ and
determines whether this input actually leads to an output on an I/O interface. In case of an output, S forwards
acc
. In this case, there are two cases to consider: (i) correctCert
the output in a Deliver message to FPKI
acc
is broken for the certificate owner pid or (ii) correctCert still hold true for pid . In the first case, FPKI
acc
will simply forward the input from S to the requestor as all checks at FPKI are disabled. As the output is
extracted from R′ , we can conclude that R and I are indistinguishable. In the second case, the output is
honestly generated in R′ and I. As argued above, the relevant states of both worlds are synchronized. Thus,
acc
will accept the Deliver command of S and the outputs in both worlds will be identical.
FPKI
acc
allows A/S to freely determine the certificate
When a party queries for a certificate of corrupted party, FPKI
delivered to the requesting party. We already discussed this case after the description of the simulator and
acc
emphasize that in this case, FPKI
simply forwards the output provided by S (which matches R′ ).
Altogether, both worlds are also indistinguishable in the case of retrieve requests.

Monitoring Process: Note that the monitoring process only takes places in R′ and only its output, a verdict
if there is any, is mirrored to I (see below). Thus, the monitoring process will not cause a case where I and
R are distinguishable.
Verdicts: First note, that S sends a BreakAccProp message to break correctCert when an unambiguous or
an not requested certificate of an uncorrupted party in R′ appears. More specifically, S sends a BreakAccProp
CA
when there is a new/updated verdict available in an uncorrupted instance of Pjudge
. We remark that these
acc- PKI
acc
requests match the rules in FjudgeParams and thus are always accepted by FPKI . Further, we assume that the
used signature scheme is EUF-CMA secure. Thus, the probability that an honest party receives and accepts a
certificate created by A via forging signatures (without corrupting the party owning the key or corrupting the
key itself) only occurs with negligible probability. Also, the verifier instance of an honest local judge is
incorruptible. Thus, we can conclude that S can always keep the verdicts and whether consistency is broken
synchronized in I and R′ . Thus, the output on a GetVerdict request is equal in R′ and I. Thus, ideal and
real world are indistinguishable.
CA
only forwards certificates to the environment if they are older than 3 · δ time
We also remark that Pclient
units. In this case, the monitoring process for the particular certificate is already finished (in R/R′ ) and thus
the associated local judge will provide a verdict in case of a maliciously created certificate. This triggers S to
break correctCert (including providing a verdict) for the dedicated party and ensures that there is always a
verdict available/the status of correctCert correctly reflected/synchronized between R′ and I. Thus, also in
this special case, R and I are indistinguishable.
acc- PKI
Judicial Reports: The judicial report (for uncorrupted instances of FjudgeParams
) in both worlds is always ε.
Thus, R and I stay indistinguishable.
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Supervisor: The same holds true for BreakAssumption requests to the supervisor. The message of S matches
the rules and thus will be accepted.
Altogether, R and {S, I} behave identical in terms of behavior visible to the environment E and thus are
indistinguishable.
E.4 Deterrence Analysis: As running CA business is profitable in practice and clients benefit from PKIs, we
i
i
should have that UhP
≫ 0. We assume UhL
to be negligible as parties falsely accusing another cannot provide
undeniable evidence that the party indeed misbehaved. As all relevant data is public in the PKI setting, we
i
assume UhE
= 0. In real world scenarios, CAs would typically lose their complete reputation when misbehaving
i
and thus often have to close business afterwards [92]. Thus, we estimate Ulc ≪ UhP
. In order to deter CAs
i
i
i
from misbehavior, penalties need to be chosen significantly high such that UmL ≫ UmP
− UhP
. As it is not
i
possible to generate faked undeniable evidence, we assume UmE = 0. Thus, Equation 1 and 2 are met.
acc
F. Key Exchange Based on FPKI
(Full Details)
acc
Before we have a look at the security proof of Theorem 3, we present the ideal functionality FKE
and the
key exchange protocol specified in ISO 9798-3 [56] in detail. This case study relies on existing analysis of the
ISO protocol [20, 27, 66]. More specifically, we derive the considered ideal key exchange functionality FKE
acc
from the functionality explained in [20] and use AUC to derive FKE
from FKE . In particular, we add the
acc
acc
accountability property authenticity to FKE . FKE ensures for “honest” key exchange sessions, that they
acc
provide security guarantees as long as non of the parties was involved in a misconduct in FPKI
. In contrast
to existing works, which typically rely on an ideal/perfect PKI which does not allow maliciously generated
acc
acc
for accessing the public signature keys of
certificates, our model of the ISO protocol Piso
uses the PKI FPKI
acc
the involved parties for mutual authentication. Theorem 2 then allows us to replace FPKI
with its realization
acc
PPKI , a realistic PKI with CTLs.
In this section, we will firstly provide the formal specification of the (accountable) ideal key exchange
acc
acc
and the model of the ISO protocol Piso
. Finally, we will provide a formal proof for
functionality FKE
Theorem 3.
acc
: We also provide the full formal specification of
F.1 The Accountable Key Exchange Functionality FKE
acc
KE
FKE in Figure 32 and 33 including the specification of FjudgeParams
in Figure 34. The highlighted parts in the
acc
acc
specification of FKE
mark the changes during the AUC transformation from FKE to FKE
. In what follows,
acc
.
we firstly present FKE and then discuss the differences between FKE and FKE
The functionality FKE consists of two roles, initiator and responder. Both, initiator and responder,
are implemented via a single machine. One instance of this machine models a single key exchange. In FKE ,
key exchange sessions are predefined via SIDs of form (sid ′ , pid i , pid r ) where sid ′ is a local session ID for
the key exchange, pid i is the PID of the initiator and pid r is the responder’s PID. If two honest entities finish
acc
a key exchange, then FKE
ensures that they obtain an ideal session key which is unknown to the adversary.
FKE models a key exchange in three “phases” which are reflected in the available commands:
Public key registration (I/O): before parties can start a key exchange, they need to register their identities.

Initialization of key exchange (I/O): when parties have registered, they can start a key exchange.
Finish key exchange (Net): FKE allows the adversary/simulator to determine when a started key exchange
finished. The FinishKE message triggers the output of keys to higher-level protocols. In a session consisting
of honest initiator and responder, the session key is derived ideally, i. e., chosen uniformly at random from a
cyclic group (G, n, g). If one of the parties is corrupted, the adversary/the simulator may determine the session
key.
In a session without corrupted parties, FKE provides mutual authentication.
acc
We add the following to FKE to derive FKE
: if one of the two parties involved in a key exchange does not
provide authenticity, i. e., the parties are not corrupted but brokenProps[authenticity, (local, pid , role)] =
acc
true for one of both participants, A is allowed to determine the session key during key exchange. If FKE
acc
KE
already established a session key, the key is leaked to A. Additionally, FKE , resp. FjudgeParams , restricts
the local judges output to be a verdict blaming some internal protocol party and/or the intended key exchange
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partner. Note that the local judge considers itself as corrupted if the accompanied initiator, resp. responder entity
is corrupted. Also, a local judge can only be (directly) corrupted if the accompanied initiator, resp. responder
entity is corrupted. If the local judge is directly corrupted, it acts (as common) as pure message forwarder for
A. Judicial reports do not contain content, i. e., the judicial report is always ε. We do not consider a supervisor
in this example/functionality. Formally, the supervisor does not accept break attempts and always outputs an
empty leakage.
F.2 The ISO 9798-3 Protocol as Accountable Key Exchange Protocol: The ISO protocol [56] or in short
the ISO Protocol as depicted in Figure 8 is a key exchange protocol which builds mutual authentication on top
of a Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
We model the ISO protocol in a modular way using several smaller protocols. The static structure of all
protocols, including their I/O connections for direct communication, is shown in Figure 35. In the following,
we give a high-level overview over each part of the protocol.
acc
acc
The (accountable) ISO protocol is modeled as a real protocol Piso
. We derived Piso
mainly from Piso [17].
However, as already stated above, we model the key exchange via an pre-established SID which predetermines
the session of the key exchange and initiator and responder in the particular session (cf., e. g., [20]). In what
acc
follows, we firstly explain our variant of Piso . Then, we explain how to derive the accountable variant Piso
from Piso .
The real protocol Piso consists of three roles, initiator, responder, and setup. The setup role models
secure generation and distribution of a system parameter, namely, a description of a cyclic group (G, n, g).
As this parameter must be shared between all runs of a key exchange protocol, setup is implemented by a
single machine which spawns a single instance that manages all entities and always outputs the same parameter.
The roles initiator and responder implement parties A and B, respectively, from Figure 8. Each role is
implemented by a separate machine and every instance of those machines manages exactly one entity. Thus,
these instances directly correspond to an actual implementation where each run of a key exchange protocol
acc
before they
spawns a new program instance. Both, initiator and responder register their public keys at FPKI
actually start the key exchange.
In Piso , we use a standard ideal signature functionality Fsig 16 for signing messages and verifying signatures.
As common, the ideal functionality Fsig consists of two roles, signer and verifier, that allows for the corresponding operations. Both roles are implemented by the same machine and instances of that machine manage
entities that share the same SID. The SID sid of an entity is structured as a tuple (pid owner , (sid ′ , pid i , pid r )),
modeling a specific key pair of the party pid owner . More specifically, in protocol Piso , every party pid owns a
single key pair per key exchange session, represented by SID (pid , (sid ′ , pid i , pid r )). We use the accountable
acc
acc
acc
PKI functionality FPKI
as PKI. To simplify presentation, we use a fixed session of FPKI
(namely FPKI
runs in
the session with SID ε). This, however, can trivially be extended to the case where multiple PKIs are used by
iso
different key exchanges. We use an initialization functionality Finit
which ensures that initiator and responder
and their judges are initialized “at the same time”. This simplifies the proof later on, as we do not have to take
care of several edge cases in cases of non-initialized parties.
The corruption model of Piso allows A to corrupt users (pid , sid , role ) (statically) before the key exchange
starts. We consider a party corrupted, if (i) a party is directly corrupted, (ii) the instance of the party at Fsig ,
i. e., its “private signature key”, is corrupted, (iii) its verification instance at Fsig , used to verify the intended
acc
partners signature, is corrupted, and (iv) its session at FPKI
is corrupted. This essentially models a party-wise
corruption.
acc
adds local judges to Piso – one local judge per signer, resp. verifier instance of
Additionally to Piso , Piso
acc
Piso – and a dummy supervisor. For the local judges in Piso
, we essentially pass-through the accountability
acc
acc
properties from FPKI . The judge queries for verdicts at its own local judge (instance) at FPKI
and the judge
acc
iso
of the intended partner. In case that there is a verdict from FPKI from the intended partners judge, Pjudge
adds
the intended partner as potentially misbehaving party to the verdict (i. e., adds ∨dis(intended partner)), if the
intended partner’s judge provides a verdict from the lower level. This captures that the judge cannot be certain
who behaved maliciously on the PKI level: the issuing CA or the intended partner.
16 In contrast to Appendix E, where we use an adapted variant of F
sig . Additionally, we also allow A to corrupt the verifier instance
here.
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acc
Description of the protocol FKE
= (initiator, responder, supervisor, judge):

Participating roles: {initiator, responder, judge, supervisor}
Corruption model: dynamic with secure erasures
Protocol parameters:
– groupGen(1η ).
{Algorithm for generating tuples (G, n, g) describing cyclic groups G of size n with generator g.
– Secacc ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Accountability properties, meant to be set to {authenticity}
assumption
∗
– Sec
⊂ {0, 1}
{Assumption-based security properties, meant to be set to ∅
∗
– pidsjudge ⊂ {0, 1}
{set of judge entities/(P)IDs in the protocol (which are often directly related to some protocol participants)
∗
– idsassumption ⊂ {0, 1}
{set of entities/IDs where properties are ensured via assumptions
Description of Minitiator,responder,supervisor,judge :
Implemented role(s): {initiator, responder, judge, supervisor}
KE
Subroutines: FjudgeParams
Internal state:
– (G, n, g) ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})3 = (⊥, ⊥, ⊥)
– state : ({0, 1}∗ )3 → {⊥, registered, started, finished}
– initiator : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– responder : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– caller : {initiator, responder} → ({0, 1}∗ )3 ∪ {⊥}
– sessionKey : {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}

{Global group parameters.
{Stores the current state of entities in key exchange; initially ⊥.
{The initiator of the key exchange
{The responder of the key exchange
{Stores the calling entity for both entities in key exchange; initially ⊥.
{The session key; initially ⊥.

The set of corrupted internal
a
∗
∗
∗
– corruptedIntParties ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} × {0, 1} \ (RolesF ∪ {judge, supervisor}), initially ∅
parties (pid, sid, role)
assumption
broken
security
assumptions
per
id, initially false ∀entries
– brokenAssumptions : Sec
×idsassumption → {true, false} {Stores

Stores
broken
security properties per
– brokenProps : (Secassumption ∪ Secacc ) × (pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption ) → {true, false}
judge/id, initially false ∀entries
∗
– verdicts : pidsjudge → {0, 1}
{Verdicts per p ∈ pidsjudge , initially ε

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
acc
One session of FKE


Accept all entities of form (pid, (sid′ , pid i , pid r ), role) where role ∈ {initiator, responder}
manages a single in′
′
′
′
and pid
∈ {pid i , pid r } or ((local, pid , role ), (sid , pid i , pid r ), judge) where role
∈

stance of a key ex{initiator, responder} and also pid ′ ∈ {pid i , pid r } or ( , (sid′ , pid i , pid r ), supervisor).
change.
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
Do not allow corruption of (pid, sid, supervisor).
if role = judge:
send (Corrupt, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
{FjudgeParams decides whether judges can be corrupted
wait for b; return b
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid, sid, role):
if role = judge:
{FjudgeParams may determine a judge’s corruption status
send (CorruptionStatus?(pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for b; return b

acc-cp
A is not allowed to invoke FjudgeParams .
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pidreceiver , sidreceiver , rolereceiver , m)
Do not allow sending messages to FjudgeParams .
– LeakedData(pid , sid , role ):
If called while (pid , sid , role ) determines its initial corruption status, use the default behavior of LeakedData.
That is, output the initially received message and the sender of that message.
Otherwise, return (caller[pid, sid, role], sessionKey).
Initialization:
Parse sidcur as (sid ′ , pid i , pid r ).
initiator ← (pid i , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), initiator)
{Store initiator and responder
responder ← (pid r , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), responder)
η
(G, n, g) ← groupGen(1 ).

if sender = NET ∧ m = InitGroup:
Allow adversary to start initialization and then return the
send (LeakGroup, (G, n, g)) to NET.
generated group. No other actions are performed in this case.
(
Leak group parameters to the adversary. Note that this command forces
else:
the adversary to respond before interacting with the protocol in any
send responsively (LeakGroup, (G, n, g)) to NET;
other way, i.e., the run can continue as expected.
wait for .
MessagePreprocessing:
if rolecur = initiator ∧ caller[initiator] = ⊥:
caller[initiator] ← entitycall
else if rolecur = responder ∧ caller[responder] = ⊥:
caller[responder] ← entitycall

Register that
Main:


initiator
and
recv RegisterPubKey from I/O to ( , , initiator) ∨ ( , , responder) s.t. state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] = ⊥:

responder want
state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] ← registered.
exchange keys
send RegisterPubKey to NET.

Start key exrecv InitKE from I/O to ( , , initiator) ∨ ( , , responder) s.t. state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] = registered:
change key
state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] ← started.
send InitKE to NET.
a Here: Roles := {initiator, responder}.
F

acc
Fig. 32: The accountable ideal key exchange functionality FKE
(part 1).
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Description of Minitiator,responder,supervisor,judge (continued):

Note that Main continues processing the message m that Initialization has
Main:
already parsed if Initialization does not end the run.
recv (FinishKE, k ) from NET to ( , , initiator) ∨ ( , , responder) s.t. state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] = started:
if sessionKey = ⊥:
Choose sessionKey ← G uniformly at random
state[entitycur ] ← finished.
if initiator ∈ CorruptionSet ∨ responder ∈ CorruptionSet∨
brokenProps[authenticity, (local, initiator, initiator)] = true ∨
brokenProps[authenticity, (local, responder, responder)] = true: A may choose the key if he has corrupted the partner or
send (FinishKE, k) to caller[entitycur ].
authenticity is broken for one of the involved parties.
else:
send (FinishKE, sessionKey) to caller[entitycur ].
Include static code from the AUC transformation T1 (·) here, i.e., include additional code from Figure 2 and 3 here. Do not include the public
judge here.
acc
Fig. 33: The accountable ideal key exchange functionality FKE
(part 2).

KE
Description of FjudgeParams
= (judgeParams):

Participating roles: {judgeParams}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of MjudgeParams :
Implemented role(s): {judgeParams}
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
Let initiator, responder be initiator and responder extracted from internalState.Further, let pid initiator , resp.
 pid responder be their PIDs.
if toBreak = {authenticity} × {local} × {(pid initiator , initiator), (pid responder , responder)} :
|
{z
}
=:ids {s is defined to be the session ID of the considered session
for all id ∈ ids do:
if verdict for id does not match conjunction of verdicts of form
dis((pid ′ , sid ′ , role ′ )) ∨ V or V
where (pid ′ , sid ′ , role ′ ) ∈ {initiator, responder} and
V is a verdict not blaming parties with roles from {initiator, responder, judge, supervisor}:
acc
Let k be sessionKey extracted from FKE
’s provided internal state.
reply (BreakAccProp, true, k)
{Accept verdict/broken properties, leak session key
else:
reply (BreakAccProp, false, ε)
{Decline verdict/broken properties
recv (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, ε)
recv (BreakAssumption, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
reply (BreakAssumption, ε)
recv (Corrupt, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if id = (local, pid, role) ∧ (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else:
reply false
recv (CorruptionStatus?, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if (id, sid, judge) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else if id = (local, pid, role) ∧ (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet :
reply true
else:
reply false

{Generate judicial report
{We do not provide a judicial report here
{Do not generate leakage when breaking assumptions
 KE
FjudgeParams allows to corrupt a local judge iff the
accompanied initiator or responder is corrupted

 KE
FjudgeParams interprets a local judge as corrupted iff
the accompanied initiator or responder is corrupted

KE
acc
Fig. 34: The judge parameter functionality FjudgeParams
for FKE
.
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interface
to E

interface
to E

interface
to E

responder

initiator

supervisor

interface
to E

setup

judge

acc
FPKI

interface
to E

≤

acc
FKE

Fsig

Fig. 35: Realization relation of a key exchange example stated in Theorem 8. The system E denotes the
environment, modeling, as usual in UC setting, arbitrary higher level protocols. All machines are additionally
connected to the network adversary.
iso
As we do not consider assumption-based security properties in this case study, the supervisor Psv
always
iso
responds with false if a party queries for the status of an assumption. Further, Psv allows querying for the
acc
corruption status of (internal) parties in FPKI
.

F.3 Security Analysis: We now provide the formal result that we can use the ISO protocol on top of an
acc
accountable PKI to realize the (accountable) key exchange functionality FKE
.
Theorem 8. Let groupGen(1η ) be an algorithm that outputs descriptions (G, n, g) of cyclic groups (i. e., G
is a group of size n with generator g) such that n grows exponentially in η and the DDH assumption holds
acc
acc
true. Let Piso
be the (accountable) ISO protocol as described above, let FPKI
be the accountable ideal PKI
acc- PKI
functionality and FjudgeParams the associated subroutine both with parameters Secacc = {correctCert} and
acc
Secassumption = ∅, and let Fsig be the (standard) ideal signature functionality, and let FKE
be the (accountacc
able) ideal functionality for authenticated key exchange with Sec = {authenticity}, Secassumption = ∅,
pidsjudge = {local} × ({0, 1}∗ )2 , and idsassumption = ∅. Then the following holds true:
acc
iso
iso
acc
acc- PKI
(Piso
, Psv
, Pjudge
| FPKI
, FjudgeParams
, Fsig ) ≤
acc
KE
(FKE
| FjudgeParams
).
acc- PKI
iso
acc
acc
iso
, FjudgeParams
, Fsig ) realizes the
, Pjudge
| FPKI
Proof. We show that the real key exchange R := (Piso
, Psv
acc
KE
ideal key exchange I := (FKE | FjudgeParams ). As part of this, we define a responsive simulator S such that
the real world running R is indistinguishable from the ideal world running {S, I} for every ppt environment
E.
First note that it is easy to see that both R and I are environmentally bounded and complete. Now, the
simulator S is defined as follows: the simulator is a single machine that is connected to I and the environment
via their network interfaces. In a run, there is only a single instance of the machine S that accepts all incoming
messages. The simulator S internally simulates the full protocol R, including its behavior on the network
interface to the environment. To improve readability, we refer to S’s simulated version of the real protocol as
R′ . More precisely, the simulation runs as follows:
acc
• At the start of a run, S obtains the group parameters used by FKE : if the simulator is activated for
the first time via the (LeakGroup, (G, n, g)) message, then he simply saves this message and returns ok.
acc
Otherwise, S sends an InitGroup message to (an arbitrary entity of) FKE
to trigger Initialization and
obtain the group parameters. Note that the environment cannot observe whether the simulator has manually
acc
triggered Initialization of FKE
. The group parameters are used by S as output of the internally simulated
acc
Piso
: setup role.
17
• Upon receiving RegisterPubKey from an honest party, S forwards this message to the dedicated machine
′
of R . We note that S can derive all involved parties and their roles from the SID (which predefines initiator
17 We consider an entity to be honest if it outputs false upon CorruptionStatus? requests. Conversely, we call an entity corrupted
if it outputs true, even if it was not explicitly corrupted.
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and responder of the key exchange session including their local judges). In R′ , the message then triggers the
initialization of the party’s signer instance at Fsig and registers the generated public key for the dedicated
acc
party at FPKI
.
• Upon receiving a InitKE from an honest entity, S forwards this message – again – in the name of a
higher-level protocol to the simulated entity in R′ . This triggers the start of a key exchange as defined in
the ISO protocol in R′ .
′
• As soon as an honest initiator in R outputs (FinishKE, sessionKey), S sends the message (FinishKE,
acc
sessionKey) to the initiator identity in FKE
.
′
• As soon as an honest responder in R outputs (FinishKE, sessionKey), S distinguishes three cases:
1. In the case that initiator is corrupted after its output of FinishKE, I leaks the initiator’s ideal key k ′
to S. Then, S sends (FinishKE, k ′ ) to I.
2. If authenticity is broken for (at least) one of both parties after initiator outputs the session key
acc
via FinishKE. In this case, S learns the (ideal) session key k ′ from FKE
when providing the verdict to
acc
′
FKE before outputting FinishKE. Then, S sends (FinishKE, k ) to I.
acc
3. In all other cases, S sends the message (FinishKE, sessionKey) to the responder identity in FKE
.
′
• S forwards all network communication from the environment to corresponding entities in R , and vice
versa.
′
• S keeps the (internal) corruption status of entities in roles of R and I synchronized. In particular, if an
entity of I asks for its initial corruption status, then the same entity in R′ is simulated to also do so.
Furthermore, as soon as a simulated entity of R′ considers itself to be corrupted (either explicitly or due
to a corrupted subroutine), S corrupts the same entity in I.
• If a corrupted entity entity in a public role of R outputs a message on its I/O interface to a higher-level
protocol, then S instructs the (explicitly) corrupted entity entity in I to forward the same message on its
I/O interface. The same is also done in the other direction. Note that this also includes corrupted local
judges.
iso
′
• Always when an instance ((local, pid , role), sid , judge) of Pjudge in R renders a verdict, S extracts this
verdict and sends (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak ) where verdict maps (local, pid , role) to the verdict
extracted from the simulation (and all other entries to ε) and toBreak = {(authenticity, (local, pid ,
role)}) to ((local, pid , role), sid , judge) in I.
• As the supervisor does not have to handle assumption-based properties, there is no additional specification
for S necessary.
This concludes the description of the simulator. It is easy to see that {S, I} is environmentally bounded and
S is responsive for I. We note that the behavior of the supervisor is indistinguishable between R and I as he
always provides the same output in both worlds. Now, let E be an arbitrary but fixed responsive environment.
We will now go over all possible interactions with honest entities on the I/O interface and argue, by
induction, that all of those interactions result in identical behavior towards the environment, i. e., I and R
are indistinguishable. At the start of a run, there were no interactions on the I/O interface with honest parties
yet, i. e., I and R are indistinguishable. In the following, the induction assumption is that all I/O interactions
to far have resulted in the same behavior visible towards the environment in both the real and ideal world.
We firstly have a look at the I/O output of initiator and responder. We then prove that the output of
local judges is also indistinguishable between the R and {S, I}.
Initiator and responder. We note that all I/O calls to honest initiator and responder do not directly
lead to an output to E in I and R′ (for the corrupted case, see below). Thus, I and R are indistinguishable.
However, note that the phases of the protocol are synchronized in I and R′ . RegisterPubKey initializes the
acc
signatures key at Fsig and also registers the public key at FPKI
in R′ which does not have an adequate in I.
InitKE starts the key exchange itself in both worlds.
Note that honest initiator or responder do not send FinishKE to E if their partners public key is
acc
not registered at the PKI FPKI
or if the signatures provided via NET do not verify. Also note that a party
initialization leads to an initialization of both parties, initiator and responder and also their local judges. This
enforces that the corruption status of the machines is always correctly handled and that we do not have to take
care of edge cases due to uninitialized parties.
When the initiator in R′ wants to output the message (FinishKE, sessionKey) to E, S triggers I via
(FinishKE, sessionKey) also to output a session key. If initiator and responder are uncorrupted and the property
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authenticity holds true for both, I outputs a randomly selected group element (potentially ̸= sessionKey)
from hinit on behalf of initiator. As E is not aware of the sessionKey (both parties are honest) and as the
DDH assumption holds true, E can only distinguish with negligible probability between I and R′ .
If both parties are still uncorrupted but authenticity is broken for at least one of both parties, this leads
to the case that I directly outputs the sessionKey provided by S. As the session key is extracted from R′ , this
case is also indistinguishable between R and I.
In case that initiator considers itself as corrupted in R′ , responder outputs the sessionKey. Note that
this session key matches the one exchanged with initiator thus potentially leaked to A. Thus, E cannot
distinguish between I and R.
The same holds true for the case, responder is corrupted but initiator is not.
The two cases above also include the cases when authenticity is additionally broken for one party – as
this does not change the behavior of I in the case that already one of the parties is corrupted.
Note that we have to consider two special cases here:
acc
1. initiator gets corrupted after it outputted the key. However, as FKE
leaks the key upon corruption to
S and S forwards this leaked key to the responder, E cannot distinguish between I and R.
2. initiator or responder are both honest but one of them/both lose/s authenticity after the initiator
acc
already outputted FinishKE including an ideally generated session key to E. However, as FKE
leaks the
key upon breaking to S and S forwards this leaked key to the responder, E cannot distinguish between
I and R.
Judges. Note that S updates verdicts in I as soon as they occur in R′ . Further note that GetVerdict and
GetJudicialReport do not influence any state in R and I. We also note that answers to GetJudicialReport
are indistinguishable in both worlds.
iso
Further, Pjudge
always accepts the input of S as rendered verdicts in R′ are compliant with the restrictions
KE
imposed in FjudgeParams . Thus, local judges output the same verdicts in I and R′ and we can conclude that
both worlds are indistinguishable.
As local judges act as pure message forwarder when their associated party is corrupted, we can also conclude
that I and R are indistinguishable in this case.
Supervisor. Supervisors is always the same in R and I. Thus, both worlds are indistinguishable regarding their
output.
We can also conclude that the corruption status of (internal) entities in the real and ideal world is synchronized.
Since the simulator has full control over corrupted entities, which are handled via the internal simulation R′ ,
this implies that the I/O behavior of corrupted entities of R/I towards the environment is also identical in the
real and ideal world.
acc
Note that the behavior of FPKI
is only visible to I via its network interface. As S forwards these messages
acc
′
acc
acc
to FPKI in R and also provide the output of FPKI
to E via NET, E cannot use FPKI
to distinguish between
I and R.
Overall, we can conclude that I and R are indistinguishable.
F.4 Deterrence Analysis: Please note that we consider the fully composed protocol here, i. e., including the
used PKI. We emphasize that the meaning of a single established key exchange is negligible in contrast to a
working PKI. Therefore, being caught cheating in the PKI is the major deterrence to behave honestly in the
key exchange. In particular, we conclude that the utilities for PKI participants have the same relations as in
Appendix E.4, i. e., Equation 1 and 2 are met for these parties. For the parties involved in the key exchange,
i
i
i
i
i
i
we assume that UhP
= UhE
= UhL
= UmP
= UmL
= UmE
= 0 expressing that a party typically does not
have a big advantage from executing the key exchange honest or maliciously. Thus, Equation 1 and 2 holds
true for all involved parties.
G. Capturing MPC Accountability Properties via AUC
As already mentioned in the introduction, there are several works that capture accountability properties in
a UC model for the special case of MPC protocols (e.g., [13, 14, 24, 34, 35, 55, 74, 81]). These properties
include (publicly) identifiable abort [14, 34, 55]), (public/universal) verifiability [35, 84, 86], auditability [13],
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acc
Description of the protocol Piso
= (initiator, responder | setup):

Participating roles: initiator, responder, setup
Corruption model: static
Protocol parameters:
– groupGen(1η ).
{Algorithm for generating tuples (G, n, g) describing cyclic groups G of size n with generator g.
Description of Minitiator :
Implemented role(s): initiator
acc
iso
Subroutines: setup, Fsig , FPKI
, Finit
: init
Internal state:
∗
∗
– pk ∈ {0, 1} , pk = ε, pidCA ∈ {0, 1} , pidCA = ε
{The public key of (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) and the used CA
– (G, n, g) ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})3 = (⊥, ⊥, ⊥)
{Global group parameters.
– state ∈ {⊥, registered, started, finished} = ⊥
{Current state in key exchange.
∗ 3
– initiator : ({0, 1} )
{The initiator of the key exchange
– responder : ({0, 1}∗ )3
{The responder of the key exchange
∗ 3
– caller ∈ ({0, 1} ) ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
{Stores the initial caller of this entity/instance.
– sessionKey ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
{Stores the session key.
– einit ∈ Zn ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
{Secret DH exponent of initiator.
– hresp ∈ G ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
{Public DH key share of responder.
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all entities of form (pid i , (sid′ , pid i , pid r ), initiator).
Corruption behavior:
are corrupted.
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ) :{Entity corrupted if one of its signature keys or the verification subroutine
(
pid(responder)
out ← corr(pid, (pid, sid), Fsig : signer) ∨ corr(pid, (pid(responder), sid), Fsig : verifier)
denotes responder’s
acc
out ← out ∨ corr((pid , sid , role ), ε, FPKI
: client)
PID
return out
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pid receiver , sid receiver , role receiver , m):
If role receiver = Fsig : signer, return false.a
Otherwise output true iff pid = pid receiver .
Initialization:
Parse sidcur as (sid ′ , pid i , pid r ).
initiator ← (pid i , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), initiator).
responder ← (pid r , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), responder).
caller ← (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ).
send GetParameters to (pidcur , sidcur , setup);
wait for (GetParameters, (G, n, g)).
(G, n, g) ← (G, n, g).
if ITM was not activated via init macro, resp. a InitEntity message:
iso
send initPartner to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for initPartner
Main:
See Figure 37.

{Store initiator and responder .
{Get DH parameters

a In our modeling, the corruption status of signer entities indicates whether the adversary has access to the corresponding signature keys, i.e.,
whether he can sign his own messages (as in this case the signer entity should be considered compromised). Thus, the adversary is not allowed to
access uncorrupted signer entities. If the signer entity is corrupted, then the adversary already knows the secret key and can sign messages on his
own, so there is no need to give him access in this case.

acc
acc
Fig. 36: A real key exchange protocol Piso
for realizing FPKI
(part 1). Note that each instance of Minitiator
and Mresponder corresponds to a single entity.
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Description of Minitiator (continued):
Main:
recv RegisterPubKey from I/O s.t. state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] = ⊥:
state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] ← registered.
send InitSign to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer);
wait for (InitSign, success, pk ); pk ← pk ;
send responsively (Register, pk) to NET;
wait for (Register, pk, pid CA ) s.t. pid CA ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
pidCA ← pid CA ;
acc
send (Register, pk, pid CA ) to ((pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), ε, FPKI
: client).a

{Register initiator’s signature and certificate

acc
{Register identity at FPKI

{Start KE and send first message.

recv InitKE from I/O s.t. state = registered:
state ← started.
Choose einit ← Zn uniformly at random, compute hinit = geinit .
send (Send, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), hinit ) to NET.
recv (FinishKE, responder, hresp , (geinit , hresp , responder), σ) from NET s.t. state = started:


Receive second message and output key.
{Query A for responder’s CA ;

send responsively (RetrieveCA, responder) to NET
wait for (RetrieveCA, responder, pid CA );
acc
send (Retrieve, responder, pid CA ) to ((pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), ε, FPKI
: client);
wait for (Retrieve, intendedPartner, pid CA , pk ).
{Get public verification key of intended partner.
if pk = ⊥:
(
abort.
pid(responder)
send (Verify, (geinit , hresp , responder), σ, pk ) to (pidcur , (pid(responder), sidcur ), Fsig : verifier);
denoted the PID
wait for (VerResult, b).
of responder
if b = false:
abort.
hresp ← hresp ; sessionKey ← hresp einit ; state ← finished.
send (FinishKE, sessionKey) to caller.
recv GetLastMessage from NET s.t. state = finished:
m = (hresp , geinit , responder).
send (Sign, m) to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer);
wait for (Signature, σ).
send (send , σ) to NET.
a We consider here one instance of the PKI, namely the one with SID ε.

Description of Msetup :
Implemented role(s): setup
Internal state:
– (G, n, g) ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})3 = (⊥, ⊥, ⊥)

{Global group parameters.

CheckID(pid , sid , role ): Accept all entities.
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ) : return false.
Initialization:
(G, n, g) ← groupGen(1η ).
Main:


The adversary may not corrupt the (honestly
generated) setup parameters.


Everyone may retrieve the group parameters, including
the adversary on the network.

recv GetParameters from :
reply (GetParameters, (G, n, g)).

acc
acc
(part 2).
Fig. 37: A real key exchange protocol Piso
for realizing FPKI

openability [34], and privacy [8]. AUC can capture these accountability properties as special cases. This is not
only an important sanity check but also shows that AUC generalizes and unifies existing UC accountability
literature. Here we illustrate this for the most common property: identifiable abort. The other properties can be
dealt with analogously, see Appendix H for more details.
Identifiable abort. The standard definition of a basic ideal MPC functionality FMPC (cf., e.g., [6, 8, 21, 24]) is
based on three phases. In the first phase, it takes inputs from m parties, with inputs of corrupted parties being
chosen by the adversary. In the second phase, it acts as a trusted third party that computes some function f
on those inputs. In the final phase, each party receives an output of f but otherwise obtains no information.
Hence, FMPC provides preventive security for correctness of the outputs and for privacy/secrecy of the inputs.
Instead of preventive security for correctness, MPC protocols often rather consider the weaker property of
identifiable abort [6, 8, 14, 55, 85], which states that either all honest parties obtain a correct output or all honest
parties agree on the name of a malicious party who has caused the output to be incorrect and hence the protocol
to abort. In other words, identifiable abort is a type of (local) accountability w.r.t. correctness that additionally
requires individual accountability and certain relationships between local properties of different parties.
id-ab
In the literature, identifiable abort has been formalized within ideal functionalities FMPC
by letting the
simulator, during the final output phase, decide whether all honest parties obtain their correct output or provide
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Description of Mresponder :
Implemented role(s): responder
acc
iso
Subroutines: setup, Fsig , FPKI
, Finit
: init
Internal state:
∗
∗
– pk ∈ {0, 1} , pk = ε, pidCA ∈ {0, 1} , pidCA = ε
– (G, n, g) ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})3 = (⊥, ⊥, ⊥)
– state ∈ {⊥, registered, started, inSession, finished} = ⊥
– initiator : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– responder : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– caller ∈ ({0, 1}∗ )3 ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
– sessionKey ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
– eresp ∈ Zn ∪ {⊥} = ⊥
– hinit ∈ G ∪ {⊥} = ⊥

{The public key of (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ) and the used CA
{Global group parameters.
{Current state in key exchange.
{The initiator of the key exchange
{The responder of the key exchange
{Stores the initial caller of this entity/instance.
{Stores the session key.
{Secret DH exponent of responder.
{Public DH key share of initiator.

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all entities of form (pid r , (sid′ , pid i , pid r ), responder).
Corruption behavior:
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ) :
{Consider entity corrupted if one of the signature keys or the verification subroutine is corrupted.
out ← corr(pid, (pid, sid), Fsig : signer) ∨ corr(pid, (pid(initiator), sid), Fsig : verifier)
acc
out ← out ∨ corr((pid , sid , role ), ε, FPKI
: client)
return out
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pid receiver , sid receiver , role receiver , m):
If role receiver = Fsig : signer, return false.
{cf. explanation in Figure 36.
Otherwise output true iff pid = pid receiver .
Initialization:
Parse sidcur as (sid ′ , pid i , pid r ).
initiator ← (pid i , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), initiator).
responder ← (pid r , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), responder).
caller ← (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ).
send GetParameters to (pidcur , sidcur , setup);
wait for (GetParameters, (G, n, g)).
(G, n, g) ← (G, n, g).
if ITM was not activated via init macro, resp. a InitEntity message:
iso
send initPartner to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for initPartner

{Store initiator and responder .
{Get DH parameters

Main:
recv RegisterPubKey from I/O s.t. state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] = ⊥:
state[(pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )] ← registered.
send InitSign to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer);
wait for (InitSign, success, pk ); pk ← pk ;
send responsively (Register, pk) to NET;
wait for (Register, pk, pid CA ) s.t. pid CA ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
pidCA ← pid CA ;
acc
send (Register, pk, pid CA ) to ((pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), ε, FPKI
: client).a

{Register responder’s signature and certificate

acc
{Register identity at FPKI

{Start KE.

recv InitKE from I/O s.t. state = registered:
state ← started.
send (InitKE, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )) to NET.



Notify network that the key exchange has started and the responder is
ready to receive the first message.
recv (Receive, initiator, hinit ) from NET s.t. state = started:
{Receive first message, send second message.
hinit ← hinit
Choose eresp ← Zn uniformly at random, compute hresp = geresp .
send (Sign, (hinit , geresp , initiator)) to (pidcur , (pidcur , sidcur ), Fsig : signer);
wait for (Signature, σ).
state ← inSession
send (Send, (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), geresp , σ) to NET.
recv (Receive, σ) from NET s.t. state = inSession:
{Receive third message, output key.
send responsively (RetrieveCA, initiator) to NET
{Query A for initiator’s CA ;
wait for (RetrieveCA, initiator, pid CA );
acc
send (Retrieve, initiator, pid CA ) to ((pidcur , sidcur , rolecur ), ε, FPKI : client);
wait for (Retrieve, initiator, pid CA , pk ).
{Get public verification key of intended partner.
if pk = ⊥:
abort.
send (Verify, (geresp , hinit , (pidcur , sidcur , rolecur )), σ, pk ) to (pidcur , (initiator, sidcur ), Fsig : verifier);
wait for (VerResult, b).
if b = false:
abort.
sessionKey ← hinit eresp ; state ← finished.
send (FinishKE, sessionKey) to caller.
a We consider here one instance of the PKI, namely the one with SID ε.

acc
acc
Fig. 38: A real key exchange protocol Piso
for realizing FPKI
(part 3).
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iso
Description of the initialization machine Finit
= (init):

Participating roles: {init}
Corruption model: incorruptible
Description of Minit :
Implemented role(s): {init}
acc
acc
Subroutines: Piso
: initiator, Piso
: responder
Internal state:
∗ 3
– init : ({0, 1} ) → {true, false}
– initiator : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– responder : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– judgeinitiator : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– judgeresponder : ({0, 1}∗ )3
– caller ∈ ({0, 1}∗ )3 ∪ {⊥} = ⊥

{Initialization status of the machine, initially false
{The initiator of the key exchange
{The responder of the key exchange
{The initiator’s local judge
{The responder’s local judge
{Stores the callers.

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages for the same sid.
Initialization:
Parse sidcur as (sid ′ , pid i , pid r ).
initiator ← (pid i , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), initiator).
responder ← (pid r , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), responder).
judgeinitiator ← ((local, pid i , initiator), (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), judge).
judgeresponder ← ((local, pid r , responder), (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), judge).
caller ← (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall )
MessagePreprocessing:
if (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) = initiator:
init[initiator] ← true
else if (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) = responder:
init[responder] ← true
else if (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) = judgeinitiator :
init[judgeinitiator ] ← true
else if (pidcall , sidcall , rolecall ) = judgeresponder :
init[judgeresponder ] ← true

{Store initiator and responder
{Also store their judges entities

Main:
recv initPartner from responder ∨ initiator:
if init[initiator] = ⊥:
init(initiator)
else if init[responder] = ⊥:
init(responder)
else if init[judgeinitiator ] = ⊥:
init(judgeinitiator )
else if init[judgeresponder ] = ⊥:
init(judgeresponder )
else:
send initPartner to caller
recv InitEntityDone from initiator ∨ responder ∨ judgeinitiator ∨ judgeresponder :
if init[initiator] = ⊥:
init(initiator)
else if init[responder] = ⊥:
init(responder)
else if init[judgeinitiator ] = ⊥:
init(judgeinitiator )
else if init[judgeresponder ] = ⊥:
init(judgeresponder )
else:
send initPartner to caller
iso
Fig. 39: The initialization ITM Finit
.
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{Request to initialize
{Trigger initialization of initiator
{Trigger initialization of responder
{Trigger initialization of judgeinitiator


Trigger initialization of judgeresponder
{All parties are initialized

{Trigger initialization of initiator
{Trigger initialization of responder
{Trigger initialization of judgeinitiator


Trigger initialization of judgeresponder
{All parties are initialized

iso
Description of Pjudge
= (judge):

Participating roles: {judge}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of Mjudge :
Implemented role(s): {judge}
acc
acc
Subroutines: FPKI
: judge, Piso
Internal state:
– initiator : ({0, 1}∗ )3

{The initiator of the key exchange

– responder : ({0, 1}∗ )3
{The responder of the key exchange
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
′
Accept all entities of form ((local,pid i , initiator), (sid , pid i , pid r ), judge) and ((local,pid r , responder),
(sid ′ , pid i , pid r ), judge).
Initialization:
Parse sidcur as (sid ′ , pid i , pid r ).
initiator ← (pid i , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), initiator).
{Store initiator and responder
responder ← (pid r , (sid′ , pid i , pidr ), responder).
if ITM was not activated via init macro, resp. a InitEntity message:
iso
send initPartner to (pidcur , sidcur , Finit
: init)
wait for initPartner
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ) :
Parse pid as (pid ′ , role ′ )
corr ← corr(pid ′ , sid, role ′ )
if corr :
return true
else:
return false
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid , sid , role ) :
{Consider local judge corrupted if associated client is corrupted.
Parse pid as (pid ′ , role ′ )
corr ← corr(pid ′ , sid, role ′ )
if corr :
return true
else:
return false
Main:
acc
recv GetVerdict from I/O:
{Forward local verdict from FPKI
send InitMe to initiator
wait for
send InitMe to responder
wait for
Parse pidcur as (pid ′ , role ′ ).
acc
acc
send GetVerdict to ((initiator, client), ε, FPKI
: judge)
{Query for the initiator’s status at FPKI
wait for (GetVerdict, v1 )
acc
acc
send GetVerdict to ((responder, client), ε, FPKI
: judge)
{Query for the responder’s status at FPKI
wait for (GetVerdict, v2 )
if v1 ̸= ε ∧ role ′ = responder:
v1 .add(dis(initiator))
{The judge cannot be shure whether the intended partners verdict is trustful
if v2 ̸= ε ∧ role ′ = initiator:
v2 .add(dis(responder))
{The judge cannot be shure whether the intended partners verdict is trustful
Let verdict be
1. v1 , if role ′ = responder
2. v2 , if role ′ = initiator
reply (GetVerdict, verdict)

{Forward judicial report from lower level.

recv (GetJudicialReport, msg) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, ε)

iso
acc
.
Fig. 40: The judging functionality Pjudge
for Piso
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iso
Description of Psv
= (supervisor):

Participating roles: {supervisor}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of Msupervisor :
Implemented role(s): {supervisor}
acc
Subroutines: FPKI
: supervisor
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (IsAssumptionBroken?, msg, id):
reply (IsAssumptionBroken?, false)
recv (corruptInt?, pid, sid, role) s.t. role ∈
/ {initiator, responder, judge, supervisor}:
if role = client:
acc
acc
corrRes ← corr(pid, sid, FPKI
: client)
{Request corruption status at FPKI
reply (corruptInt, corrRes)
else:
acc
send (corruptInt?, pid, sid, role) to (pidcur , sidcur , FPKI
: supervisor)
wait for (corruptInt?, corrRes)
reply (corruptInt, corrRes)
iso
acc
Fig. 41: The supervisor Psv
for Piso
.

the name pid of a malicious party that caused the protocol to abort (cf., [14, 34, 55]). Depending on this choice,
id-ab
FMPC
either returns the outputs of f or a special message (abort, pid ) to the honest parties.
id-ab
Capturing identifiable abort using AUC. We can easily capture the same properties as FMPC
by applying
acc
AUC to the basic functionality FMPC . We set Sec = {correctness} and, as part of the transformation
T2 , redefine the behavior of FMPC to output abort, instead of the actual function output, iff correctness
is broken for that party. To also capture the same relationships and exact accountability level required by
identifiable abort, we instantiate FjudgeParams to impose the following additional requirements whenever the
simulator tries to break correctness: (i) no honest party has already obtained an output, (ii) if correctness
is broken for one honest party, it must be broken for all others at the same time, and (iii) all verdicts for local
judges of honest parties are identical and of the form dis(A) for some party A.
id-ab
acc
models the exact same properties as FMPC
, with the only syntactical
The resulting functionality FMPC
id-ab
acc
the verdict is
difference being that FMPC includes the verdict as part of the protocol output while in FMPC
obtained separately from a judge.

H. Further Details on MPC Accountability Properties via AUC
In this section, we detail our presentation from Appendix G and show that AUC can be seen as a generalization
of the existing accountability related MPC/UC literature. Therefore, we firstly illustrate in detail how the common
MPC property of (internal) identifiable abort translates to AUC. We use a standard MPC functionality FMPC
without in-build identifiable abort and depict how identifiable abort is typically captured and how one can
capture it with AUC. We then briefly discuss that this approach also works for other common properties, such
as verifiability.
The ideal MPC functionality FMPC . For common ideal MPC functionalities (cf., e.g., [8, 21, 24]) one assumes
that there are m parties involved in the computation, each party pi contributes some secret input xi , and the
parties want to distributedly compute the output of a function f . The ideal MPC functionality FMPC models
a trusted third party which executes the computation on behalf of the participating users. Within FMPC , the
adversary A is typically allowed to (statically) corrupt parties. The execution of the computation via FMPC is
separated in phases. All parties are expected/forced to be in the same phase of the protocol: (i) Input: Each honest
party inputs xi to FMPC . Parties controlled by the adversary could input tainted data x′i . (ii) Computation: FMPC
evaluates f given the inputs from the parties. (iii) Finalization: FMPC provides the output of the computation
to the parties. FMPC typically guarantees the correct computation of the function f . We present a formal
specification of FMPC in Figure 42 where the highlighted code denotes the differences between FMPC and
acc
FMPC
.
Identifiable abort in UC literature. With identifiable abort (cf., e.g., [14, 34, 55]), one typically protects
correctness of a MPC protocol and in particular the correctness of the protocol’s output. This models that
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parties abort the protocol and blame a misbehaving party if, e. g., (i) a party identifies a misbehaving party
which tries to distort the computation or (ii) a (corrupted) party aborts the protocol. We focus on internal/local
identifiable abort, i. e., we interpret identifiable abort as a local accountability property. This is often the case
in MPC protocols as verdicts often rely on information that is only accessible to protocol participants and thus
do not convince outsiders of the protocol.
′
An adapted ideal MPC functionality FMPC
which covers identifiable abort typically differs from FMPC in
the following details: (i) Honest parties do not receive the output of the computation in case of an abort. (ii) To
′
′
abort, a corrupted party p inputs the string abort to FMPC
, this informs FMPC
that A, resp. party p, aborted
the execution of the protocol. (iii) FMPC then typically informs honest parties that p aborted the protocol. This
“individual verdict” on p allows the honest parties in the MPC protocol to exclude misbehaving parties from
the next computation attempt.
Identifiable Abort via AUC. In contrast to Appendix G, we do not consider the traditional interpretation of
MPC protocols which assumes that all parties do all phases of the MPC protocol synchronously – we call
this case synchronous MPC. We focus here on what we call the “asynchronous” case, where parties are not
forced to be in the same phase of the protocol. However, we provide a full specification of the synchronous
acc
variant of FMPC which we call FMPC
in Figure 42 and 43 which include the properties of identifiable abort,
called non-aborting, verifiability, called correctness, and privacy. In what follows, we focus on the
acc
asynchronous variant of FMPC
and include identifiable abort to the functionality. We call this functionality
acc
acc
Fasync- MPC (cf. Figure 44 and 45). In FMPC , the following major adaptions are necessary to derive FasyncMPC
(besides mapping messages): (i) Apply the AUC transformation T1 (·) to FMPC , (ii) add one local judge per
participant/node to FMPC , i. e., pidsjudge = {local} × {0, 1}∗ and every set member is meant to be of form
(local, pid , role) (idsassumption = ∅ as we do not consider assumption-based properties here), (iii) add the
async- MPC 18
acc
property correctness to Secacc in Fasync(iv) Allow A to abort the computation
MPC and FjudgeParams .
using the BreakAccProp command. A’s request needs to mark correctness broken for honest parties and
acc
needs to include a (fair) individual verdict for each of the parties. (v) FasyncMPC outputs abort to a party if
correctness is broken for this party. Parties can query their judge to retrieve the verdict which includes who
async- MPC
acc
aborted the protocol. (vi) We adapt FasyncMPC , resp. FjudgeParams , such that they ensure that (a) aborting
acc
is not possible after the first honest party received output from FasyncMPC and vice versa, (b) that no party
async- MPC
receives an output if one party received abort. (vii) FjudgeParams enforces that (local) verdicts are available
via the internal local judges, and that (viii) all internal judges output the same verdict.
Clearly, the AUC formulation of identifiable abort can be mapped to the traditional definition of identifiable
abort: As soon as A signalizes that a corrupted party will abort the protocol, all honest parties will be informed
acc
as well as
that the protocol aborted and which party caused the abort. This statement holds true for FMPC
acc
for Fasync- MPC . Of course one can enhance our approach above analogously to achieve public identifiable
abort (cf., e.g., [30, 60].
Verifiability. Verifiability in MPC is also a correctness property [35, 84, 86]: in the case of public or universal
verifiability, every party including protocol outsiders should be able to verify that the MPC’s output was
computed correctly or honestly. Due to the privacy guarantees of MPC protocols, public verifiability typically
only provides a weak level of accountability as one cannot identify misbehaving parties individually.
The common formalization of verifiability is analogous to the formalization of identifiable abort. For public
verifiability (cf. [6]), one sometimes expects some certificate of misbehavior created by a judge which allows
outsiders to verify that the blamed party indeed misbehaved.
To capture verifiability with AUC, one uses the same techniques as for identifiable abort. The major difference
between both approaches are (i) verifiability is a public property, thus restrictions are incorporated into a public
async- MPC
judge instead of local judges, (ii) FjudgeParams
does not impose restrictions on the verdict, and (iii) one may
async- MPC
use the judicial report defined at FjudgeParams
to output a certificate of misbehavior.
For other MPC accountability properties, such as auditability [13], openability [34] or privacy [8], A also
signalizes the ideal functionality that a property is broken and the ideal functionality then acts appropriately
which typically signalizes that a party or a group of parties misbehaved. The approach above works analogously
for other accountability properties from MPC. Thus, AUC can be seen as generalization of existing work
regarding accountability in MPC/UC literature.
18 We note that correctness captures identifiable abort in F acc
acc
async- MPC while it captures verifiability in FMPC . For the sake of
acc we want to keep naming in F acc as close to literature as possible.
presentation fot FMPC
MPC
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Description of the protocol FMPC
= (node, judge, supervisor)

Participating roles: {node, judge, supervisor}
Corruption model: static
Protocol parameters:
– n∈N
{Input length for the MPC function
– f : ({0, 1}∗ )|P| → ({0, 1}∗ )|P| , s.t. f = (f1 , . . . , f|P| )
{the MPC function
acc
∗
– Sec ⊂ {0, 1}
{Accountability properties, expected here: {privacy, correctness, non-aborting}
assumption
∗
– Sec
⊂ {0, 1}
{Assumption-based security properties, expected here: ∅
– pidsjudge ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{set of judge entities/(P)IDs in the protocol (which are often directly related to some protocol participants)
∗
– idsassumption ⊂ {0, 1}
{set of entities/IDs where properties are ensured via assumptions
Description of Mnode :
Implemented role(s): {node}
MPC
Subroutines: FjudgeParams
: judgeParams
Internal state:
– P ⊂ {0, 1}∗ , P ̸= ∅, |P| < ∞
{Parties involved in the protocol
– inputs : P → {0, 1}n
{The inputs for the computation, initially always set to ⊥
– outputs : P → {0, 1}∗
{The outputs of the computation, initially always set to ⊥
– state ∈ {uninitialized, computation, finalized}, state = uninitialized
{State of the MPC computation

The set of corrupted internal
a
∗
∗
∗
– corruptedIntParties ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} × {0, 1} \ (RolesF ∪ {judge, supervisor}), initially ∅
parties (pid, sid, role)
– brokenAssumptions : Secassumption ×idsassumption → {true, false} {Stores broken security assumptions per id, initially false ∀entries

Stores broken security properties per
– brokenProps : (Secassumption ∪ Secacc ) × (pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption ) → {true, false}
judge/id, initially false ∀entries
– verdicts : pidsjudge → {0, 1}∗
{Verdicts per p ∈ pidsjudge , initially ε

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
A single instance manages all parties in
Accept all messages if pid ∈ P and with same sid.
a single session.
Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
Do not allow corruption of (pid, sid, supervisor).
if role = judge:
send (Corrupt, (pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
{FjudgeParams decides whether judges can be corrupted
wait for b; return b
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid, sid, role):
if role = judge:
{FjudgeParams may determine a judge’s corruption status
send (CorruptionStatus?(pid, sid, judge), internalState)
to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for b; return b

acc-cp
A is not allowed to invoke FjudgeParams
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pidreceiver , sidreceiver , rolereceiver , m)
Do not allow sending messages to FjudgeParams .
Initialization:
send responsively InitMe to NET
{A determines the involved parties
wait for (Init, P ) s.t. P ⊂ {0, 1}∗
P←P
MessagePreprocessing:
if state
=
uninitialized∧ number of inputs that are ̸=
⊥ is |P|∧ brokenProps is false for all entries.:
{Update state/computation phase
state ← computation
Main:
recv (Compute, x) from I/O s.t. pidcur ∈ P ∧ state ∈ {uninitialized}:
inputs[pidcur ] ← x

{Input from uncorrupted users
{Record user input
(
A input for
recv (Compute, pid, x) from NET s.t. pid in CorruptionSet ∧ pid ∈ P, state ∈ {uninitialized, computation}: corrupted
parties
inputs[pidcur ] ← x

{Record user input

recv Finalize from NET:
if state = computation ∧ ∀pid ∈ P : inputs[pid] ̸= ⊥ ∧ state = uninitialized: {That is, there was no cheating/corrupting
Let wi s.t. (pid i , wi ) ∈ inputs, i ∈ {1, . . . , |P|}
(y1 , . . . , y|P| ) ← f (w1 , . . . , w|P| ))
{If there was no “interrupt” from A, f is computed as expected
for i = 1 to |P| do:
outputs[pid i ] ← yi
state ← finalized
Let output contain every outputs[pid] where pid is in CorruptionSet.
reply (Finalize, output)
{Send output of corrupted parties to A
recv GetResult from I/O s.t. pidcur ∈ P:
if brokenProps[non-aborting, (local, pidcur , rolecur )]:
reply (GetResult, abort, verdicts)
else if brokenProps[privacy, (local, pidcur , rolecur )]:
reply (GetResult, corrupted, verdicts)
else if brokenProps[correctness, (local, pidcur , rolecur )]:
reply (GetResult, correctness, verdicts)
reply (GetResult, outputs[pidcur ])

{We are in the identifiable abort case
{Output abort information and verdict
{We are in the case that A broke privacy
{Output privacy break and verdict
{We are in the case that A broke correctness of the calculation
{Output correctness break and verdict

Include the missing static code from the AUC transformation T1 (·) here, i.e., include additional code from Figure 2 and 3 here.
a Here: Roles := {node}.
F

acc
Fig. 42: The MPC functionality FMPC
.
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Description of FjudgeParams
= (judgeParams):

Participating roles: {judgeParams}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of MjudgeParams :
Implemented role(s): {judgeParams}
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
if toBreak = {non-aborting} × ({local} × {0, 1}2∗ ) ∧ state ∈ {uninitialized, compute}:
{A aborts computation
reply (BreakAccProp, true, ε)
if toBreak = {correctness} × ({local} × {0, 1}2∗ ) ∧ state = compute:
{This models a cheat attempt
reply (BreakAccProp, true, ε)
if toBreak = {privacy} × ({local} × {0, 1}2∗ ) ∧ state = compute:
{This models an attempt to break input privacy
Let ω̄ be the vector of all values from inputs.
if eval(verdict) = true:
reply (BreakAccProp, true, ω̄)
else:
reply (BreakAccProp, false, ε)
else:
reply (BreakAccProp, false, ε)

{Need to check whether verdict evaluates to true as leakage forwarded to A anyways

recv (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, ε)
recv (Corrupt, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if id = (local, pid, role) ∧ (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else:
reply false
recv (CorruptionStatus?, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if (id, sid, judge) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else if id = (local, pid, role) ∧ (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet :
reply true
else:
reply false



{Generate judicial report
{Return state variable as report
KE
FjudgeParams
allows to corrupt a local judge iff the
accompanied initiator or responder is corrupted

 KE
FjudgeParams interprets a local judge as corrupted iff
the accompanied initiator or responder is corrupted

MPC
acc
Fig. 43: The judge parameter functionality FjudgeParams
for FMPC
.
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Description of the protocol FasyncMPC = (node, judge, supervisor)

Participating roles: {node, judge, supervisor}
Corruption model: static
Protocol parameters:
– n ∈ N, f : ({0, 1}∗ )|P| → ({0, 1}∗ )|P| , s.t. f = (f1 , . . . , f|P| )
{Input length for the MPC function and the function itself
– Secacc ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Accountability properties
– Secassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{Assumption-based security properties
– pidsjudge ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{set of judge entities/(P)IDs in the protocol (which are often directly related to some protocol participants)
– idsassumption ⊂ {0, 1}∗
{set of entities/IDs where properties are ensured via assumptions
Description of Mnode :
Implemented role(s): {node}
MPC
Subroutines: FjudgeParams
: judgeParams
Internal state:
∗
– P ⊂ {0, 1} , P ̸= ∅, |P| < ∞
{Parties involved in the protocol
– inputs : P → {0, 1}n
{The inputs for the computation, initially always set to ⊥
∗
– outputs : P → {0, 1}
{The outputs of the computation, initially always set to ⊥
– state : P → {uninitialized, computation, finalized, finishedOutput}
{State of the MPC computation per party, initillay uninitialized

The set of corrupted internal
a
∗
∗
∗
– corruptedIntParties ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} × {0, 1} \ (RolesF ∪ {judge, supervisor}), initially ∅
parties (pid, sid, role)
per
id, initially false ∀entries
– brokenAssumptions : Secassumption ×idsassumption → {true, false} {Stores broken security assumptions

Stores broken security properties per
assumption
acc
– brokenProps : (Sec
∪ Sec ) × (pidsjudge ∪ idsassumption ) → {true, false}
judge/id, initially false ∀entries
– verdicts : pidsjudge → {0, 1}∗
{Verdicts per p ∈ pidsjudge , initially ε

CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
A single instance manages all parties in
Accept all messages if pid ∈ P and with same sid.
a single session.
Additional Corruption behavior:
– AllowCorruption(pid , sid , role ):
Do not allow corruption of (pid, sid, supervisor).
(
FjudgeParams
decides
if role = judge:
send (Corrupt, (pid, sid, judge), internalState) to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams) whether judges can be
corrupted
wait for b; return b
– DetermineCorrStatus(pid, sid, role):
if role = judge:
{FjudgeParams may determine a judge’s corruption status
send (CorruptionStatus?, (pid, sid, judge), internalState) to (pid, sid, FjudgeParams : judgeParams)
wait for b; return b
– AllowAdvMessage(pid, sid, role, pidreceiver , sidreceiver , rolereceiver , m)
Do not allow sending messages to FjudgeParams .
{A is not allowed to invoke FjudgeParams in the name of corrupted parties.
Initialization:
send responsively InitMe to NET
{A determines the involved parties
wait for (Init, P ) s.t. P ⊂ {0, 1}∗
P←P
Main:
recv (Compute, x) from I/O s.t. pidcur ∈ P ∧ state ∈ {uninitialized}:
{Input from uncorrupted users
state[pidcur ] ← computation; inputs[pidcur ] ← x
{Update phase of pidcur and record user input

A input for correcv (Compute, pid, x) from NET s.t. pid in CorruptionSet ∧ pid ∈ P, state ∈ {uninitialized, computation}:
rupted parties
state[pidcur ] ← computation
{Update phase of pidcur
inputs[pidcur ] ← x
{Record user input
recv Finalize from NET:
if ∀pid ∈ P : state[pid] = computation ∧ ∀pid ∈ P : inputs[pid] ̸= ⊥:
{Trigger computation of f
Let wi s.t. (pid i , wi ) ∈ inputs, i ∈ {1, . . . , |P|}
(y1 , . . . , y|P| ) ← f (w1 , . . . , w|P| ))
{If there was no “interrupt” from A, f is computed as expected
for i = 1 to |P| do:
outputs[pid i ] ← yi
if There is a brokenProps of type correctness true:
output ← ε
{The protocol aborted, no one receives output
else:
Let output contain every outputs[pid] where pid is in CorruptionSet.
reply (Finalize, output)
{Send output of corrupted parties to A
recv (Finalize, P ) from NET s.t. P ⊂ P:
for all p ∈ P do:
if state[p] = computation: state[p] ← finalized

{A may advance participants from phase computation to finalized

recv GetResult from I/O s.t. pidcur ∈ P:
{Access only for “registered” parties
if brokenProps[(correctness, (local, pidcur , rolecur )]:
{Handle identifiable abort
reply (GetResult, abort)
{Output abort information
else if state[pidcur ] ∈ {uninitialized, computation}:
{Party did not finish computation so far
reply (GetResult, ⊥)
else if There exists an entry brokenProps[(correctness, (local, pidcur , rolecur )] = true: {If abort is recorded at another party
reply (GetResult, ⊥)
{Supress output in case of an abort of another party
else if state[pidcur ] = finalized:
state[pidcur ] ← finishedOutput
reply (GetResult, outputs[pidcur ])
{If A did not abort, output result
Include the missing static code from the AUC transformation T1 (·) here, i.e., include additional code from Figure 2 and 3 here.
a Here: Roles := {node}.
F

acc
Fig. 44: The asynchronous MPC functionality FasyncMPC .
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Description of FjudgeParams
= (judgeParams):

Participating roles: {judgeParams}
Corruption model: incorruptible

Description of MjudgeParams :
Implemented role(s): {judgeParams}
CheckID(pid , sid , role ):
Accept all messages with the same sid.
Main:
recv (BreakAccProp, verdict, toBreak , internalState) from I/O:
Let ids ⊂ {0, 1}∗ be the IDs part from toBreak .
if toBreak ⊂ {correctness × ids} ∧ ∄p ∈ P (P extracted from internalState) with state[p] = finishedOutput ∧
[∀id 1 , id 2 , such that id 1 ̸= id 2 where verdict[id 1 ] ̸= ε, resp. verdict[id 2 ] ̸= ε∧
it holds true that verdict[id 1 ] = verdict[id 2 ] ∧
all verdicts in verdict are individual verdicts:
{A aborts computation, only allowed if restrictions are met
{Accept abort

reply (BreakAccProp, true, ε)
else:

{Decline abort

reply (BreakAccProp, false, ε)
recv (GetJudicialReport, msg, internalState) from I/O:
reply (GetJudicialReport, ε)
recv (Corrupt, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if id = (local, pid, role) ∧ (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else:
reply false
recv (CorruptionStatus?, (id, sid, judge), internalState) from I/O:
if (id, sid, judge) ∈ CorruptionSet:
reply true
else if id = (local, pid, role) ∧ (pid, sid, role) ∈ CorruptionSet :
reply true
else:
reply false

{Generate judicial report
{Return state variable as report
 KE
FjudgeParams allows to corrupt a local judge iff the
accompanied initiator or responder is corrupted



KE
FjudgeParams
interprets a local judge as corrupted iff
the accompanied initiator or responder is corrupted

async- MPC
acc
Fig. 45: The judge parameter functionality FjudgeParams
for FasyncMPC .
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